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1. Objective and scope
1.1. Background and objective
AI technology such as machine learning is evolving and spreading. AI is not only a source of
competitiveness of various industries but also destroying and transforming existing industrial
structures and creating new industries. As a result, the impact of products and services using AI
technology (AI products) increases our lives, society, and economy.
On the other hand, the enormous risk of quality accidents in AI products is intrinsic in our lives,
society, and economy. AI technology is still evolving. Due to its progress and technical characteristics,
quality assurance is complex compared to hardware and conventional software and services. It is
difficult to grasp, evaluate, explain and manage the quality of those AI products. For example, in
machine learning, the behavior is determined inductively by using learning data. Therefore, the quality
assurance means for conventional software cannot be used. In this regard, quality assurance by
managing the development process can make a small contribution. As this example shows, it is hard
to say that the quality assurance technology for AI products has been established.
We have to reduce the quality risks of AI products. The following points should also be noted.
Society sometimes has excessive expectations for the quality of AI products ignoring the technical
characteristics of AI technology. These expectations call for excessive activities for quality assurance.
And they put pressure on the proper use, timely release, and further evolution of AI technology. We
need to prevent undue quality pressure so that AI technology can be used and evolved with confidence.
Therefore, it is urgently necessary to investigate and systematize quality assurance technology for
AI products, support and apply applications, and conduct research and development for us to live a
safe and secure life, society, and economy. At the same time, educational activities must also be
promoted so that society can have a proper understanding of the quality of AI products based on
technical characteristics.
These are the reason why we are issuing these guidelines for the quality assurance of AI products.
These guidelines provide a standard guide for the quality assurance of AI products in order to prevent
excessive expectations of AI technology and to make appropriate use and timely release in each
organization.
The consortium will regularly update these guidelines on an annual basis since AI technology
represented by machine learning has been evolving remarkably quickly. When you create standard
documents or evaluate the degree of conformity in each organization or industry, you need to be fully
aware of that point.
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1.2. Issues on quality assurance of AI products and the scope of these guidelines
The AI technology that forms the foundation of AI products can be roughly divided into rule-based
technology and machine learning technology. Rule-based technology is developed deductively, and
machine learning technology is developed inductively. The former quality assurance is made possible
by traditional quality assurance technology; however, the latter remains difficult with that technology.
In deductive development, an internal design or implementation can be explicitly associated with a
defined specification. Various verification techniques have been made based on this association. Also,
the development process and product quality can be clearly related according to the association.
Therefore, experience for improving quality is accumulated as knowledge. Utilizing this knowledge
will enable quality assurance focusing on internal design and implementation reviews, metrics, and
processes.
On the other hand, in inductive development, the internal design or implementation cannot be
explicitly associated with the defined specification. That is, it is challenging to review the quality of
the internal structure and implementation. Nor can quality be assessed by statistical metrics. Similarly,
the relationship between the development process and product quality tends to be unclear. As a result,
the means of process quality assurance are minimal. For example, it is difficult to estimate the number
of remaining bugs; thus, process audits do not work as expected.
Therefore, inductive development is often promoted in a style that should be called exploratory
development. In that style, the development is small and iterative. Learn and build products little by
little. After that, the test, test operation, and actual operation are advanced to demonstrate that the
quality has been improved and secured.
There are two types of machine learning technology; one is the technology that can assume linearity
and distribution, and another is the technology that cannot assume them. At present, the technology
used for AI products has a lot of the latter non-linear technologies. In neural network technology, many
neurons have an extremely complicated structure.
First, quality assurance can be achieved by predicting the legitimacy of operation under all
conditions in the future. However, it is practically impossible to consider specific conditions
exhaustively in terms of cost and delivery date. Furthermore, future predictions are in principle
unknown. Therefore, conventionally, quality has been guaranteed at a realistic cost and delivery time
by considering only typical conditions that are not exhaustive. Assuming some linearity or distribution,
we narrowed it down to typical conditions by dividing and conquering. While accumulating the quality
assurance results of small components, we have guaranteed future quality based on the quality
achieved now.
On the other hand, a non-linear technology or a technology having an extremely complicated
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structure whose distribution cannot be assumed exhibit a property called CACE (Changing Anything
Changes Everything). In each of these, it is necessary to assure quality every time learning or
modification is performed, not based on linearity, distribution, or divide-and-conquer. In other words,
it is required to complete a frequent all-item high-frequency validation (FEET: Frequent, Entire, and
Exhaustive Testing) that frequently tests all components under all conditions. FEET requires
automation of quality assurance technologies such as testing and configuration management.
At the same time, each of these techniques is complex. So, even if the erroneous determination is
corrected by a certain group of learning, it is tough to explain and understand the causal relationship
between the erroneous determination and the learning. Technologies for the explainability of AI are
currently actively studied as eXplainable AI, but they are just the beginning. Therefore, they are out
of scope in this guideline.
In the quality assurance of AI products, both the quality of the model that is the core of the AI
component and the quality of the data that determines the model are essential. Discussions on model
quality and data quality are actively discussed as unique technologies in statistics and machine learning.
Quality assurance can be followed. However, it is necessary to consider practical aspects such as largedimensional data, obtainable real data, and online learning. Also, it is also important to understand that
in a mission-critical domain, the accuracy of the model is not essentially 100%.
AI product development organizations have two aspects: data science and software development.
Some organizations with the strong data science aspect may have trivialized quality assurance by
regarding model accuracy as quality. Some organizations with the strong software development aspect
may have believed blindly in processes and metrics for quality assurance. When the former
organization discusses the quality assurance of AI products, it is necessary to grasp how to assure the
quality of AI products as a whole system. For example, we need to recognize that the concept of quality
assurance in deductive development is useful. Understanding the value as a system, assessing the
criticality of an assumed quality accident, and estimating the frequency of events that can cause quality
accidents are also useful for AI product quality assurance.
When the latter discusses quality assurance of AI products, it is necessary to take a perspective of
comparing organizations that have achieved high quality with organizations that have not. In deductive
development, there are many organizations with low quality, even if they adhere to processes and
metrics. On the other hand, organizations that are highly convinced by highly technical developers and
that strongly agree with their team or organization and with their customers are generally of high
quality. Complying with the process and metrics does not mean a strong empathy of convincing.
Because the development team has a strong empathy of convincing, as a result, technically necessary
and sufficient processes are developed to achieve the metrics. Such organizations are more likely to
create exploratory developments to make them more compassionate.
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There is another primary concern in the quality assurance of AI products. A customer with a poor
understanding of the characteristics of AI products. In the first place, regardless of whether it is
deductive or inductive development style, if expectations are high, it is necessary to ensure quality
assurance. In addition, customers who do not understand the characteristics of AI products may be at
risk of difficulty in quality assurance.
Appropriate control of that kind of customer’s understanding is essential for the quality assurance
of AI products. Because the customer may think that “AI products and development organizations
always do the job perfectly, even if we customers don’t do anything in particular.” Of course, this is a
mistaken impression. Such customers may be unaware of the quality and quantity of data, do not allow
exploratory development, and do not grant the necessary authority or reject the need for changes in
their organizations. They may also seek 100% accuracy, reject non-linear behavior, and ask for a
rational and detailed explanation of the model behavior. These perceptions increase the potential for
risk.
In this guideline, we will consider the above issues on quality assurance of AI products. First, a
framework such as basic ideas and considerations is described in Chapter 2. We present five axes to
consider in the construction and evaluation of quality assurance for AI products. They are (1) Data
Integrity, (2) Model Robustness, (3) System Quality, (4) Process Agility, and (5) Customer Expectation.
We will discuss their balance and spare capacity. Next, Chapter 3 summarizes the technologies for
promoting the quality assurance of AI products as catalogs. Based on these, we will exemplify
individual guidelines for the five domains of content generation systems, smart speakers, industrial
processes, autonomous driving, and AI-OCR.
Since AI technology represented by machine learning is evolving remarkably fast, these guidelines
are updated on an annual basis. When each organization or industry prepares a standard document or
evaluates its degree of conformity, it is necessary to consider this.
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2. Quality Assurance Framework for AI products
2.1. The basic concept of quality assurance for AI products
2.1.1. Axis to consider in quality assurance of AI products
In this section, we present the five axes addressed in this guideline.
First, to develop high-quality AI products, data must be neat to be properly maintained. It is essential
to secure appropriate and sufficient data in both quality and quantity, and the learning data and the
verification data must be independent. The axis from this point of view is called “Data Integrity.”
Second, in order to develop high-quality AI products, the models must be proper. In other words, a
model should have high accuracy and robustness. It is also necessary to appropriately deal with
regression in learning and the like. The axis from this point of view is called “Model Robustness.”
Here, in these guidelines, “model” refers to a so-called trained model, so to speak, an instance of a
model. The type of the model is called an “algorithm.” Note that these guidelines cover both a model
with a single algorithm and a model that integrates multiple algorithms. Since the quality assurance of
deductive development works effectively to AI products that do not use any machine learning
components, this document does not explicitly cover it. Quality assurance for non-machine learning
AI products is still necessary, and descriptions in this document, which are not specific to machine
learning components, would be useful.
Furthermore, developing high-quality AI products is of high value as a whole system; even if
something goes wrong, it must be stable and well. In other words, it is essential to ensure the quality
of the entire AI products. The axis from this point of view is called “System Quality.” However, these
guidelines do not intend to define the superordinate relation of similar concepts such as Quality,
Reliability, Dependability, Safety, and Security in a narrow sense and a broad sense. The concept of
“quality” is used as a set of such concepts in this document. Therefore, depending on the domain, the
word quality may be better to read as Safety, Security, Dependability, and so on.
To develop high-quality AI products, developers and development teams need to satisfy each other’s
agreements fully. All of them need to proceed exploratory development flexibly while making full use
of the automated development environment. That is, the process must be agile. In this guidelines
document, the axis from this point of view is called “Process Agility.”
Finally, in order to develop high-quality AI products, developers must form a good relationship with
customers. In other words, for better or worse, it is important whether the customers’ expectations are
high or not. If the expectations are high in a good sense, it is necessary to ensure quality assurance.
On the other hand, if the expectations are high in the negative sense, it is necessary to deal with the
risk that quality assurance will be difficult because of customers’ poor understanding of AI products’
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characteristics. In this guidelines document, the axis from this point of view is called “Customer
Expectation.”
We will show the issues to consider evaluating and constructing quality assurance of AI products
according to these five axes in the following subsections. However, machine learning technology is
still evolving. Therefore, the considerations presented here are not necessarily exhaustive.
Organizations that use these guidelines need to add considerations as appropriate while taking
advantage of these five axes.

2.1.2. Data Integrity
For Data Integrity, the following two points should be considered. One is to ensure adequate and
sufficient data in both quality and quantity. Another is whether the learning data and the verification
data are independent. Data Integrity is actively discussed as a unique technology in the fields of
statistics and machine learning. Therefore, quality assurance should follow them.
First, the amount of data must be sufficient, and the cost must be reasonable. Further, the amount
must be a meaningful quantity. For example, in the case of image data, in order to “bulk up” the data
amount, another data may be created by an operation or conversion such as changing brightness or
color. However, if this reduces the generalization performance, it does not result in a meaningful
increase.
In terms of data quality, it is necessary to consider whether the sample’s statistical properties are
satisfied. There are many points to consider in this regard. It is necessary to consider whether the
sample belongs to the desired population, whether it is actual data or artificially created data, whether
unnecessary data or noise, data of a different population, and the like. It needs to be considered. It is
also necessary to consider whether there are deviations, bias, or contamination, whether only the
source of bias we are considering is enough, and so on.
Data handled by AI products is often high-dimensional and complex, such as images. Therefore, it
is necessary to consider whether the sample contains the necessary elements properly, whether it is
not too complicated or not too simple, and the like. Properties in the data, such as multicollinearity,
also need to be considered. In the case of supervised learning, it is necessary to consider the validity
of the label.
It is also necessary to consider outliers and missing data. It is necessary to consider whether each
data is a commonsense value or whether the outliers are really out of place and have no useful meaning.
In addition, it is necessary to consider whether the defect itself, the reason, and background of the
defect are meaningless and whether the treatment of outliers and missing values is appropriate.
Furthermore, when using the actual data, it is necessary to consider the rights. Data ownership,
copyright and intellectual property rights, confidentiality, and privacy must be considered
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appropriately.
Training data and verification data should be independent because AI products repeat learning and
verification. At that time, it is necessary to consider the mechanism for ensuring independence and
confidentiality. In the case of artificially created data, it is necessary to assure the quality of the data
generation program. Similarly, it is necessary to guarantee the learning process, such as the quality of
the learning program. Otherwise, the meaning of the data will be damaged.
The following issues must be considered when conducting online learning. What kind of data is
given, what kind of learning may be performed, and what kind of effects will occur?

2.1.3. Model Robustness
For Model Robustness, the model is considered for accuracy, robustness, degrading, and the like.
Model Robustness, like Data Integrity, is actively discussed as a unique technology in statistics and
machine learning. Therefore, quality assurance should follow them.
First, it is necessary to consider accuracy and generalization performance sufficiently. The accuracy
includes, for example, precision, recall, and F-measure. It is also necessary to consider indicators that
show the goodness of the model, such as AUROC (Area Under Receiver Operating Characteristic:
AUC in ROC curve).
Accuracy and generalization performance need to be examined at an appropriate frequency for each
learning. At that time, it is necessary to consider whether the learning has progressed properly or
whether the learning has not fallen into local optimization.
According to the progress of learning, it is necessary to consider whether the algorithm is
appropriate, whether the parameter is an appropriate hyperparameter, and the like. Note that
hyperparameters are used to optimize the model performance.
From the viewpoint of model verification, it is necessary to consider whether cross-validation has
been sufficiently performed, whether the model is robust against noise, or whether it has been verified
with sufficiently various data. It is necessary to consider not only mathematical diversity but also
semantic diversity and social and cultural diversity.
In addition, it is necessary to consider how to deal with degrading according to the learning
progresses. Here, degrading refers to a phenomenon in which data that could be correctly
discriminated before certain learning is performed causes erroneous discrimination after the learning.
It is necessary to consider whether the degrading is within an acceptable range or whether the influence
range of the degrading is properly grasped. When dealing with an unacceptable regression by learning,
it is necessary to pay sufficient attention to such a decrease in generalization performance. Learning
must be reproducible in order to consider degrading properly. It is also necessary to consider whether
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the behavior at the time of operation does not conflict with the behavior at the time of learning.
Further, the following issues must be considered. Whether or not the model has become obsolete
during the learning process and during the operation over the medium to long term. Also, whether the
predicted quality of actual data does not deteriorate. Obsolescence and deterioration need to be
examined and dealt with together, considering whether the cause is data, hyperparameters or
algorithms, system design, or service thinking.
Furthermore, when considering these, it may not be possible actually to measure the target metrics
directly. For example, metrics in actual services such as customer satisfaction are difficult to be
measured. In that case, a metric that can be measured is set as a target value as a substitute
characteristic. However, it is necessary to consider whether the association between target metrics and
measurement metrics is appropriate.

2.1.4. System Quality
For System Quality, we consider ensuring the quality of the entire AI product. System Quality can
utilize the know-how of quality assurance of conventional deductive development by treating AI
components as one special component.
First, it is necessary to consider whether the system as a whole can provide value appropriately.
What the value of a system means depends on the system, domain, and business model. However, in
the case of AI products, there are still cases where the value has not been considered yet, such as “try
it for now.” Therefore, it is necessary to consider how they perceive the value of AI products iteratively.
It is necessary to consider whether the value is appropriately provided for the entire system and for
each meaningful unit. AI products as a whole are a mixture of deductive development and inductive
development. The divide-and-conquer method can be applied for the former, but it is difficult for the
latter. Therefore, it is important to determine the part to be evaluated.
Quality assurance generally requires consideration of quality accidents. The quality accident refers
to the entire event, including fatal quality deterioration and its effects, and both. In the case of AI
products, it is necessary to consider whether the criticality of possible quality accidents can be reduced
to an acceptable level. Although the sound of the word “accident” seems to be intended only for harm
to the body and life, depending on the domain, quality accidents can cause economic damage, social
and environmental impacts, discomfort, low attractiveness, there are various ideas such as nothingness
and anti-ethics.
Regarding AI product quality accidents, it is necessary to consider not only functional quality
accidents such as erroneous discrimination but also whether the behavior of the entire system, such as
performance degradation and usability degradation, will not deteriorate.
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When considering quality accidents, it is necessary to consider the triggering events sufficiently. It
is necessary to consider them comprehensively. It is also necessary to consider the frequency of
occurrence of them. The event can occur outside or inside the AI product. The former example is a
pedestrian suddenly rushing out in front of a car. The latter example is typically a system bug.
Controlling the usage environment can sometimes reduce the frequency of occurrence. In that case,
the environmental controllability can be classified according to the system, environment, user, usage,
domain, business model, and the like. In general, the degree and method of quality assurance differ
for each classification. For example, consider the following three cases. (1) Intention: When the
developer can intentionally restrict the use of the user that causes the trigger event by a warning
statement or disclaimer. (2) Contingencies: When the trigger event occurs accidentally, and the
developer cannot intentionally limit it. (3) Attack: A security attack is anticipated, so a trigger event
with a low probability of occurrence cannot be ignored. Each of these three cases changes what is
required for quality assurance. Therefore, the trigger event and the environmental controllability must
be identified.
It is also necessary to consider the extent to which a quality accident occurs from the trigger event
or the extent to which damage is reduced. For example, it is necessary to consider the protection
mechanism, safety function, presence and number of attack resistance, and their good or bad. However,
care must be taken because the overall quality of the system is degraded if the protection mechanism
becomes too complicated. Deterioration of the quality of the entire system can cause adverse effects
such as increasing the number of trigger events, increasing the reach of quality accidents, and
increasing the damage of quality accidents. In addition, as a whole system, the degree of avoidance
and damage to quality accidents may be reduced by improving avoidance and controllability, or the
system may have self-healing properties. Such points also need to be considered.
In the case of AI products, it is necessary to consider the structure between AI components or nonAI components. It should also be considered whether the AI contribution is appropriately suppressed,
such as a design in which the behavior of the AI component is localized, a design that is overridden
by non-AI components or human judgment, etc. It is. The contribution of AI also includes
considerations such as being able to reflect changes in both the AI and non-AI components quickly
and properly or having a sufficiently low impact in the event of a defect.
When conducting quality assurance, it is also important for stakeholders to be convinced that quality
can be assured through their quality assurance activities. Ensuring such assurance, explainability, and
consent is not so easy with AI products. As with deductive development style, it has no meaning to
secure quality by processes. For exploratory development and FEET, it is not practical to create and
maintain documents manually. Although, even if the learning process and the output of the FEET
results are automated, it is not practical to review the huge output frequently. The technology of
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eXplainable AI is still the beginning. Therefore, regarding the assurance, explainability, and consent,
it is extremely important to ensure the empathy of convincing in engineers and the department of the
quality assurance as well as that empathy of developers and the team. Quality assurance personnel and
organizations themselves must always be convinced about the followings: what is the meaning of the
quality assurance activities that they are doing, how they contribute to quality improvement, how to
encourage developers and teams to increase their empathy, and how they are committed to not thinking
that they are useless or meaningless work. Quality assurance personnel and the organization must
always be convinced that they are trying not to consider the work to be meaningless or meaningless.
The personnel and the organization must be aware that they are engineers, not managers.

2.1.5. Process Agility
For Process Agility, process mobility is considered. In order to assure the quality of AI products,
developers and development teams need to pursue exploratory development flexibly using an
automated development environment completely, based on the empathy of convincing. Therefore, it
is necessary to consider whether the development is flexible or fully automated and whether the
developers and the development teams are sufficiently satisfied with each other’s agreement.
The speed and scalability of data collection must be sufficient for the development of AI products
to be flexible. Simultaneously, it is necessary that the cycle of iterative development in a sufficiently
short iteration unit and the cycle of improving the quality of models and systems be sufficiently short.
In addition, continuous feedback on the operation status needs to be provided frequently.
It is necessary to consider whether the model or the system is expected to become better. As well as
the progress of learning, you need to consider whether you can quickly add new features or quickly
improve the model. It is necessary to have a means, an environment, and a mechanism to debug
learning and reasoning quickly.
In a case like a quality accident, release rollback must be done simply and quickly. This rollback is
called “fallback” and means re-releasing the previous release or the previous version, ignoring this
release. Because AI products can cause unexpected quality accidents due to non-linearity, it is
necessary to consider whether the frequency and degree of the phased release and the Canary releases
should be considered appropriate and that the model and the entire system are evaluated and tested at
each release.
It is necessary to automate development, search, verification, and release in order to conduct
exploratory development and FEET on each learning and release. At that time, the configuration
management must be appropriately performed for data, model, environment, source code, output, and
the like.
Since both development technology and quality assurance technology are still developing in AI
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products, developers and development teams contribute to quality. For this reason, the developers and
the development team must be technically fully convinced and empathetic about the behavior of the
product and how to proceed with the development. It is extremely important that everyone, including
customers, is fully convinced and empathetic. Everyone needs to be convinced and agree on the
following: what they are making now and how they are making good development and exploration,
what and where to return if something happens, what risks there are, it is generally known how to deal
with those risks, and how much they know what they do not know. Nevertheless, due to the nature of
AI products, it is extremely difficult to assume all risks and how to address them completely. Therefore,
an empirical sense of balance between what is understood and what is not understood is necessary.
Also, the development team must have the right talents in order to increase confidence in convincing.
For each of the expertise in data science and machine learning, the expertise in software development,
and the domain technology, highly skilled human resources are required. In doing so, it is necessary
to evaluate not only the qualifications and accreditation systems that can be acquired in classroom
lectures but also based on practical experience.
In the development of AI products, developers and development teams themselves must reflect on
various “learning,” that is, experience, trial, and error, in gaining insights and improving skills while
conducting exploratory development. Not only technical reflection measures but also human reflection
measures such as reflection are important.

2.1.6. Customer Expectation
For Customer Expectation, we consider good customer relationships. In order to guarantee the
quality of AI products, it is important whether customer expectations are high or not. It is necessary to
ensure quality assurance when customer expectations are high in the good sense. Conversely, when
customers have high expectations in a bad sense, we must deal with the risk that quality assurance will
be difficult for customers with a poor understanding of the characteristics of AI products.
First, if customer expectations are high in a good sense, it is necessary to ensure quality assurance.
The greater the damage to a customer caused by a quality accident, the more carefully the quality of
AI products must be assured. A free hobby-type product will not cause much trouble to customers if a
quality accident occurs. AI products, such as autonomous driving and financial transactions, can
damage a customer’s body and property when a quality accident occurs. The latter has higher customer
expectations, and imperfect quality assurance is not acceptable. This does not change even if it is
inductive development style or deductive development style.
However, if customers have high expectations in a bad sense, customers who do not understand the
characteristics of AI products, there is a risk that quality assurance may become difficult. Such
customers may think that “AI products and development organizations always do the job perfectly,
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even if we customers don’t do anything in particular.” Of course, this is a mistaken impression.
Therefore, quality assurance engineers, teams, and organizations, along with development and sales,
must control customer expectations appropriately by engaging in activities that enhance their
understanding of AI products.
It is said that AI products operate stochastically. This is a bit vague expression. As long as the AI
product is a computer program, giving exactly the same input to the AI product in the exact same state
returns exactly the same output. In this sense, AI products work deterministically. However, it seems
to operate stochastically because the accuracy does not reach 100% for the entire assumed input group.
And because it behaves non-linearly, it may produce different outputs for inputs that seem the same to
humans. When you learn, the behavior can change to unexpected places. In addition, there is an
algorithm that can form a different model with the same data and the same algorithm (except for the
initial value) even with the same hyperparameter. Therefore, as a result, it seems to operate
stochastically. Some customers have a habit of demanding “no defect” in deductive development and
may not allow stochastic behavior of such AI products. This can lead to over-learning and reduce
quality, or cause wasteful work and slow down development. The same is true if the customer does
not understand or accept the risks and side effects.
Since AI products involve searching, it is rare to develop them at the actual operation level suddenly.
For this reason, PoC (Proof of Concept: Concept verification) and beta release are often performed,
and quality assurance must be performed accordingly. However, customers who do not understand the
development stage, such as PoC and beta release, may point out risks that may be problematic in the
actual operation stage and request a solution, despite the PoC stage. This can also lead to poor quality
and stalled development.
Some customers may be less aware of the quality and quantity of data. Customers do not always
understand how much data they own and how much they can get from outside the company. It is
necessary to have sufficient awareness before development and contract.
Whether it is an AI product or a deductive development, it is necessary to clarify what purpose,
what kind of data, what accuracy, and what kind of output is desired. Sometimes customers make
demands that are “human-like.” In that case, it is necessary to carefully examine and confirm whether
the specified and agreed accuracy goals are the same as those implied by the customer. For example,
suppose the accuracy of avoiding certain obstacles was an explicit goal. In that case, the customer may
intend for the overall behavior that “humans do not avoid obstacles as if they graze their nose.” In
addition, ethical issues such as the “trolley problem,” which are difficult to judge even with human
experience, sense, formulas, and rules, cannot be basically judged even with AI products. When a
customer demands the “human-like” request, it is necessary to discuss and agree on the meaning fully
or to have them understand the process of clarifying while searching on PoC.
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In some domains, AI products are required to comply with laws and regulations. For example,
copyright and intellectual property rights, privacy, compliance, and social manners. If similar systems
and mechanisms do not yet exist, social acceptance may be necessary. Because AI products can play
a leading-edge role, customers may be downplaying this.
Also, some customers do not understand the virtual black box due to stochastic behavior and the
complexity of the structure of machine learning models. And they require rational and detailed
explanations, extrapolations, and predictions about misclassifications, faults, and risks that occur
during development. This could be an endless dispute, and development could stagnate.
Customers who do not understand the characteristics of these AI products often lack the culture,
atmosphere, and way of working to share a sense of convincing between the customer and the
developer/team. Similarly, customer representatives and teams often have less authority and less scope
to make decisions. Therefore, quality assurance needs to work to ensure that the culture, atmosphere,
and way of doing work can share a sense of convincing together and that it has the right authority and
scope for decision making. One might think that this effort is out of scope for quality assurance used
for deductive development. But AI product quality assurance engineers and teams have to do
everything necessary to ensure quality by jumping over the dwarfed area in deductive development
and by overcoming organizational barriers and working with all stakeholders to empathize with each
other.
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2.2. Checklist for each axis of quality assurance of AI products
2.2.1. Data Integrity


Is data collection speed and scalability sufficient?



Is iterative development performed in sufficiently short iteration units? / Is the
cycle of quality improvement of the model system short enough? / Is continuous
feedback on the operation status frequent?



Is release rollback easy and quick?



Is there any expectation that it will improve, such as quickly adding new features
and improving the model?



Is the level of gradual or canary release appropriate? / Is the entire system or
model evaluated just before release?



Is automation of development, search, verification, release, etc., sufficient?



Is configuration management of data, model, environment, code, output, etc.,
performed properly?



Are developers and teams technically convinced and sympathetic?



Does the development team have the right talent?



Is experience reflected in technology?



Are the stakeholders outside the development team fully satisfied?
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2.2.2. Model Robustness


Is accuracy such as correct answer rate, precision rate, recall rate, F-measure
appropriate?



Is generalization performance secured?



Are there enough indicators for the goodness of the model (such as AUROC)?



Does learning progress properly? Does learning fall into local optimization? / Has
learning not fallen into local optimization?



Have you considered the right algorithms and hyperparameters?



Has sufficient cross-validation been performed?



Is it robust to noise?



Did you verify with sufficiently diverse data in consideration of mathematical
diversity, semantic diversity, social and cultural diversity, etc.?



Whether the degrading is within the acceptable range, the extent of the impact of
the degrading is understood, whether the learning is reproducible, and whether
there is a discrepancy between the behavior at the time of learning and the
behavior at the time of provision



Whether the model is outdated or the predicted quality of the actual data is not
degraded



If it is difficult to measure the target index, is it relevant to the metrics that can be
measured?

2.2.3. System Quality


Is the value provided properly?



Whether the behavior of the entire system, such as performance, does not
deteriorate



Have you evaluated the system as a whole and in meaningful units?



Is the criticality of possible quality accidents kept to an acceptable low?



Can the frequency of events that can cause quality accidents be estimated low, or
should the frequency of events, event coverage, and environmental control be
adequately considered?



Are the system’s accident reach, functional safety, and attack resistance
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sufficient?


Whether the contribution of AI is reduced, whether changes in other (AI or nonAI) systems on which the system depends can be reflected promptly and
appropriately, or the impact of defects can be suppressed sufficiently low



Are the assurance, explainability, and consent sufficient?

2.2.4. Process Agility


Is data collection speed and scalability sufficient?



Is iterative development performed in sufficiently short iteration units, is the cycle
of quality improvement of the model system short enough, and is continuous
feedback on the operation status frequent?



Is release rollback easy and quick?



Is there any expectation that it will improve, such as quickly adding new features
and improving the model?



Is the level of gradual or canary release appropriate? Is the entire system or model
evaluated just before release?



Is automation of development, search, verification, release, etc., sufficient?



Configuration management of data, model, environment, code, output, etc. is
performed properly



Are developers and teams technically convinced and sympathetic?



Does the development team have the right talent?



Is experience reflected in technology?



Are the stakeholders outside the development team fully satisfied?

2.2.5. Customer Expectation


Are customer expectations high?



Do the customers accept the concept of stochastic behavior? / Do the customers
not understand or accept the risks and side effects?



How close is it to continuous practical operation?



Are customers poorly aware of the quantity and quality of data?



Are customers aiming for “human-like”?
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Are legislation, intellectual property, privacy, compliance, and social acceptance
needed?



Is there a tendency to ask customers for “reasonable” explanations, to
“extrapolate” or “predict,” or to ask for “cause” or “responsibility”?



Are there few cultures, atmospheres, or working ways that sympathize with the
sense of consent and satisfaction? / Is the authority and range of decision-making
by the customer representative/team small or narrow?

2.3. Constructing and evaluating the quality assurance of AI products
2.3.1. Construction and evaluation focusing on balance
When constructing and evaluating the quality assurance for AI products, it is necessary to balance
the five axes listed in sections 2.1 and 2.2. A well-balanced situation refers to a situation in which it
can be expected that it can be assured that the product meets customer expectations. It consists of two
conditions.
The first is that there are no shortages in the four axes of Data Integrity / Model Robustness / System
Quality / Process Agility. Even if any one of them is missing, it cannot be said that quality was secured.
The other condition is that Customer Expectation is appropriate for Data Integrity / Model Robustness
/ System Quality / Process Agility. It means that the customer’s expectations are properly grasped. If
possible, the expectations are set to the appropriate extent, and that Data Integrity, Model Robustness,
System Quality, and Process Agility are comprehensively meeting the expectations.
A poor balance between the five axes means a situation where Data Integrity / Model Robustness /
System Quality / Process Agility is insufficient for customer expectations. In other words, either Data
Integrity / Model Robustness / System Quality / Process Agility is insufficient, or the customer’s
expectations are too high.
Actions that properly meet customer expectations are often referred to as expectation controls. Still,
sometimes both short-term, individual expectation controls and mid-to-long-term, social expectation
controls are needed. In the case of AI products for specific customers such as industries, the former
measure is important. In other words, by identifying the key people of the customer, understanding the
characteristics of AI products such as stochastic behavior and the value of data, and clarifying and
embodying the true purpose and needs of the customer organization, the customer does not expect
excessively Need to be both strategic and important. At the same time, it is necessary to work within
the customer organization to ensure that the work proceeds while sharing a sense of satisfaction and
that the degree of freedom of decision-making by the customer representatives and teams is
appropriate. In the case of AI products for general customers, the latter measures include improving
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the UI, promoting understanding through video, interacting with customers through SNS, media,
events, etc., as well as specialists, local governments, and government agencies. Public opinion
formation through information dissemination in cooperation with the US may be considered.
Figure 2.1 shows an example of well-balanced quality assurance. It can be intuitively recognized
that the closer the pentagon formed by plotting each state on the five axes to a regular pentagon, the
better the balance. In the case of quality assurance that collapses from a regular pentagon, as shown in
Figure 2.2, it can be intuitively recognized that the balance is poor. Also, since balance is essentially
the relationship of each axis to Customer Expectation, a notation that forms a rectangle with four axes,
as shown in Figure 2.3, indicates the relative relationship with the circle representing Customer
Expectation conceivable.
Customer
Expectation

System
Quality

Process
Agility

Model
Robustness

Data
Integrity

Figure 2.1 Image of well-balanced quality assurance

Figure 2.1 Image of poorly balanced quality assurance
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System
Quality

Data
Integrity

Model
Robustness

Customer
Expectation
Process
Agility

Figure 2.2 Image of quality assurance balance with rectangles and circles

In this guideline, each axis’s values and linearity and the relative relationship between axes are not
presented. In other words, the number of checks in section 2.2 does not directly indicate balance.
Therefore, it is necessary to fully discuss the balance between the three parties, development, quality
assurance, and customers, and to empathize with each other.

2.3.2. Construction and evaluation focusing on the development stage
When constructing and evaluating the quality assurance of AI products, it is necessary to change
them according to the stage of development. Positive quality assurance may not be needed at the PoC
stage. However, as the beta release stage and the continuous actual operation stage come, solid quality
assurance is required. However, regardless of the stage of development, the balance needs to be
balanced. Figure 2.4 shows an image of the change in the size of quality assurance according to the
development stage.
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Figure 2.3 Image of the change in the size of quality assurance according to the
development stage

This guideline does not provide the recommended values for each axis in each development stage.
Therefore, it is necessary to fully discuss each axis, including the development, quality assurance, and
customer, as to which stage of quality assurance and how much quality assurance will be performed,
and to have a sense of satisfaction.

2.3.3. Available capacity and excess quality
As the experience of AI product development and quality assurance increases, Data Integrity /
Model Robustness / System Quality / Process Agility may exceed customer expectations. For example,
this is the situation shown in the orange area surrounded by the red line in Fig. 2.5.
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Customer
Expectation

System
Quality

Process
Agility

Model
Robustness

Data
Integrity

Figure 2.4 Image of “remaining power” in quality assurance
This situation can be misleading, but it is appropriate to think of it as “available capacity.” In other
words, if the development stage progresses or the operation range expands in the future, the
expectations of customers will increase, so it should be interpreted that activities for that time are
performed in advance. Also, if one project has the remaining power, it can be the basis for improving
the quality of other projects. Therefore, it is highly likely that strategic investment in technology in
the direction of increasing available capacity will be more sustainable and overall optimal.
This situation should not be called “excessive-quality.” Rather than excessive-quality, projects and
QA lose sight of customer expectations, business direction, their development status, and technical
ability, and waste time without knowing what they are doing. If you need more work to achieve high
quality, you may not be able to reduce work due to low Process Agility or formal meetings and
documents are low. Due to low Data Integrity and Model Robustness, accuracy and generalization
performance may reach a plateau even if trouble is taken. Or, in order to neglect the technical essence
when achieving System Quality, it may be possible to pursue a comprehensive, comprehensive but
ineffective process measure. It is necessary to make appropriate investments and make improvements
without giving the wrong label of excessive quality in such cases. Otherwise, wrong labeling would
increase rebound to activities that increase remaining power, curbing investment, and degrading
quality, and stalling development.
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3. Technical Catalogue
Machine learning is classified into supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and
reinforcement learning. In supervised learning, many pairs of input values and desirable output
values (correct answers) are prepared as training data. By giving these data pairs to the system, a model
that derives the correct output for the input is obtained. A task whose output is assigned to a class
group is called classification, and a task whose output is a numerical value is called regression. On
the other hand, unsupervised learning is used to extract regularity, criteria, and the like from data,
without defining a correct answer. Representative examples include clustering for grouping data and
association analysis for extracting association rules from data. Reinforcement learning is used to learn
through training what kind of action should be taken according to the situation in the construction of
a game player or a search robot. Among these, supervised learning is particularly advanced in practical
applications due to its performance improvement and clarity of tasks. In this chapter, we focus mainly
on the quality of supervised learning.
In system development using machine learning, a software component for identification, prediction,
control, and the like are configured by executing a program that implements a learning algorithm
with training data (learning data) as input. This program is hereinafter referred to as a learning
program. This configured component, which represents the relationship between input and output, is
called a model (the word “model” in this chapter follows this usage). In system development, using
machine learning, training data, learning algorithms, and their parameter options (called
hyperparameters to distinguish them from parameters whose values are determined by training) are
targets for design. The models embedded and utilized in the product will be obtained indirectly from
them.
The behavior of complex models obtained in machine learning, especially deep learning, is not
written deductively (based on general rules) by programmers. The behavior is generated inductively
(based on individual cases) from the training data. Therefore, the model is a black box, which has the
following features.
⚫

The correct answer and expected value (test oracle) cannot be clearly defined for all the various
possible inputs. Or it is often expensive to define them, which requires manual work.

⚫

The function is incomplete in principle, and the performance is limited (even if a correct answer
can be defined, the correct answer cannot always be found). It is difficult to estimate its
performance in advance, and it is not possible to clearly understand the boundaries between what
can be done and what cannot be done.

⚫

For each individual input, it is not possible to explain deductively why that output was obtained.

⚫

When the model is rebuilt with changing the training data, the behavior may become altered
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significantly. And it is difficult to predict the alteration.
⚫

A slight change in the input (e.g., a change in the image that people do not perceive) may greatly
change the output. This is known as an Adversarial Example [Goodfellow 2015].

These characteristics should be considered in the quality of the AI system using machine learning [Oba
2018], [Ishikawa 2019], [Breck 2016].

3.1. Quality characteristics specific to AI products
A model obtained by using machine learning cannot obtain 100% correct answers even if the correct
answers for the output are defined. For this reason, the most basic quality evaluation is to evaluate
how many correct answers or values close to the correct answers could be obtained for the known data
while using them. In many cases, the performance represented by an evaluation metric such as
accuracy or precision is considered as a quality characteristic for that purpose. The term performance
is widely used in the field of machine learning. So, the same term performance is used in this chapter.
However, for example, in the case of the ISO 25010 quality model (SQuaRE), this corresponds to
accuracy. Further, quality characteristics inherent in a machine learning model or a system using
machine learning include Robustness and Explainability / Interpretability. In addition, depending
on the target application, it is necessary to consider the quality from the viewpoint of reflecting cultural
and social requirements such as fairness of judgment.
In the following, we discuss the concept of quality in artificial intelligence systems, focusing on
performance, interpretability, and explainability.

3.1.1. The performance indicator for Supervised Learning Models
(Related to Model Robustness)
As a basic evaluation for the model of supervised learning, the performance of how many correct
answers can be obtained for existing data is evaluated. Accuracy, which is the simplest indicator, is
the ratio of the number of correct answers to the total number of samples. Since the performance
indicator such as accuracy is determined relative to the data to be tested, the selection of the test data
is important. Test data that expresses the assumed requirements and operating environment is required.
Among the models obtained by machine learning, for those that deal with a classification task of
sorting input data to a specific class group, the quality indicator used in the information retrieval field
is used. Accuracy may not appropriately represent the classification performance when the class of the
classification destination is biased. For example, if there are 99.9% of normal cases and 0.1% of
abnormal cases, the correct answer rate of a model that always answers “normal” (substantial
classification) is 99.9%.
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In order to better understand the characteristics of the model, we distinguish between false positives
and omissions. First, we consider a detection task in which the classification destination is two types:
positive and negative. We consider the number of detected items (positives) that should or should not
have been detected (true positives and false positives), and the number of undetected items
(negatives) that should or should not have been detected (true negatives and false negatives). These
four numbers are written out as a matrix, which is called the Confusion Matrix. In addition, the
following quality indicators are used.

Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)
⚫

Precision: The ratio of “the number of true positives” to “the total number of true positives and
false positives.” This indicates how many of all the detected samples are correct (low false
detection).

⚫

Recall: The ratio of “the number of true positives” to “the total number of true positives and false
negatives.” This indicates how many samples to be detected have been detected (low detection
omission).

⚫

F-measure: This is calculated as the ratio of precision and recall 2 / (1 / precision + 1 / recall).
This indicates whether both precision and recall are well-balanced and high.

The precision and the recall are trade-offs. If the detection criteria are strict, the precision is high, and
the recall is low. If the detection criterion is loose, the precision is low, and the recall is high. It is often
difficult to raise both sides. Based on requests and use cases, it is often decided which should be
prioritized. Also, ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve is used to see how the trade-off
between precision and recall changes depending on the threshold settings used for classification, and
AUC (Area Under Curve) is used to see the overall performance at that time.
If there are three or more classes to classify, consider indices such as precision in the same way. For
example, the precision is calculated for each class, or the average is calculated (called a macro average).
Among the models obtained by machine learning, those that deal with a regression task of
predicting a numerical value use an indicator that captures an error between a predicted value and an
actually measured value. Representative examples include a root mean squared error (RMSE) and
a coefficient of determination (R2).
The model represents regularity and criteria extracted from given training data. However, during
operation, values not included in the training data are given as input. Therefore, it is necessary to pay
attention to performance (generalization performance) for general data that is not limited to training
data. Basically, since the performance is reduced for data outside the training data, so, it is also referred
to as evaluating a generalized error.
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If the model is too specific for the regularity or judgment criteria inherent in the training data and
has poor performance with respect to other input data, the model is in a state of over-fitting (also
referred to as High Variance). Conversely, if a model does not represent the required regularity and
criteria (even in the training data), the model is in a state of under-fitting (also called High Bias).
This occurs due to the shape of the model representing the relationship between input and output,
learning algorithms, hyperparameters, and so on.
In order to evaluate the model from these perspectives, the data is split for training and evaluation.
While changing the way of division, the evaluation is repeated with data different from those used for
training (cross-validation). Apart from this, test data that is used only for final evaluation and is not
reflected in training may be prepared. We also analyze learning curves such as how the performance
for training data and the performance for evaluation data change with the increase of training data.

3.1.2. Evaluation of data
(Related to Data Integrity)
The quality of the training data is of internal quality but important. Because it affects the quality of
the models derived from them. If the training data is inappropriate, the model derived using the training
data may produce similar inappropriate output. For example, if the output classified as correct in the
training data is actually incorrect. Or when it is inappropriate based on the original requirements. In
the following cases, the performance during operation is often lowered when regularity (trend,
distribution) in training data is different from data regularity (trend, distribution) during operation. Or
when a range of input that does not appear in the training data is given during the operation. Therefore,
as the quality of the training data, accuracy, validity, and adequacy with respect to the assumptions of
the system requirements and the operating environment are important.
Also, the performance indicators described in 3.1.1 are relative to the data used as the evaluation
target. Regarding the data used for evaluation (training data and test data), validity and sufficiency
with respect to system requirements and assumptions of the operating environment are important.
In addition, it is necessary to consider general data quality, for example, data quality characteristics
such as traceability and portability defined by ISO / IEC 25012 and JIS X 25012 data quality models.

3.1.3. Robustness
(Related to Model Robustness)
As with the adversarial example described at the beginning of this chapter, the output of the model
may change due to small noise in the input. It can be said that this is not robust against noise. If the
performance is not sufficient for input values different from the training data, it can be said that this is
not robust against changes in the input area. As these, the quality characteristics of the model to achieve
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stable performance for some change are referred to as Robustness.

3.1.4. Explainability
(Related to System Quality)
Explainability / Interpretability indicates the degree to which a person using the output from the
system can grasp the criteria (the regularity that the model learned) used in obtaining the output
[Gunning 2016]. The strength of machine learning is that functions can be realized even when
requirements and behaviors cannot be clearly written as explicit knowledge. However, depending on
the application, such as when a human makes a decision with reference to the output, explainability
and interpretability are required.

3.1.5. Quality of the whole system using machine learning
(Related to System Quality)
No matter how much person-hours are spent, the accuracy of the model cannot be 100%, and
improving them is not the fundamental goal of system development. In the case of unsupervised
learning, it is not possible to use a relative performance indicator that determines a correct answer and
compares it with the correct answer. For this reason, it is necessary to define a key performance
indicator (KPI), which is a target indicator from the overall viewpoint of business and systems, and
discuss quality from that point of view. Evaluate the indicator of the system to be the KPI, and measure
the relevance between the performance indicator of the model such as accuracy and the indicator of
the system to be the KPI. For example, if the user’s satisfaction or behavior promotion such as a web
application is a KPI, the system is compared with A / B testing to determine whether or not the system
is deployed, and a hypothesis test (Hypothesis Testing) that the KPI is improved by the application
is performed. Evaluate the quality of the entire system.

3.2. Quality Control for AI Products
(Related to Process Agility)
From the features of machine learning described at the beginning of this chapter, the following
points need to be considered in managing the quality of the model and the entire system, including the
model.
⚫

It is difficult to predict and agree on the quality that can be assured in advance (particularly,
performance indicators such as accuracy), and a trial and exploratory process will be adopted to
find out how much the quality can be achieved while repeating experiments. In some cases, for
example, it is necessary to adjust a request or a use case and make a judgment such as “accept a
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low relevance even if a recall is high.” Understanding and cooperation of customers and other
stakeholders are required for the experimental and exploratory processes.
⚫

When the distribution of the data used for training and the data input during operation is different,
the quality (particularly, performance indicators such as accuracy) may deteriorate. This occurs
when the assumption at the time of development is insufficient, but it is difficult to exhaust the
assumption when dealing with the real world, such as automatic driving. Furthermore, since the
behavior and preference of the customer, the object existing in the real world, the characteristics
of the camera that captures the object, and the like change, the performance may deteriorate
during execution even if the assumptions at the time of development are sufficient. Therefore, it
is necessary to provide a monitoring mechanism at the time of execution and take measures such
as detecting performance degradation. To make it easier to track down the problem, we will
monitor not only the resulting performance but also individual elements such as the range and
distribution of input values and their relationships [Breck 2016].

⚫

When online learning is performed, that is, when the model at the time of execution is
continuously updated as training data, it is possible to adapt to the latest distribution. However,
in this case, an inappropriate model may be obtained by inappropriate training data. When
automating continuous learning (model updates), it is necessary to automate training data
selection, performance evaluation and testing, and the like.

⚫

In a system using machine learning, the generated model is part of the product. But the obtained
model depends on training data, a program implementing a learning algorithm, and its
hyperparameters. It should be recorded to achieve reproducibility in order to reconstruct the same
model and understand the context in which the model was built. For example, when an option
related to a learning algorithm is set on the command line, it is necessary to record the information
so that the information is not lost.

3.3. Quality Assurance Technology for AI Products
The quality assurance technology excluding the performance viewpoint described in 3.1.1 is
currently in the developing stage. It is highly dependent on applications.

3.3.1. Pseudo-Oracle
(Related to Model Robustness and System Quality)
For models obtained by machine learning and systems containing them, it is often not possible to
clearly define correct answers and expected values (test oracles) for all of the various input possibilities.
Alternatively, the definition is often costly, such as requiring manual work. For this reason, the number
of test cases tends to be limited. In order to provide a test case to test many and various inputs, a
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pseudo-oracle to be compared is prepared. For example, compare it with another implementation (N
version programming) or an older version. Even if the outputs do not always match perfectly, which
define errors and distances and examining cases where they are large, may notice errors or provide
insights. It is also possible to use search-based testing in which a test case in which an error or a
distance becomes large is searched by an evolution calculation or the like.

3.3.2. Metamorphic testing
(Related to Model Robustness and System Quality)
Since the accuracy of the model is not 100%, even if there is an error in the output, it does not mean
an implementation defect such as a coding error. For this reason, it is not possible to perform a test in
which the output is deviated from the expected value to be convinced of the existence of a defect as in
the related art. In the metamorphic testing, a test that can judge correctness is obtained by using a
relation (metamorphic relation) that “if a certain change is given to the input, a change in the output
can be expected in theory” (metamorphic relation) [Chen 2018]. If it is convinced that the metamorphic
relationship originally holds, a case where the relationship does not hold can be considered to indicate
a mounting defect. Alternatively, the lack of the expected relationship may indicate an incorrect
understanding of the implemented model.
In metamorphic testing, from patterns such as “add or multiply a constant value to the attributes of
data points,” “add or delete data points,” and “swap data points,” to determine the metamorphic
relationships that may be established without trouble are defined. And then, metamorphic testing is
performed using them.

3.3.3. Robustness test
(Related to Model Robustness and System Quality)
In order to evaluate the robustness described in 3.1.3, it is sometimes necessary to evaluate whether
the output does not change by adding a change to the input test data. For example, when the input is
an image, changes in illuminance, the addition of rain or fog by image synthesis, partial loss or
distortion, and the like are considered. There are tools that search for cases where the output changes
significantly due to a change in the input by the search-based testing described in 3.3.1 [Pei 2017].

3.3.4. Coverage in neural networks
(Related to Model Robustness)
In the white box testing of conventional software, we have evaluated how much various situations
included in an implemented program have been tested using coverage indicators such as branch
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coverage. On the other hand, when an algorithm based on a neural network (mainly deep learning) is
used as a learning algorithm, the behavior of the implemented model changes according to the
magnitude of a numerical value, not a logical conditional branch. Therefore, in a program representing
a model, even if a branch coverage or the like is used, the coverage value reaches 100% with a small
test. On the other hand, it is considered to evaluate the diversity of tests and generate various tests
using the numerical values of various computational components (neurons) in the neural network [Pei
2017] [Ma 2018]. However, it has been reported that there is not always a strong correlation with the
required quality [Li 2019] and should not be interpreted and operated at least blindly as equivalent to
coverage indicators for traditional programs.

3.3.5. Techniques for explainability and interpretability
(Related to System Quality)
Techniques for explainability and interpretation described in 3.1.4 include, for example, those that
explain individual outputs and those that explain the entire model

[Gunning 2016]. In the former

case, it presents information such as which part of the input data greatly affected the determination of
a certain output [Ribeiro 2016]. In the latter case, the person can interpret what regularity and criteria
the entire model has acquired by using IF-THEN rule formats and tree structure formats (decision
trees), which are highly explainable.
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4. Generative System
4.1 Assumed System
This chapter focuses on systems that generate contents that realize something “good” that humans
perceive, such as creativity, naturalness, and fun. The contents are, for example, images, videos, essays,
or dialogues, and the like. In such a system, a technique called a “generative model” is used. The
generative model learns “what kind of trend (distribution) exists naturally.” This model is contrasted
with a “discriminative model” that learns only “differences and boundaries” used in image recognition
and others. Up to now, industrial applications have been advanced in image recognition and others due
to technological evolution through deep learning. Similarly, there is a possibility that industrial
applications of content generation will progress in the future. On the other hand, in these systems, it
is important to realize human sensory satisfaction is important. Therefore, it is difficult to perform
quality evaluation objectively or to automate it. In this chapter, we discuss the quality assurance
approach of a content generation system using a generative model, especially as evaluated by human
feeling.
As such systems, the following functionalities have already been commercialized, or researched,
and developed.
● Image generation/movie generation system: Generation of natural images/illustrations and
aimed animations, and generation of new images/videos based on rough pose designation
and attributes.
● Essay generation/dialogue generation system: Generation of texts for enjoyment such as
“Senryus” (short satirical poems) and novels, and generation of dialogues for the purpose of
fun and unexpectedness rather than performing specific tasks.
● Speech synthesis/voice conversion system: Generates entertaining voices that express the
atmosphere and personality of a specific character.

4.1.1 Application areas covered in this chapter
In this chapter, a system for generating images and videos is considered as a typical example of the
above-described system. For example, applications for generating and arranging images that make a
viewer feel happy on a Web site or printed matter or generating videos that are components of movies,
games, and animations can be considered. An example of such a system is introduced below.
Image Generation Example - Unspecified / image
Generate diverse natural images without specifying anything.
Reference example (Figure 4.1): A Style-Based Generator Architecture for Generative Adversarial
Networks. Tero Karras, Samuli Laine, and Timo Aila. In CVPR 2019.
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Figure 4.1 (Karras et al., in CVPR 2019)

Image Generation Example - Generating diverse and natural images by specifying
the target type
Generate diverse natural images by specifying the subject of the image.
Reference example (Figure 4.2): Large Scale GAN Training for High Fidelity Natural Image Synthesis.
Andrew Brock, Jeff Donahue, and Karen Simonyan. In ICLR 2019.

Figure 4.2 (Brock et al., in ICLR 2019)

Video generation example - structure specification / image / structure series
specification / video
Generate a natural video in which diverse characters move in the specified pose in order with giving
the sequence of 2D coordinates about key body parts (list of poses) of the coordinate model
representing the pose desired to be taken by the subject.
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Reference example (Figure 4.3 is a still image, Figure 4.4 is a video): Full-body High-resolution
Anime Generation with Progressive Structure-conditional Generative Adversarial Networks. Koichi
Hamada, Kentaro Tachibana, Tianqi Li, Hiroto Honda, and Yusuke Uchida. In ECCV Workshop 2018.

Figure 4.2 (Hamada et al., in ECCV workshop)
Generated video example:

Figure 4.4 https://youtu.be/bIi5gSITK0E

https://youtu.be/0LQlfkvQ3Ok

Video generation example - edge image specification / video.
Generate a diverse natural video by “interpolating” between the given two images for the start and
the endpoint.
Reference example (Figure 4.5): “Challenges toward Anime Generation with Deep Generative
Models (in Japanese).” Koichi Hamada, Tianqi Li. In DeNA TechCon 2019.
https://www.slideshare.net/hamadakoichi/anime-generation
(Related presentation (in English): “Anime Generation with AI.”
https://www.slideshare.net/hamadakoichi/anime-generation-ai )
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Figure 4.5 Anime Frame Generation Results by AI ( https://youtu.be/X9j1fwexK2c,
https://youtu.be/tOZW_KWb8b0)

4.1.2 Background - Recent Developments in AI-Generated Models In recent years, with the development of various methods of deep generative models, the possibility
of generation by AI has been greatly opened up. In particular, the development of Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs) [Goodfellow+14] since 2018 [Karras+18, Brock+19, Karras+19] has
resulted in a high-quality generation that can be mistaken for the real thing. Conventionally, it has
been difficult to generate a complex structure such as a whole human body. For this reason, highquality generation is limited to the generation of only a part of a body, such as a rigid body such as a
vehicle or a room, or generation of only a face [Karras+18, Brock+19, Karras+19]. However, recent
technology development [Hamada + 18] that achieves both high-quality generation and structural
consistency has enabled a high-quality generation of complex structures such as entire characters. The
application potential of animation and games to the real industry, such as the creation of illustrations
and animations for diverse characters, has been greatly pioneered [Hamada+18, Hamada+19].
GANs [Goodfellow + 14] is a generative model that improves the quality of generation by
competing with a Generator (generative model G) and a Discriminator (discriminative model D). D
discriminates the genuine data from the data generated by G, and G improves the generation quality
in order to cause D to discriminate the generated data from the genuine data erroneously. When D and
G mutually improve their methods and reach an equilibrium point (Nash Equilibrium), it is guaranteed
that the generation distribution of the data generated by the generator matches the genuine data.
However, learning GANs is difficult. In particular, a methodology that stabilizes learning for diverse
objects with high resolution and high quality is important.
Karras et al. [Karras+18] have gradually grown both G and D as a way to solve the problem. First,
G and D start to compete with 4x4 low-resolution images of 4x4, and by increasing the resolution
progressively, they realized to generate high-quality and diverse face images at 1024x1024 resolution.
Regarding the generation that specifies the type of generation target, the generation quality has been
greatly improved even when generating by specifying 1000 classes of ImageNet [Russakovsky + 15]
[Odena+17, Miyato+18, Zhang+18, Brock+19]. Brock et al. [Brock+19] have achieved high-quality
generation of 1000 classes at 512x512 resolution by learning on a large batch size channel using
various learning stabilization methodologies.
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In addition, progress has been made in the generation of complex structures such as the whole
human body [Karras+18, Brock+19, Karras+19], which are important for industrial applications but
have problems to be solved [Hamada+18, Hamada+19]. Hamada et al. [Hamada+18] have achieved
both high-quality generation and structural consistency by progressively learning structurally
conditioned GANs from 4x4 resolution. And they have achieved high-quality generation of complex
structures such as a whole body of a character at 1024x1024 resolution. Diverse character animations
are generated, such as image generation by specifying the coordinates that represent a pose to be taken
by a character, and video generation by specifying the sequence of coordinates about key body parts.
Also, in the generation of natural and diverse videos such as “interpolating” between the given two
images for the start and the endpoint as those performed in animation production, using the generative
learning with structural conditions, interpolation between images with large structural changes was
realized [Hamada+19]. With the above progress, there is great potential for the practical application
of animation and games to the real industry, such as the creation of illustrations and animations for
diverse characters [Hamada+18, Hamada+19]. The possibility of various practical applications of the
generative model has been greatly opened up.

4.1.3 Assumed Use Cases and Input / Output
In the example of this guideline, we consider examples that assume industrial applications of
animation and games, such as the generation of illustrations and animations.
In the discussion of this example, the images and videos to be generated are illustrations, not liveaction, and limited to only a human character. Also, it is not considered that the system automatically
acquires the training data and updates and deploys the model. That is, it is not considered to continue
learning from an unspecified large number of uncontrollable data such as on the Web. Training data
addition and model update are performed under the direction of the developer, and it is assumed that
the developer evaluates the quality.
In developing a generative model, the primary goal is to generate content that is close to those that
exist naturally. The function that can be realized directly from this is to generate a lot of natural content
in various ways. On the other hand, in industrial applications, it is conceivable that the content to be
generated may be restricted. For example, there is a case where it is desired to generate a video in
which a particular animation character makes certain moves to some extent. Therefore, in the examples
in this chapter, different cases will be examined as to whether or not “what kind of image or video is
to be generated” and how to specify it.
The following describes the five use cases considered in this example. UC-0 is the most basic and
direct use of generative models. On the other hand, in UC-1A / 2A, it is required to follow instructions
on the structure (pose) of a character in an image and video, respectively. In UC-1B / 2B, it is required
to follow the instructions on the attributes of the characters in the video and image, respectively
(accurately, the UC-2B includes a rough instruction of the pose). For these use cases, it is necessary
to output the structure and character according to the specification, and in addition to the quality
characteristics handled by UC-0, it is necessary to handle the characteristics according to those
specifications. In addition, in the generation of a moving image of UC-2A / 2B, it is necessary to
expand and handle the image in consideration of the quality characteristics handled in the image
generation of UC-1A / 1B.
[Use Case UC-0: Unspecified / Image]
Generate diverse and natural images without specifying anything
[Use Case UC-1A: Structure Specification / Image]
The coordinates of each organ point (main part such as joints) are given as information representing
the posture that the person wants to take, and an image of the specified posture of various characters
is generated.
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[Use Case UC-1B: Attribute Specification / Image]
Generate diverse and natural images by giving them attributes of the generation target (such as gender
or clothing color)
[Use Case UC-2A: Structural Series Specification / Video]
Generate a natural video of diverse characters in which their behavior (pose change) follows the
specified sequence of poses by giving a list of multiple 2D coordinates about the key body parts, which
is information indicating a pose to be taken by one of them.
[Use Case UC-2B: Edge Image Specification / Video]
Generate a diverse natural video by “interpolating” between given two images for the start and the
endpoint.
Input and output
Except for the unconstrained UC-0, the inputs for each use case are shown below. The purpose of
the function in each use case is to output a natural and diverse output when not specified while
following the specification of the input constraint. Detailed information such as the frame rate of the
moving image is omitted.
⚫

Image
➢

UC-1A: The coordinates of each key body part, representing the structure (pose) (see
Figure 4.6)

➢

UC-1B: Attributes such as gender and clothing color specified from options

Figure 4.6

⚫

2D-coordinates of key body part points

Video
➢

UC-2A: A coordinates list of each key body part point representing the structure (pose)

➢

UC-2B: Two images for the start and the endpoint of the video, respectively
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4.2 Unique Issues
A content generation system represented by an example is characterized by the following points
regarding quality. This system realizes advanced functions that can be called creative, such as “creating
new images and moving images.” Therefore, the quality characteristics to be achieved are expressed
in a very abstract manner, such as “natural,” “various,” and “the taste (painting style, etc.) of the input
image is maintained.” For this reason, it is ultimately necessary for a person to make an evaluation,
but in reality, what kind of automatic judgment criterion can be realized is a problem.

4.3 Expected Quality Characteristics
In the following, specific quality characteristics expected in the example are described. According
to ISO 25010 (SQuaRE), the characteristics are mainly classified as “relevance” and “satisfaction.”

4.3.1

Quality characteristics common to all use cases

[Quality characteristic QC01: Naturalness]
The generated image or each frame of video is natural. For example, there is no discomfort
compared to the existing illustrations, and there is no discomfort even if it is said that human creators
have drawn.
[Quality characteristic QC02: Clearness]
The generated image or video is clear. For example, when viewing or printing at a high resolution,
there is no discontinuity, collapse, or noise in the shape or color.
[Quality characteristic QC03: Diversity]
Diverse images or videos are generated. For example, the clothes and poses of the characters are
not always the same. This also confirms that the technical problem that the generative model
approximates only a limited point in the distribution (called “Mode Collapse”) has not occurred.
[Quality characteristic QC04: Social Appropriateness]
The generated image or video is not socially inappropriate. For example, a character that looks
naked or content that causes cruelty and generates physiological disgust is not generated.
4.3.2

Quality Characteristics for Content Specification

[Quality characteristic QC05: Conformance with Specified Structure]
In the use case UC-1A, the generated image conforms to the specified structure. For example, if the
right arm is raised in the specified structure, the right arm of the character is raised in the generated
image.
[Quality characteristic QC06: Conformance with Specified Attribute]
In the use case UC-1B, the generated image conforms to the specified attribute. For example, gender,
clothing, facial expression, skin color, hairstyle, body type, and accessories are specified as specified.
4.3.3

Quality Characteristics of Video

[Quality characteristic QC07: Naturalness as a Video]
The generated video is natural. For example, there is no discomfort as a sequence of images
compared to an existing video, and there is no discomfort even if it is called a real video.
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[Quality characteristic QC08: Smoothness of Video]
In the use case UC-2A / 2B, the generated video is smooth. For example, there is no part where
there is any discontinuity in color and pose.
[Quality characteristic QC09: Naturalness as a Structural Series]
The structural change of the object depicted in the structure of the generated video is natural. For
example, a series of body structures (key body part points) relating to each motion, such as how to run
and how to jump, does not cause discomfort as compared with an existing video. The generated video
does not cause discomfort even it is said that the real video.
4.4 Technical Approach for Quality Evaluation and Assurance
Most of the quality characteristics listed in 4.3 do not have objective indicators that directly evaluate
the sufficiency level. Therefore, it is also difficult to automate the evaluation of the sufficiency level.
Human inspection requires a large number of person-hours. So, it is important to consider a quality
evaluation and assurance method that is technically and practically feasible and effective even if it is
partially effective. This will raise significant challenges at the R&D level. In the following, we discuss
how to evaluate quality evaluation and assurance techniques, including those for which similar
implementations have not yet been reported.
Quality evaluation and assurance involves many activities on different deliverables, such as training
data, training algorithms, and trained models obtained. For example, when creating the training data
by ordering to an illustrator, it is necessary to refer to clearness, diversity, and the like as specifications.
On the other hand, using such training data does not guarantee that the outputs obtained from the
trained model will be clear and diverse. Therefore, the following mainly discusses the test. That is, a
method of checking whether the quality characteristics are satisfied by inspecting a large number of
outputs from the constructed content generation system will be discussed.
Most of the quality evaluation methods described below evaluate approximate quality
characteristics that cannot be strictly evaluated. For this reason, what is evaluated as “poor quality” by
the method may be “no problem” or even “good quality” when actually seen by a human. However, it
is important to pursue a tool that not only allows a human to check the small number of outputs
obtained by random sampling but also efficiently discovers problems. It is desirable to confirm such
effects through experiments and hypothesis tests.
Note that among the target quality characteristics, for those having high generality, not unique to
the content generation system of the example, an evaluation method has been established and may be
usable as a library or a software application. In this case, it is conceivable to evaluate the quality
characteristics by utilizing such existing methods and their implementation.

4.4.1 Evaluation by Metrics
Evaluation is performed by defining quantitative metrics that approximately represent the quality
characteristic of interest, if not the actual one.
Example: Quality characteristic QC01: Naturalness / Quality characteristic QC02:
Clearness / Quality characteristic QC03: Diversity
Regarding the diversity of images and videos, it is sufficient to evaluate that a large number of outputs
from the content generation system are clear and diverse.
This can be evaluated using a discrimination result distribution and a feature distribution using a
trained discriminative model for the image and video to be generated. As an evaluation indicator, we
consider applying the evaluation index of the clearness and diversity of the generated model, such as
Inception Score [Salimans+16] and Frechet Inception Distance [Heusel+17], to individual quality
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evaluation. An inception score is a score using a trained discriminative model for image classification.
This score is high when the class of each generated image is clear (the peak corresponds to only one
class) in the discriminative model or when the classes of the entire images are distributed widely in
the model. When performing various generations of 1000 classes of ImageNet, the quality can be
evaluated using the trained models and classes of ImageNet. Frechet Inception Distance is a distance
between data sets that is calculated using an intermediate feature distribution calculated from the
trained discriminative model. With this indicator, it is evaluated whether the generated data is as
clear and diverse as the learning data by calculating the distance between the feature data distribution
of the real data (training data) set and the generated data set. In the evaluation of the video, along with
the image evaluation above, an equivalent distance is calculated using the trained discriminative model
of the action classification (Action Recognition) task in which a video is an input, and the action type
is an output.
These schemes are applied to each individual industrial application. A discriminative model for
variables that control the image and video features is learned and utilized. For example, for illustration
images and videos to be generated and controlled, a discriminative model for determining their type
is trained. By calculating the Inception Score using the trained model, it is possible to evaluate
generated diverse images and videos to be controlled. By partially selecting or selecting N types of
training data from the entire training data at the time of training the discriminative model, an
improvement in indicator evaluation can be expected by output evaluation using a model ensemble.
The constructed generation target domain image is used as the training data of the identification model.
For example, it is composed of an image drawn by an illustrator. Alternatively, it can be compared
with illustrations that can be naturally collected on the Web.

Example: Quality Characteristic QC08: Smoothness of Video
Calculates the statistical value of Optical Flow between images and evaluates the amount that exceeds
the natural change amount threshold as a moving image. By checking whether the amount of change
in the moving image output by the system does not exceed the threshold value, a moving image having
unnatural smoothness can be detected.
Example: Quality characteristic QC09: Naturalness as a structural series
The amount of change in the relative distance between the points of key body parts connected to the
body structure is quantified, and the amount exceeding the threshold of natural change amount as a
structural series is evaluated. It is possible to detect a video by checking whether the amount of change
in the structure series in the video output by the system does not exceed the threshold value.
4.4.2 Construction of Quality Evaluation AI by Machine Learning
Naturalness is a criterion that cannot be described in words (software cannot be implemented with
deductive rules), but if there is training data, it may be possible to implement a quality evaluation AI
for output results.
In cases where the existing trained discriminative model is not available due to domain differences,
a quality evaluation AI is constructed uniquely. For example, regarding the human pose estimation,
the pose estimation of a photographed image and the one of an illustration image are greatly different.
It is conceivable to construct a quality evaluation AI by utilizing the training data used to construct the
original content generation system. With regard to pose and attributes evaluation, if labels are
consciously made in advance, it is possible to construct an AI that estimates pose and attributes from
images and videos and evaluates the quality.
Example: Quality characteristic QC01: Naturalness / Quality characteristic QC02:
Clearness
The data collected when constructing the content generation system should represent images and
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videos that exist naturally. With a generative model of another architecture, a discriminator is created
that uses a part of the collected data to determine whether the image is natural or not.
For example, as a naturalness evaluation AI, a discriminator for determining whether the data is
genuine is constructed by GANs learning, and the naturalness and clearness of the image are evaluated
using the score of the discriminator. Alternatively, naturalness and clearness can be evaluated based
on a restoration score of generated data, using a model that has learned image restoration for
encoding/decoding from an image to a latent vector of the image.
In addition, illustrations covered this time can be collected from the Web. By adding a collapse of size
or noise that would be obviously problematic, data representing an unnatural image or video can be
created. By using these two types of natural and unnatural data, it is possible to construct a quality
evaluation AI that detects assumed unnaturalness. Image data can be created by adding a collapse of
shape or color as noise to clear training data or by reducing resolution. Using this processed data as
training data, by constructing a model that classifies the clear image data, it is also conceivable to
detect the unclear image.

Example: Quality characteristic QC04: Social Appropriateness
Construct AI to discriminate against socially inappropriate data. By using this, it is possible to
eliminate inappropriate images and videos from the training data or to detect inappropriate ones from
a number of outputs of the content generation system. The same technology has been established in
search engines and the like.
Example: Quality characteristic QC05: Conformance with Specified Structure /
Quality characteristic QC06: Conformance with Specified Attribute
Research and development of AI for estimating the pose of a person appearing in the image and the
video has been actively performed [Sun+19, Pavllo+19, Kocabas+19]. In the use case UC-1A / 2A, it
is conceivable to evaluate the output from the content generation system using such a technique.
Specifically, by estimating the pose in the output and measuring the distance between the estimated
pose and the pose instructed by the input, the degree of conformance with the specified pose can be
evaluated.
Example: Quality characteristic QC07: Naturalness as a Video
Similar to QC01, create a discriminator that determines whether several images extracted from a video
are natural or not [Wang + 18].

Example: Quality characteristic QC08: Smoothness of Video
Similar to QC01, create a discriminator that determines whether the distribution of Optical Flow
between the images is natural or not when several images are extracted from a video.

Example: Quality characteristic QC09: Naturalness as a Structural Series
Similar to QC01, use a discriminative model that determines whether the structural series is natural or
not [Cai+18, Barsoum+18, Kundu+19]. When several images are extracted from a video, a
discriminator is created to determine whether the structural series extracted from the images is natural
or not.
4.4.3 Comparison with other implementations such as rule-based AI
If it is possible to obtain a product that implements the same function or implements a target quality
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evaluation even if the performance is somewhat poor, it is possible to perform a pseudo quality
evaluation by using them (pseudo oracle).

Example: Quality characteristic QC06: Conformance with the Specified Attribute
For simple attributes such as the color of clothes, it can be easily implemented to extract the main
colors from the image by using the image processing library. The dominant color may not always be
the actual “color of clothes.” However, by comparing it with such a simple implementation like this,
the inspection can be implemented.
4.5 Quality Assurance Level
The quality characteristics mentioned so far in this chapter relate to the output of the entire system
and are directly experienced by the user. However, the output from the model is almost directly
displayed to the user. This is because it is difficult to filter images and videos by post-processing using
a rule-based program. For this reason, the quality characteristics listed in this chapter are for Model
Robustness in the quality assurance levels in Chapter 2.
Chapter 2 also states that the quality of data, models, systems, and processes must be adequately
assured in response to customer expectations. In this example, the quality assurance activities
corresponding to the following different use situations are examined.
●

Level 1: A level that should be assured for the use of those who know the internal behavior of the
system. For example, when operating a service that undertakes video creation and creating a
video with an organization that also includes a development team for a content generation system.

●

Level 2: A level that should be assured for the use of outsiders who do not know the internal
behavior of the system. For example, when a content generation system is delivered to an
animation production company for use.

●

Level 3: A level that should be assured when used by a wide variety of users, including malicious
people. For example, when the content generation system is published on the Web as a service
that can be used by an unspecified number of users.

Such as the naturalness of the content generation system is relatively determined with respect to the
assumed data set, and an image that is in the domain of the training data is generated. For example,
how to draw an appropriate line of an illustration in a certain domain is domain-specific. In another
domain, how to draw another line is appropriate. Therefore, it is necessary to clarify the target domain.
For example, in this example, an illustration image in which a person is drawn is described as an
example, but a domain of an image including a background as well as a person may be considered.
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5. Smart Speakers
5.1. Assumed System (System to be assumed)
5.1.1. Assumed configuration (Assumed components / Expected configuration)
In the smart speaker area, a system that listens to the speaker's words interprets the intention of the
sentence and executes the operation intended by the speaker; that is, a so-called "VUI (Voice User
Interface)" is assumed.
It is assumed that the following three machine learning are used in the system.
・ Machine learning used for "speech recognition" that converts voice signals input from a
microphone into text
・ Machine learning used in "natural language understanding" to interpret what the converted
text is intended for and converts it into commands for functional operation
・ Machine learning used for "speech synthesis" that converts text into speech signals
The flow of the system operation is assumed as follows. Figure 5.1 shows the overall picture.
1. Input audio signal to the system
2. The input voice signal is passed to the speech recognition function and output as text
3. Text is passed to the natural language understanding function and output as a command to
operate the target function
4. Input the command to the function corresponding to the command (such as weather
acquisition function, music acquisition function)
5. Data processing by applicable function
6. Output the response from the applicable function
7. The input of response from the applicable function
a. For input to the speech synthesis function
i.

Input the response from the applicable function to the speech synthesis
function

ii.

Output as voice signal from voice synthesis function

b. For input to the external device
i.

Input the response from the applicable function to the external device

ii.

Response processing by the external device

iii.

Execution of external device functions
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Figure 5.1 Assumed flow of system operation

5.1.2. Features of Smart Speaker (VUI System)
For the voice recognition part, it is required that "even the same string of some various voices input
can be correctly interpreted as the string." For example, even if the voice input is "What is the weather
today?", the voice signal input changes under the following conditions.
・ Gender (man and woman)
・ Age (high and low)
・ Tone (accent, fast-talk, tone of voice)
・ Sentence break positions (such as "What weather? / Weather, what?")
・ Emotions (such as "gentle / severe")
・ Pronunciation by non-native language learners
In addition, regarding speech recognition, it is also required that "it should operate correctly if the
system user environment is within the product warranty range." The following conditions can be
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considered.
・ Installation Environment
・ Speech noise (such as audio of television, human voices)
・ Undesired sound (such as noise, daily life sound)
・ Installation location
・ Vibration (e.g., shaking due to scaffold instability)
・ Sides (e.g., the impact of reverberation)
From the viewpoint of security for speech recognition, it is sometimes required that "it can
accurately interpret the system purchaser's voice input." In this case, the following conditions can be
considered.
・ Speaker recognition
・ Identification of individuals
As for the natural language understanding part, it is required that "even different expressions can be
understood as standard sentences." Here we focus on Japanese. The following conditions can be
considered.
・ Tone (such as honorifics, imperatives, youth slang)
・ Particles (such as variations in "TE/NI/WO/HA")
・ Grammar (such as change of word order, "Taigendome" = Ending a sentence with a noun)
・ Abbreviations (such as abbreviations such as "KOI-BANA," abbreviations for singer names)
・ Homonyms (such as "AME” =rain / candy, “MITAI” =like / see, place names of homonyms)
・ Japanese English (such as "PASOCON" =personal computer, "CONSENT" =outlet[N.Am]
/

socket[Br])

・ buzz words (such as “BAERU”, “MOYARU”)
As for the speech synthesis part, it is required that "it can convey voice messages that the user of
the system can understand." Here we focus on Japanese. The following conditions can be considered.
・ Pronunciation (How to read "Kanji" characters. such as "TSUITACHI" / "ICHINICHI" (=1st
day / one day), idioms, the name of a famous person)
・ Tone (such as accent, emotion, voice)
・ Speaking style (such as intonation, sentence break position (i.e., punctuation))
・ Information (such as speed, "too long / too short")
A smart speaker's feature except machine learning is that it is often required to have the property of
entertaining users as an entertainment product. Therefore, this product also has non-functional
characteristics such as conversational diversity and wittiness.
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5.2. Unique issues
A significant advantage of smart speaker products is that they can perform many independent
functions such as weather, music, and fortune-telling for "one entrance," which is only voice input.
This is the selling point of a smart speaker, but it also has a problem that it is difficult to identify the
target user because of the wide variety of functions. This difficulty is a problem related to the amount
of learning data and its selection of speech recognition function.
Further, the fact that only voice input is the entrance has another problem. If the voice input fails,
the natural language understanding function does not function properly and directly falls into an
unintended output. Regarding this problem, for example, the following measures can be considered.
Even if the speech recognition fails and nuance is close, but a different word is an input to the natural
language understanding function; if the failure were predicted to some extent, the natural language
understanding function would recover from it.
Recent functions include user-developed functions. Since users develop them arbitrarily, there is a
possibility that the command for launching a newly developed function may conflict with functions
created by other users or existing functions. So, operations need to be arranged adequately.
Also, frequent vocabulary updates are a unique issue. It may often be necessary to handle a newly
appearing word or a word that the user began to use frequently. As such, development and operation
processes may need to be coordinated in order to respond to these updates as quickly as possible.
Figure 5.2 is shown as an example of achieving "Process Agility." After the release of the system,
it is essential to have an operational structure that catches up on language needs and problems through
monitoring and observation is essential. From there, the point at issue is picked up, reflected in the
model, and release the next one. And then, monitoring and observing will be kept. In this way, it is
necessary for this structure to create a cycle of reflection and monitoring.
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Figure 5.2 Example of Achieving Process Agility

5.3. Expected Quality
The expected quality is that "voice input is recognized without any difference from the speaker's
intention and the function intended by the speaker is performed."
In order to do so, it is necessary to perform the same behavior for various input voices from the
viewpoint of "Data Integrity." Here, "the various input voices" means such as different genders, ages
mentioned in the voice recognition part of 5.1.2. In order to perform the same behavior, the text needs
to be appropriately converted when the text is passed from the voice recognition part to the natural
language understanding part. Therefore, it is better to set acceptance criteria for each part.
Also, it is necessary to perform the same behavior for various expressions from the viewpoint of
"Data Integrity." Here, "the various expressions" means such as tones, particles, grammar mentioned
in the natural language understanding part of 5.1.2. Similarly, as a requirement for outputting the result,
it is necessary to convey a voice message without misreading from the viewpoint of "Data Integrity."
This means such as pronunciations and tones mentioned in the speech synthesis part of 5.1.2.
Expressions of words exist explosively, and it is not practical to cover all words in terms of
pronunciation. Therefore, it is better to determine the range of recognition, words, expressions, and
pronunciations to be guaranteed and to ensure quality within that range.
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Moreover, words are newly born every day. Many words that have not been learned at the time of
shipment may appear after the product is shipped. From the viewpoint of "Model Robustness," it is
necessary to construct a structure to catch up with these issues quickly, respond quickly and update
them.
Smart speakers are supposed to be placed at home and used in everyday situations. Therefore, from
the viewpoint of "System Quality," it is important to assume a usage scene in daily life and consider
the quality of the usage method in that scene. In such a case, voice recognition is required not to be
disturbed by noise. Depending on the location where the product is installed, TV and other people's
voice may be heard. It is better to set and confirm to pass acceptance criteria for the factors of speech
noise, undesired sound, swinging due to the location, and echoes in the system environment of the
voice recognition function in 5.1.2.
Similarly, connecting with an external device is also an important function for convenience.
Especially when handling products such as air conditioners that require strict confirmation of quality
accidents, it is necessary to prevent unexpected accidents. For this purpose, the quality criteria include
the rules and guidelines established by the smart speaker and external device manufacturers to be
connected.
Finally, "Customer Expectation" in smart speakers is widespread due to the characteristics that do
not clearly define the target user. Therefore, it is necessary to determine a target user for each function,
such as weather and music, and to examine criteria for satisfying Customer Expectation. On the other
hand, in "Data Integrity," "Model Robustness," and "System Quality," it is better to focus more on the
characteristics of smart speakers.

5.4. Test Architecture
Table 5.1 shows an example of the overall test architecture for software testing of smart speakers.
Table 5.3 shows the points to be noted throughout the test architecture. Use this as a reference when
adding functions (weather, music, and the like).
Even a system that includes machine learning is a logical system as before except for the machine
learning module. Therefore, the concept of testing as a whole is "Do not be confused by the term
machine learning and test in steps as usual with different granularities." By performing step-by-step
tests at each test level (unit test, integration test, system test), it will be easier to isolate problems in
later processes. Regarding the method of system testing, section 5.5 presents an evaluation method on
a scale of 1 ton. Also, usability testing targeting actual users after the release is considered to be useful
for improving product performance in the future. So, it is included in the test architecture.
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Table 5.1 Test Architecture
Test level

Test target

Test contents

Description

Unit tests for each module

System parts except machine learning and
various functions (weather, music, etc.) can be
tested by the same means as before. Unit
testable parts can be suppressed by unit
testing. This leads to the early resolution of
problems if problems occur after connecting
to the machine learning part.

・ Various
functional parts
(such as weather,
music)
・ System parts
except for
machine learning
part

The machine learning part needs to be
checked for accuracy alone. Table 5.2 shows
examples of patterns required for machine
learning. These patterns may be referred to as
training data, or the accuracy may be
evaluated for each feature.

Unit test
・ Speech
recognition part
・ Natural language
understanding part

Accuracy test on training
data and model

・ Speech synthesis
part

If there is a problem, it will be necessary to
clarify whether the training data is a fault, the
learning model is a fault, or both.
In order to check the model, it is desirable to
fix the data and measure the accuracy before
and after the model change. In order to check
the data, it is desirable to fix the model and
measure the accuracy.

The system consists of data passing with
multiple APIs.

Integration
test

・Various APIs

API response, function test Before entering the combined system test stage,
it is necessary to prepare the expected pattern
after connecting DB or
data and confirm the API response at the
module
integration test stage. Otherwise, it will take
time to isolate the problem at the system test
stage.

Load test for API and server
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This is a test that checks for the function
manually or automatically after creating a test
case based on the specifications of the whole
system, including the Interface.
Script test based on
specifications

System test

・Functions to be
checked for, such
as weather and
music throughout
the system

Compatibility test

As for test cases, it is better to separate the
content that clearly shows the expected result
(such as "what time is it now?") and the content
that depends on the user and the environment
(such as "play a song that suits summer"). For
these evaluation methods, an n-grade
evaluation method is presented in section 5.5.

Currently, each company sells several smart
speakers.
It is necessary to check whether the developed
function works on each model of the company.

In a smart speaker that handles natural
language, there are multiple phrases to make
them take specific actions.
Exploratory test

Therefore, there are many problems that cannot
be found by the test based on the specification.
It would be better to take more time for the
exploratory test and proceed with the
confirmation by using Table 5.2 as a test
charter.

Scenario test

System test
(contd)

・Functions to be
checked for, such
as weather and
music throughout
the system

Each function (weather, music, etc.) has an
expected usage. Therefore, it is considered that
creating a story that is mainly a user, not a
function, and confirming it along with the story
is effective in finding a problem.

Music and radio functions are likely to be used
for a long time.
Long-run test

Also, there is a viewpoint as to whether an error
does not occur due to continuous calling for a
long time.
Based on this perspective, a long-run test will be
carried out.
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Performance test

Post-release
testing

Each company should set a standard for the
response speed and checks for whether they can
respond within the standard.

Smart speakers sometimes handle personal
information. Therefore, it is necessary to
conduct security tests based on expertise.

Security test

・Functions to be
checked for, such
as weather and
music throughout
the system

As with humans, there is an expectation that
smart speakers will want to respond with a good
tempo when they are spoken to.

Each function is created assuming the users
who use it. So, it is necessary to confirm how
the users actually use it and where they are
confused.
Usability test

In addition, the way of speaking and usage
changes as time passes.
It is considered better to conduct usability tests
with expected users and improve the functions.

Table 5.2 Examples of Patterns Required for Learning
The system can be correctly interpreted as a character string, even if the same voice input string

Sound

Gender

male / female

-

Age

high / low

-

accent

-

fast-talking / pause

-

voice sound

smug voice, unctuous voice, and the like

Gentle / Strict

Voice with emotion, and the like

Tone

Emotion
Beginners of a
language

Japanese "RA" (one character of Hiragana) does not

Vowel sign error

distinguish l/r, etc.
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Native language

"Dakuon" (Turbid sounds), etc. (Korean to Japanese,

dependence

etc.)

The system can be understood as a standard sentence, even in different expressions

Tone

Honorifics

-

Instructions, orders

-

youth slang

-

Variations in "NO" and
Particle
"HA"
Change word order
Grammar

-

-

"Taigendome" (Ending
a sentence with a

-

noun)

Text
Abbreviations

Homonym

Abbreviation

-

expression

“IDOU”, “HASHI”, “AME”, and the like

Ambiguous expression

"MITAI": looks like / to watch / the ending of a word
Shinjuku and Ginza are located in various parts

Name of a place

Multi-language

Buzzword

of Japan.

Japanese English

Naive, Tension, and the like

(Japlish / Janglish)
-

-

The system should operate correctly if the user environment is within the product warranty range
Installation
environment
Environme
nt
Installation
location

speech noise

television sound, chatter in the neighborhood

undesired sound, noise

daily life sound, the sound of a door close, fan noise

vibration

shaking due to scaffold instability, a bad footing

sides, wall

impact of reverberation, echo
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To convey voice messages that the system users can understand correctly

"TSUITACHI" / "ICHINICHI" (=1st day /
Pronunciation

one day), idioms, the name of a famous

How to read "Kanji"

person

Speech
synthesis

accent

-

fast-talking / pause

-

emotion

-

voice sound

-

too long

-

importance / urgency

-

Tone

Information
volume

Be able to understand the voice input of the system purchaser accurately
Individuali
zation

Voice separation

-

Individual identification

-

Speaker recognition

Table 5.3 Examples of Key Viewpoints to note the whole Test Architecture
Logic part except machine learning
Communication

-

Interface compatibility

-

Sound quality

It can be played according to Music data

Command response
Service
Service guarantee

Inappropriate service
Parental control
access

Service
(contd)

-

Obscenity

-

Inappropriate service
Religion
response

-

Gag rule / Taboos in the
Press
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Assets

Malfunction around assets and money

Privacy

Malfunctions around personal privacy

Calling an External Device
Home
appliance

Safety / Security

operation

Safety-sensitive access Setting the temperature of a water bath to 80 degrees,
to devices
and the like.

5.5. n-grade evaluation method
When checking for the expected quality of the smart speaker, "voice input is recognized as intended
by the speaker and the intended function is executed," it may be difficult to determine the expected
result clearly with Yes / No depending on the degree of abstraction of the question. For example, for
a question with a low level of abstraction, such as "What time is it now?", users can expect an output
that can be judged by Yes/ No. However, it is difficult to judge whether the output is intended for a
question with a high level of abstraction, such as "write a song that suits the summer" or "talk about
fun." These depend on the sense of an individual.
One method for confirming these is an n-grade (four-grade, five-grade, and the like.) evaluation
method. Determine the reference values for passing or failing the test items of the function, select the
number of persons surveyed, and select persons. Ask the relevant person to perform the test items and
rate them on the score of n according to their intentions. Take the median or average value of the
collected results and compare it with the specified standard to verify "as intended."
An example of a five-level evaluation is given below.
1. A different function that is not intended is performed
・ "Fortune-telling" is executed for "Play music."
2. The intended function is executed, but the content that is not intended is executed within the
function
・ "Music forward" is executed for "Stop the music."
3. The intended function is executed, but the returned information/content is different from what
was intended
・ "Play songs of < singer's name>" returns "songs of another singer."
4. The intended function is executed, and the intended content is returned, but it is hard to say
that it is suitable
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・ For "Play a song that suits summer," the song is returned, but it is hard to say that it is a
standard number of summer
5. The intended function is executed, and the intended content is returned
・ "A standard number of summer" is returned for "Play summer song."
In this case, the above 1 to 3 are evaluations of a "must-be quality" portion to be satisfied as a
function. It is a quality that is evaluated as a defect even by users who use it. The results of the above
4 and 5 are evaluations whose results depend on the user and the environment.

5.6. Quality Assurance Level
The quality assurance level as a whole smart speaker can be considered in the following two stages.
Figure 5.3 shows the details.
1. Operation assurance level
The result of a test of the obvious quality part that can be answered with Yes / No (the area of
1-3 in the case of 5-grade evaluation in section 5.5) satisfies the specified acceptance criteria.
2. Content assurance level
The result of the attractive quality part test (4-5 area in the case of 5-grade evaluation in
section 5.5) satisfies the specified acceptance criteria.
In the above example of five-grade evaluation, areas from 1 to 3 are defined as the operation
assurance level, and the quality assurance level is classified only when all are guaranteed. The quality
guaranteed at this level ensures that the functions, modules, and information called from the input
voice information are correct. The prerequisite input voice information is based on information that
can be determined as Yes / No, and the return of an intended result from the prerequisite information
is set as a criterion.
On the other hand, at the content assurance level, 4 to 5 areas are defined in the above example of
a five-grade evaluation. For this reason, the prerequisite voice information has a high level of
abstraction, and whether the returned result is intended is evaluated in a questionnaire format. At the
content assurance level, it is recommended to evaluate the results of the questionnaire and to set and
evaluate acceptance criteria for each development organization or project.
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Figure 5.3 Quality Assurance Level of a Whole Smart Speaker

When applying these quality levels, it is important to clarify the degree of abstraction.
As an indicator for clarifying the degree of abstraction, it is recommended that the degree of
agreement with specifications (which can be defined as the specification) and the abstraction level of
user expectation (whether or not the expected result changes depending on the person) be used as a
reference. An example is shown in Figure 5.4. The expected result of the voice data used in the test is
separated as shown in the figure below, and the quality level can be appropriately evaluated by
clarifying whether the test to be performed is the operation assurance level or the content assurance
level.
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Figure 5.4 Example of indicators for clarifying abstraction

In the case of machine learning, in order to assure the quality, it is important not only to confirm
only the output data but also to assure the quality of the training data used for machine learning.
Training data quality assurance level can be divided into two
・ Use of unspecified data (particularly uncategorized data)
・ Data specified for each element described in section 5.2
For each element of the speech recognition function, natural language understanding function, and
speech synthesis function listed in section 5.2, by setting the range and criteria of how much to
guarantee in each organization, it is possible to further divide the level to what extent it can be achieved.
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6. Industrial process
6.1. Assumptions and Objects of the Study
The QA4AI Industrial Process WG covers AI quality assurance in industrial systems such as
control systems. In industrial systems, control techniques such as statistical quality control and
feedback control have been developed for the purpose of stabilizing quality and improving
productivity. In recent years, the application and implementation of machine learning technology in
various fields, such as automatic identification typified by images and introduction of anomaly
detection and change point detection for the purpose of predictive maintenance of equipment, have
been promoted. Figure 6.1 shows an example of an industrial system application and an example of a
function using AI technology.

Figure 6.1

Example of industrial system application and application of AI
technology

In considering quality assurance in such a variety of industrial systems, the study was conducted in
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the following order, with plant control as the main subject.
First, section 6.2 clarifies the key issues to consider when applying AI technology to industrial
systems. Next, section 6.3 shows the basic architecture of an industrial system incorporating AI
technology, and considerations for the priority issues shown in section 6.2 for each component are
shown. In addition, section 6.4 describes the process and detailed process from PoC to operation of an
industrial system that uses AI technology, and for each process, considerations for the priority issues
shown in Section 6.2 are described.
Based on the reviews in sections 6.2 to 6.4, Section 6.5 provides five indicators of quality assurance
considerations for industrial systems (Data Integrity, Model Robustness, System Quality, Process It
embodies based on Agility, Customer Expectation).
Section 6.6 shows the response to the process for the five indicators in the embodied industrial
system of section 6.5, and section 6.7 shows an example of a quality assurance study based on the case
where the application of AI technology was disclosed with a specific image.
Based on the above, Figure 6.2 shows the flow of studies on quality assurance for industrial systems
with AI technology.
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Figure 6.2 Flow of studies on quality assurance for industrial systems in this
guideline

6.2. Key Issues in Applying AI Technology to Industrial Systems
In industrial systems, quality assurance requires not only the characteristics of the AI technology
itself but also the quality objectives of the target system, such as "reliability" and "safety," and
problem-solving based on the characteristics and constraints of the system.
Based on this, there are the following three priority issues for quality assurance of industrial systems.
1） Diversity of stakeholders: Due to the large-scale and complex system, there are many cases
where multiple operators build and operate subsystems based on contracts. It is necessary to
verify the integrity of individual data, rights protection, and the entire system.
2） Environmental dependence: The system is exposed to 5M + E changes, and assurance is
required based on a variety of data and data with different reproducibility.
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3） Ease of explanation: There are several processes and standards that ensure that the system is
valid, and it is necessary to elicit accountability and consent to end-users.
Therefore, the Industrial Process WG formulates guidelines for the purpose of improving consensus
on issues by arranging the viewpoints of the balance chart using five indices based on the QA4AI
guide and the processes (PoC / development/operation) of AI products.
The Industrial Process WG expects that the guideline users will expand based on the requirements
and characteristics of the target AI products based on this study and promote consensus building and
planning with the stakeholders.

* 5M + E: Man, Machine, Method, Material, Measurement + Environment. A term used in machining
and factory quality control. Representative management items such as people, machinery and
equipment, methods, materials, inspection/measurement, and environment, which are factors that
change quality.

6.3. Reference System Architecture
The Industrial Process WG has prepared a reference system that abstracts the system architecture to
categorize the quality assurance activities of various systems (Figure 6.3).

Figure 6.3 Reference System Architecture

In an actual industrial system, this reference system is linked and hierarchized. P1 to P3 are
subsystems of the existing system on which the AI component is added. For the AI component, the
input is P1, and the output is P3. P2 is an alternative control processing unit for AI components.
The following extensions are required for the stochastic behavior of AI components.
⚫

P1: Guarantee the validity of data assumptions, accuracy, and labels required by AI components
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➢

Responding to stakeholder diversity: ensuring data integrity

➢

Responding to environmental dependencies: Data section/range guarantee

➢

Respond to ease of explanation: Data recording to explain the behavior of AI components
When taking an example of image inspection, P1 is responsible for ensuring appropriate
luminance, illumination angle, and focus and is responsible for storing target image data
as necessary.
In-plant control, it is guaranteed that the sensor value of the target material is valid.

⚫

P2: Alternative component/monitoring of AI components
➢

Responding to environmental dependencies: Monitoring and observing events that may not
be subject to operation assumptions in AI components

➢

Respond to ease of explanation: Comparison and guarantee of the operation performance
of AI components
When P2 is an example of an image inspection, there are the following examples.
Example 1: A person is responsible for evaluating samples for environmental dependency
and monitoring AI components.
Example 2: Monitoring with different rule-based indicators (e.g., position, timing,
inspection equipment, etc.) other than image inspection.
In the case of anomaly detection in plant control as an example. P2 monitors sensors and
control data for anomalies based on rules, while the AI component operates to monitor
anomalies using machine learning. In the operation in which P3 predicts and outputs the
occurrence of an anomaly, the determination may be made based on a combination of
operations in which the AI component estimates that the anomaly is abnormal and P2
determines that the anomaly is normal.

⚫

P3: Guarantee output for the result and accuracy of data output by AI components
➢

Respond to stakeholder diversity: Clarify how the output value of the AI component
contributes to the output of P3

➢

Respond to environmental dependencies: Filter and judge AI component output based on
P2 information on environmental dependencies

➢

Respond to ease of explanation: the output of AI components and recording of judgment
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results
When P3 is an example of an image inspection, the AI component outputs results such as
"probability x% belonging to a set as a non-defective product" and "probability y%
belonging to a set as a defective product." How to use this result as the whole system is
determined based on rules. (For example, prepare a threshold value for each of x and y)
In the case of plant control as an example. There may be a case where P3 outputs a
correction command for shifting the system to an optimum state based on the state of the
system recognized by the AI component. In order to show that the amendment directive is
appropriate for stakeholder diversity, it is necessary to explain the relationship between the
state recognized by the AI component, environmental dependency, and system quality
based on some means of demonstration.
At the time of writing these guidelines, there is no way to guarantee the assurance of a system using
machine learning technology with these architectures. It is necessary to solve for each individual
system based on the points for quality assurance. Therefore, this WG has organized the points to be
considered on the five axes of quality assurance activities in order for guideline users to use them in
quality assurance activities in actual systems.

6.4. Quality Assurance Activities
In industrial systems, in order to meet the required quality, the system development process is
broken down into processes, and the quality is assured by systematically verifying that each process
is appropriate (process control). We believe that it is useful for quality assurance to achieve the quality
assurance of AI products by associating them with five indicators for each process, based on the
concept of process quality in actual systems.
In this WG, referring to the process form of SQuBOK®, the overall process of the industrial system
that defines the overall image of the development process is defined as an IXI (Intelligent
eXperimental Integration) model as shown in Figure 6.4. This process is roughly divided into three
processes: PoC, development (including the development process of the machine learning program),
and operation. The "PoC" will confirm and verify key risks in development and operation. Based on
the results of the PoC study, "Development" will develop an industrial system that applies AI
technology while taking into account the characteristics of 5M + E. In the "operation," while
monitoring the output of the developed system, collecting the data necessary for explaining to the
stakeholders and evaluating the output using the data confirmed for the first time during operation,
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Update the model.

Figure 6.4 Process Overview: IXI: Intelligent eXperimental Integration Model

By organizing the three key issues described in Section 6.2 through these three processes,
considerations for industrial systems are extracted as shown in Table 6.1. This classification indicates
that stakeholder diversity is the priority issue for PoC, environmental dependence is for development,
and accountability is easy for operation.

Table 6.1 Arrangement of Important Issues by Three Processes
Process

PoC

Development

Operation

Objective

Confirm achievability

Based on the PoC results

Operate the AI system on-

and feasibility and reach

and the results under

site, evaluate and respond to

development agreements

development, establish

performance and incidents,

with various stakeholders

assurance items and

and stabilize the operation

methods for environmental
dependency and reach an
operation agreement
Stakeholder

Agreement on targets

Interface / API design and

Response to on-site operation

Diversity

and risks with

data consistency

requirements, change
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stakeholders and

management requirements,

verification by

etc.

prototype
Environment

Target and risk

Clarification of

Monitoring of out-of-

dependency

assessment based on

environmental conditions

specification environments

some environmental

targeted by the system

and data collection and

conditions

and development and

evaluation

verification of the system
Explanation

Identification of

Explanation of model

Explanation of reasons and

Easiness

explanation requirements

evaluation and code quality

countermeasures based on

and reflection on system

using configuration-

data model and

requirements

managed environment-

configuration when an

dependent data

event occurs and
performance changes

When the IXI model is actually applied, for example, when the PoC has a high specific gravity
corresponding to stakeholder diversity, the Customer Expectation, and Process Agility out of the five
indicators increase. At the time of development, excluding events that can only be discovered during
operation, the system will be developed while taking into account environmental dependencies,
thereby improving Data Integrity and Model Robustness and improving System Quality to the level
equivalent to production. By adopting data and models at the realization site and adapting to the onsite operation, the balance chart of quality assurance using all five indicators is set, and the quality
assurance of industrial systems applying the provided AI technology is achieved. It is possible to
specify the degree.
An example of changes in the quality assurance balance chart is shown in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.1 Example of balance chart of quality assurance level

Specific levels of measurement methods and scales need to be embodied with reference to this
guideline. Please refer to the association of individual activities in the development process (section
6.6) and examples of studies (section 6.7).

6.5. Implementation of Five Indicators in Industrial Systems
6.5.1. QA4AI Interpretation of quality assurance perspectives
Industrial systems have different implementation managers and stakeholders in the development
(design, manufacturing, installation) and operation (operation and maintenance) scenes and have
different weights for the interpretation of the five axes specified by QA4AI. Therefore, this WG
classifies development and operation and shows points to note and interpretation methods for quality
assurance activities.

Table 6.1

Relationship between IXI Model and Assurance perspectives / Points
to note
Assurance perspectives /

Assurance perspectives /

Points to note during

Points to note during operation

development
PoC

〇

〇
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Development process

〇

×

Operation process

×

〇

6.5.2. Customer Expectation
Industrial systems have complex interests due to stakeholder diversity. As a result, it is necessary to
adjust not only discrepancies in expectations for AI systems but also the rights and commonality of
intangible assets required for machine learning, such as data models.

Table 6.2 Customer Expectation perspectives and Points to note
ID

Perspective

During development

During operation

CE-1

High customer

●Clarification of business issues to be solved

●Satisfaction with solving business issues

expectations

by AI

using AI

・Is the customer's business issue clear? (Is the

・Are customers satisfied with the results of a

application of AI a target?)

problem solved by AI?

●Possibility of solving business issues with

●Understanding of continuous improvement

AI

in maintaining AI performance

・Can AI solve business issues for customers?

・Does the customer understand that it is

Is it aiming for "humanlike"?

necessary to continuously learn and improve in
●Effects of solving business issues that are

order to maintain the performance of AI?

wanted to solve with AI
・Is the customer's expected effect (such as
target performance) by using AI clear?
・Is the same or better effect as "human"
expected?
CE-2

Non-acceptance of the

●Understanding of AI output by stochastic

●The risk tolerance of results output by

concept of stochastic

behavior

stochastic operation

behavior

・Does the customer understand that the output

・Is it possible to allow the resulting output by

result of AI is output by stochastic behavior

stochastic behavior (stochastically plausible

(stochastically plausible solution)?

solution)?

Incomprehension and
rejection of risks and
side effects on the

●The risk tolerance of results output by

customer's side

stochastic behavior
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ID

Perspective

During development

During operation

・Is it possible to allow the resulting output by
stochastic behavior (stochastically plausible
solution)?

●Clarification of responsibility for the output
of AI products
・If human damage has occurred as a result of
the output of an AI product with a stochastic
behavior (stochastically plausible solution), is
the responsibility clarified?
CE-3

Proximity to the

●Understanding of agile software

●Understanding of continuous improvement

continuous practical

development

in maintaining AI performance

operation

・Does the customer understand that inductive

・Does the customer understand that it is

agile development is different from conventional

necessary to continuously train and improve in

deductive waterfall development?

order to maintain the performance of AI?

Degree of not
understanding the
concept of PoC or beta

●Understanding of verification methods for

release

post-operation improvement
・Does the customer understand that
improvement after the operation will be
performed not by modifying the program but by
additional training / re-training of data or
adjusting parameters?

CE-4

Lack of awareness of

●Understanding of the need for data that

●Customers' understanding of changes in

data quantity and quality

meets the business issues of customers

data trends during operation

・Does the customer understand that improving

・Does the customer agree and understand that

the performance of AI requires data that

if the data trend during operation is different

matches the customer's business issues? Do you

from that at the time of learning, there is a

have such data?

possibility that existing models cannot be
correctly inferred? Also, are you constantly

●Understanding of the quality and quantity of

monitoring data trends during operation and

data required for AI training

sharing information with customers?

・Does the customer understand that it is
necessary to prepare a lot of data in order to
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ID

Perspective

During development

During operation

solve business problems by AI?
CE-5

Legal regulations,

●Arrangements in contracts regarding

●Arrangements in contracts regarding

copyright and

copyrights, intellectual property rights, etc. of

copyrights, intellectual property rights, etc. of

intellectual property,

AI products

AI products improved after operation

・Are there any contractual agreements with

・Does the model change (additional training /

customers regarding copyrights, intellectual

re-training, etc.) performed after operation

property rights, etc., for AI products?

conflict with the rights established at the time of

privacy, compliance,
social acceptance

introduction? (For example, if the intellectual
property rights of the developer/provider are
●Understanding of copyrights and intellectual
property rights of AI products
・Does the customer understand the copyright,
intellectual property rights, etc., of the AI
product?

applied to the learning model, is the user
considering updating the model?)
・Are there any contractual agreements
regarding the copyrights, intellectual property
rights, etc., of the AI products that have been
improved after operation through re-training?

●Clarification of high security of customer

・Are the rights and treatment of data from

data used for AI, information disclosure range,

customers and users input during operation

and handling restrictions

clear?

・Are the security of data used for AI, the range
of information disclosure, and restrictions on
handling clear?

●Arrangements regarding rights to data
contained in AI products
・Are data rights and usage rules clear for all
data, such as training data, verification data, and
operational data?
CE-6

・Degree of seeking

●Degree of understanding of AI's explainability

"rational" explanation,

・Does the customer understand the difficulty of explaining the result of AI processing?

degree of wanting to
"extrapolate" or

●Degree of understanding of AI's explainability and accuracy

"predict."

・Is it understood by the customer that some types of AI can provide a basis for explaining the
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ID

Perspective

During development

During operation

・Degree of desire for

output results (such as a binary tree), others can be difficult (such as Deep Learning), and the

"cause" and

explainability may be inversely proportional to the accuracy of the AI.

"responsibility (person)"
・The lack of a climate

●Understanding of model selection

and atmosphere, a way

・Does the customer agree with the model chosen by the developer that the choice is acceptable?

to work that

At that time, does the customer explain by explaining the reasons for the selection?

sympathizes with the
sense of satisfaction
CE-7

Is responsibility clear?

●Clarification of customers and stakeholders

（additional）

(Development

Are product stakeholders identified, and how is each involved in the product?

assumed

contract

responsibility

for accident)

●Clarification of responsibility for the output of AI products
・If human damage has occurred as a result of the output of an AI product with a stochastic
behavior (stochastically plausible solution), is the responsibility clarified?

CE-8

Is the level of customer

●Degree of cooperation and involvement of

●Continued customer cooperation and

（additional）

cooperation/involvement

customers in the development of AI products

involvement during operation

high?

・Is the customer cooperative in providing and

・Are you proceeding while exchanging ideas

verifying (PoC) the data held by the customer?

with customers during operation? Do you get
feedback from customers each time?

6.5.3. Data Integrity
An industrial system has many data fluctuation factors due to environmental dependence, even in a
closed system such as a factory. No matter how strictly change management is implemented, all
unexpected (inexperienced) variables such as natural deterioration of equipment, changes in procured
materials, and changes in natural environment weather should be specified and handled at the time of
PoC and development. It is impossible to classify and verify all data. For this reason, it is necessary
to define the target in advance step by step and to check data variations and contents.

Table 6.4 Data Integrity Perspectives and Points to note
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ID

Perspective

During development

During operation

DI-1

Is the amount of data

●Ensuring the amount of data required for AI

●Evaluation of "increase" of data using data

sufficient, or the cost

training

obtained during operation

reasonable?

・Do you have the amount of data required for

・With respect to the development assumptions for

・A meaningful amount?

verification (PoC) to solve problems?

"bulk

increase,"

has

this

assumption

been

evaluated whether they were appropriate for the

・Is it okay to "bulk up"?
● Securing data used for cross-validation,
generalization performance.

distribution and labeling

of

additional

data

obtained during operation?

・Is the amount of data sufficient to confirm not
only training but also cross-validation and
generalization performance?
DI-2

Is the data quality

●The degree of consistency between the

●The necessity of operational data

appropriate?

data used for learning and the business

・During operation, there is a possibility that data

・Is it a sample of the

issues

that was not available at the time of development

desired population or actual

・Is data provided to solve the problem provided

may be obtained. Is there a mechanism to record

data?

by the customer? Or can it be generated or

data that can only be collected in actual operation?

・Is unnecessary data

acquired?

・ Is data secured in response to errors and

included?

diversity discovered during operation?

・Is it monitored that the

●Ensuring data quality

data requirements and

・After defining the assumed population,

●Evaluation of data characteristics

constraints are met?

whether sample data is obtained

・Does the data currently in operation have a bias

・Is the sample properly

comprehensively and there is no bias.

different from that at the time of introduction?

containing the required

Also, do you analyze the background?

elements?

●Evaluation of data characteristics

・Are the grounds for removal and correction of

・Is there any bias or

・If the data has characteristics, have you

outliers and missing values and measures taken

contamination?

evaluated the selection bias, information bias,

based on policies such as acceptance and

・Is each data a

confounding issues, and risks?

exclusion?

commonsense value, or

・Are the grounds for removal and correction of

・Are system maintenance assumed?

outlier / missing value is

outliers and missing values and measures taken

meaningless?

based on policies such as acceptance and

・Is an outlier or a missing

exclusion?

value appropriate?
DI-2

・Is it too complicated or too

●The complexity of data definition (assumed

(contd)

simple?

model) for business issues (phenomena)
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ID

Perspective

During development

During operation

・Are properties in the data

・When modeling business issues, whether the

(multicollinearity, etc.)

number of explanatory variables and the

properly considered?

number of causal relationships in the data is not

・ Mixed with population

too complicated or too simple. Is

data that should not be

multicollinearity taken into account?

included
・ Is the label valid?

●The validity of data acquisition route and
management
・Is the data acquisition/acquisition route clear,
or is there any deficiency in the data
management method?

●Check that labels and correct answer
values are correct
・Is the data set appropriate for training,
including the correct answer? (The correct
answer value to be given depends on the
problem, such as the label for an identification
problem and the value for a regression
problem.)
DI-3

Are the training data and

●Independence of data used for cross-

●Independence of data used for cross-

verification data

validation and generalization performance

validation and generalization performance

independent?

・Are data used for cross-validation and

・Whether data used for cross-validation,

generalization performance etc., separated and

generalization performance, etc., are

managed independently?

independently separated and managed during retraining and additional training.

DI-4

DI-5

Are the effects of online

●Feasibility of mechanism for outliers

●Monitoring outliers

learning properly considered?

In online learning, define a reliable data section

It monitors how much data is out of the reliable

and build a mechanism to prevent training with

data section and patrols the quality of the input

unexpected data.

data.

Is the meaning of data

●Consistency check of data obtained from

●Monitoring data integrity

impaired by the failure of the

multiple subsystems

・ Is the consistency of the input data to the
machine learning module confirmed, and is the
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ID

Perspective

During development

During operation

training program or data

・Are data missing from each subsystem and

data change of the output data monitored?

generation program?

consistency checked to ensure consistency of
data times obtained from multiple subsystems?

6.5.4. Model Robustness
Due to the constraints described in Data Integrity, it is difficult to mathematically secure only the
collected data necessary to evaluate the robust performance of a model. Therefore, data collection is
performed under various collection conditions (variance conditions such as disturbances and
parameters that must be provided as a system), and learning or robustness evaluation is performed
using directly used or processed data. The relevance of using direct data or processed data involves an
evaluation based on System Quality. (For example, when processing data variations due to
disturbances, obtain rigorous verification of the processing method based on the range of influence on
system quality and risks resulting from the processing results.)

Table 6.5 Model Robustness Perspectives and Points to note
ID

Perspective

During development

During operation

MR-1

Accuracy, precision, recall,

●The validity of training results

●The validity of system action after the

F-measure

・Is the accuracy after training and the residual of the

operation

loss function sufficiently converged?

・Is there a mechanism to check whether the

・Does the precision, recall, and F-measure reach the

characteristics of the input data have changed

target performance?

after an operation and the performance has
not deteriorated?

MR-2

Generalization

●The target of generalization performance

●Define cross-validation method during

performance

・Is the generalization performance clearly defined as

operation

a required specification?

・Are cross-validation methods determined so

・Is the generalization performance of the model after

that verification can be performed even when

training significantly degraded compared to the

the number of variations in verification data

accuracy during training?

increases?

●Method of measuring generalization performance
・Have you determined a method for measuring
generalization performance? When using cross-
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ID

Perspective

During development

During operation

validation, is there a variation in the validation data
used?

MR-3

MR-4

Did training progress

●The validity of the training process

properly?

・Is the correct answer rate after training and the residual of the loss function sufficiently converged?

Is there a local optimal

・Does the correct answer rate in the training process and the residual of the loss function show

falling in?

abnormal changes?

Have you considered

●The validity of AI structure

whether it is an

・Are the basis for selecting the selected algorithm and the basis for setting hyperparameters clear?

appropriate algorithm?
Have you considered
whether it is an
appropriate
hyperparameter?
MR-5

Robust to noise

●The validity of AI noise resistance (robustness)
・Is there a possibility that the performance of AI will be significantly degraded due to noise (data
outside the assumed population) mixed in with sensor data and the like?

MR-6

Verification with

●The validity of verification data

sufficiently diverse data

・Has the model been validated against the assumed population using the data in an unbiased and

・Mathematical diversity,

exhaustive manner, taking into account the diversity of business issues?

semantic diversity, social
and cultural diversity
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ID

Perspective

During development

During operation

MR-7

Is the degradable range

●Permissibility of performance degradation in re-

●Tolerance of performance degradation in

acceptable, grasps the

training

re-training

extent of the degraded

・As a result of re-training due to changes in the

・After operation, as a result of re-training due

impact, and is the training

characteristics of input data or addition of output, how

to changes in the characteristics of input data

reproducible?

much degradation can be tolerated with respect to

or addition of output, how much degradation

performance before re-training?

can be tolerated with respect to performance
before re-training?

●The validity of distilled AI products
・Does the AI obtained by distillation have the same
performance as the original AI? Also, can the
processing speed and network scale achieve the
expected targets?
MR-8

Is the model obsolete?

●Feasibility of real data characteristics

●Difference between characteristics of

Does the predicted quality

・Is it possible to generate data with the same

data during development and data during

for actual data deteriorate?

characteristics as actual data?

operation
・Are the data assumed at the time of

●Characteristic analysis of assumed actual data

development and the actual data in operation

model and actual data

the same characteristics, and is the predicted

・Have you analyzed the differences between the

quality degraded?

characteristics of the actual data model assumed

・If there is a difference in the characteristics

during development and the actual data (operational

of the data, is the difference in the

data) and the causes of performance degradation?

characteristics confirmed and analyzed to see
if it leads to performance degradation?

MR-9

If a measurement of the

●The validity of the measurement method

target metric is difficult, is

・If data cannot be measured directly, and data is measured indirectly, has the method been validated?

it relevant to the metric

Has the measurement method included noise or changed its characteristics?

that can be measured?

・For AI that predicts that the correct answer is not clear, such as "prediction of future values," is a
measurement method for determining pass / fail determined, and is there agreement with the
customer?

6.5.5. System Quality
While it is difficult to guarantee Model Robustness and Data Integrity, industrial systems place high
demands on the stable operation, safety, and security of systems due to their social role. Depending on
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the application or business entity, it may be necessary to explain the quality assurance of the entire
system through certification by an external organization or through the quality assurance process. Here,
we explain to the stakeholders of industrial systems how to add the AI component to the quality impact
on the whole system and the environmental dependency such as aging.

Table 6.6 System Quality perspectives and Points to note
ID

Perspective

During development

During operation

SQ-1

Is value provided properly?

●Customer value for AI products

●Customer value for AI products

・Are the provided AI products suitable for

・Are the provided AI products suitable for

solving business problems for customers?

solving business problems for customers?

Is the criticality of possible

●The validity of risk prediction for AI

●The validity of risk prediction for AI products

quality incidents kept to an

products

・Are the risk analysis (such as situation

acceptably low level?

・Are the risk analysis (such as situation

analysis, HAZOP analysis) and reduction

・The criticality of quality

analysis, HAZOP analysis) and reduction

measures of quality accidents caused by the

accidents differs depending on

measures of quality accidents caused by

output of AI products considered?

the domain

the output of AI products considered?

SQ-2

－Harm to body and life,
financial damage
－Impact on society and the
environment
－Discomfort, low appeal,
meaninglessness, anti-ethics
SQ-3

Are the accident reach, safety

●Ensuring safety for AI products

●Ensuring the safety of data fed back to

functions, and attack

・Are architectural designs, including

training

resistance of the system

safety and security mechanisms, taken

・Is it possible to prevent malicious data that

sufficient?

into account?

leads to performance degradation from being

・Goodness and many of the

・Are safety designs for the output of the

mixed into data that is fed back to training? Or is

protection mechanisms

provided AI products considered?

there a mechanism to eliminate malicious data

・High avoidance and

before training?

controllability

●Securing a control mechanism to

・Self-healing

prevent abnormal output

●Ensuring the safety of data used for

・Is there a system that can judge AI

inference

abnormalities by itself and a system that

・Are there any mechanisms to eliminate

Is the contribution of AI
suppressed?

abnormal or malicious data from input data used
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ID

Perspective

During development

During operation

monitors output data and controls it to an

for inference during operation that could lead to

appropriate output range?

abnormal operation?

SQ-3

●Ensuring the integrity of AI products (ability to detect, diagnose and repair failures and

(contd)

abnormalities)
・Is there a mechanism to detect a decrease in AI reliability and stop AI without stopping the
system? (A mechanism for a seamless transition to a system that does not use AI)

●Ensuring the safety of data fed back to training
・Is it possible to prevent the data used for training from being mixed with malicious data that
leads to performance degradation? Or is there a mechanism to eliminate malicious data before
training?
SQ-4

Can you estimate that the

●The validity of safe operation of AI

●The validity of safe operation of AI products

frequency of events that can

products

・Can the safety be demonstrated by using

cause quality accidents is low?

・Can the safety be demonstrated by

statistical methods based on the operation results

・Frequency of event

using statistical methods based on the

of AI products?

occurrence

operation results of AI products?

・Comprehensiveness of
verified events
・Environmental control
(intention, contingency, attack)
SQ-5

Is the assurance, explainability,

●Explainability of AI products

and convincing sufficient?

・Is it possible to explain the basis for AI output results? Or is it possible to show the validity
of the results using a statistical method?

SQ-6

Does the system behavior,

●The validity of system operation

●The validity of system operation after operation

such as performance,

after operation

・After operation, is there a mechanism to check

deteriorate?

・Is there a mechanism to check

whether the characteristics of the input data have

whether the characteristics of the

changed and the performance has not deteriorated?

input data have changed and the

・Are methods for maintaining the normal operation of

performance has not deteriorated?

the system for the purpose of preventing quality

・Are methods for maintaining the

accidents from occurring due to changes in the

normal operation of the system for

characteristics of input data?

the purpose of preventing quality
accidents from occurring due to
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ID

Perspective

During development

During operation

changes in the characteristics of
input data?

SQ-7

Can the system be expanded

●Assumption of the amount of

●Monitoring and control of data volume during

(additional)

for future increases in data and

data collected during operation

operation

processing volume?

・At the time of operation, how much

・During operation, the amount of accumulated data

data is available and how much data

is monitored and deleted based on criteria. Also, is it

is stored is estimated and reflected

monitored whether the estimates specified in the

in the system requirements? If there

system requirements are exceeded?

is data that is not currently acquired
but is likely to be acquired in the
future, is it considered scalability?
SQ-8

Are system components

●Formulation of hardware

●Maintenance of hardware based on a plan

(additional)

(hardware and OSS) planned

assuming operation

・During operation, is the load and data volume as

for?

・Is the hardware selected according

expected?

to the operation load and data

・Are hardware maintenance performed based on the

volume, and is it planned for

development plan?

maintenance or troubleshooting?
●OSS update
●Selection of OSS in

・Are system updates made for OSS updates,

consideration of updates

especially when security updates are available?

・Are OSS used in consideration of
OSS update frequency and support
period? Have you decided how to
respond to OSS updates and what to
do when support is over?

6.5.6. Process Agility
In industrial systems, development was generally based on clear goals and feasibility. On the other
hand, machine learning technology has uncertainties in both goals and feasibility, so iterative
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development and quality assurance are required for AI component and AI component development.

Table 6.7 Process Agility perspectives and Points to note
ID

Perspective

During development

PA-1

Is iterative

●Ability to execute agile software

development

development

performed

・Are there any inadequacies in a customer

insufficiently short

environment, in-house environment such as

iteration units? Is the

human resources and facilities, development

cycle of quality

procedures, etc., required for agile software

improvement of the

development?

During operation

model system short
enough?
PA-2

Is continuous

●Customer cooperation in AI product

feedback on

development

operational status

・In developing AI products, is it possible to

frequent?

obtain sufficient cooperation from customers and
to obtain continuous feedback from customers on
verification (PoC) results?

PA-3

Are release and

●The validity of configuration management of

●Release as planned

rollback simple and

AI products

・Is it released according to the

fast?

・Is the configuration management performed

release plan decided at the time

properly for the version of the AI program or

of development? Is the release

training data set?

plan reviewed as needed?

●The validity of the release plan

●Rollback speed

・Is the release plan of the AI program (such as

・Is it possible to roll back quickly

canary release) properly determined according to

if an error occurs in the released

the characteristics of the product and customer

AI program?

requirements?

●Rollback speed
・Is there a mechanism to quickly roll back if an
error occurs in the released AI program?
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PA-4

Is there a chance that

●Possibility of performance improvement by

it will get better?

PoC and phased release

・Can new features

・In the verification (PoC) phase, can the

be added quickly?

performance be improved by reviewing the data

・Can the model be

used for training, adding features, and improving

improved quickly?

the model?

・Are there a means
to debug learning and
inference?
PA-5

Does the

●Ability to develop AI products

development team

・Are human resources necessary for AI product

have the right talent?

development gathered and their roles in the

・Do you include

development system clarified?

"experts" in machine
learning and data

●The development team in cooperation with

science and domain

customers

experts?

・Do the customers also have persons who
understand business processes and domain
knowledge and are incorporated into the
development system?

PA-6

Is experience

●Reflecting previous development experience

●Reflecting development

reflected in

Can the experience of existing AI applications be

knowledge

technology?

reflected as technology in the next development?

Have you applied the knowledge
of AI development and operation
to date during operation to
improve it?

PA-7

Are stakeholders

●Are stakeholders clear?

●Is the site satisfied enough?

outside the

・Stakeholders outside the development team

Is the site fully convinced of the

development team

include management, different departments, and

operation of AI? Are you getting

fully convinced?

customers. Is it clear as a system? Are you

feedback?

communicating with each other?

●Agreement/cooperation with management
and other departments
・Do you agree with the management layer of the
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development team and other departments
involved on the development target and the
content of cooperation, or will you ask for
cooperation?

PA-8

Is there an updating

●The validity of the updated plan for AI

●Is it updated according to the

(additional)

plan that takes into

products

plan?

account the system

・Is an updated plan that considers the entire life

・Is the system updated at any

life cycle?

cycle of an AI product formulated, and is the

time as planned?

updated plan appropriate? The updated plan
includes updating the OSS, responding to
changes in data characteristics, responding to an
increase in data volume, and the like.

6.6. Quality Assurance Perspectives in AI Product Development Process
This section shows the correspondence between the development process assumed in the IXI model
(Figure 6.6) and the quality assurance perspectives.
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Figure 6.2 Process Overview: IXI: Intelligent eXperimental Integration Model
(see Figure 6.4)

6.6.1. PoC
PoC is an activity that shows the feasibility of a new concept or idea. Demonstrate what kind of AI
components can be used for the purpose and KPI target.
The main activities of the PoC process in the IXI model are shown in Table 6.8.

Table 6.8 Main activities in PoC process
Activities

Overview

1. Objective/KPI

The process of setting goals for PoC and agreeing with related parties, not

Target

limited to industrial systems. In this activity, we will set the criteria for the

definition

completion of development and verification of the verification target in PoC.
In the case of industrial systems, KPIs are set based not only on performance
KPI targets based on the operation results of existing systems but also on
business requirements such as project costs associated with the feasibility and
risks that the system can accept.

2. Data design

This is an activity to identify and collect the input data and learning data sets
used in AI component development for the tasks set in 1. In an industrial
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system, data for a long time may be required (for example, deterioration
estimation), or data in a state where accuracy guarantee is insufficient may be
used. In this case, the range to be confirmed during the PoC period and its
certainty will be planned, and a data collection/evaluation mechanism and
review system will be prepared.
3. Prototyping

Based on the contents designed in step 2, develop AI components, models,
and P1 to P3. In an industrial system, it is extremely rare to introduce a
module with uncertainty without verification. In the existing system units
(P1 to P3), there is a case where only the data collection is performed, and
the risk of system quality deterioration is suppressed.

4. Effect

Evaluate AI components based on 1-3. This evaluation is performed based on

confirmation

the measurement and evaluation conditions that take into account the fact that

and analysis

industrial systems are subject to 5M + E fluctuations. Depending on the results
of the analysis, repeat steps 2-3.

5. Risk

Extract, confirm, and analyze risk targets based on the requirements and

extraction,

configuration of the target system and certifications and standards (for

confirmation,

example, functional safety standards, industrial control system security, etc.).

analysis

Based on the results of 4., apply the uncertain behavior of the AI component,
confirm and analyze whether the impact of the AI component on risk events
is acceptable, and implement architectural countermeasures.

6. Architecture

The overall architecture concept at the time of development is designed based

concept

on various requirements that have been identified through activities such as

design

data design, prototyping, effect confirmation, and analysis. This activity
identifies the data model and structure and uses it to align stakeholder rights
and contracts.

Table 6.9 shows the viewpoints in this process and the correspondence to the five axes.

Table 6.9 Main Assurance Aspects at PoC
Main activities

Notes on warranty

Assurance
perspective

Purpose / KPI / Target definition

The specificity of purpose (business issue)
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Expected effects, clarity of demonstration contents

CE-6

Correspondence between purpose and data

CE-4

Ensuring data quality and quantity

DI-1,2

Prototyping

System feasibility

CE-3

Effect confirmation and analysis

The certainty of the expected effect

CE-1

Evaluation of environmental dependency

MR-1,2,3,6

Risk assessment for other system

Acceptance and risk assessment for stochastic

CE-2,3,4, SQ-5

quality

behavior

Data design

Architecture concept design

Risk assessment for other system quality

SQ-1,2,3,4

Identify configurations based on requirements

SQ-8

Consistency of rights and invention

CE-5,7,8

6.6.2. Development process
In the development process, the actual system is designed and implemented based on the range
proven by the PoC. The repetition cycle of the development process and the operation process may be
truly short, depending on the environmental dependency and the operation mode of the AI component.

In order to deal with the uncertainty of AI components, the development process is divided into
three types: "system development,” "AI component peripheral development," and "AI component
development" (Table 6.10). These activities are repetitive and carry out quality assurance activities
corresponding to the three characteristics.

Table 6.10 Three types of development in the development process
Project

Overview

System

Clarify the achievement target, including data collecting by the requirement

development

definition, and develop and evaluate the basic design, system test, and acceptance
test in an iterative manner corresponding to the environmental dependency.

Development

Define, collect and manage data, and evaluate the accuracy and risk of AI

around

components. Since it is impossible to collect data covering all conditions, it is

AI

components

necessary to repeat the data definition and evaluation activities, such as narrowing
down the conditions based on the target event and the sufficient amount of data
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collected by statistical evaluation of the data to confirm the scope of assurance.
AI

Using the obtained data, develop and evaluate the settings required for AI

component

components such as applied algorithms, learning models, and hyperparameters.

development

Depending on the evaluation result, it is related to AI component-related
development, such as changing the definition of data to be collected (collection
cycle, feature amount, etc.).

In system development, P1 to P3 and AI components are designed and evaluated based on the
architecture concept. In conventional development, activities that correspond to detailed design,
implementation, and unit integration testing correspond to "AI component peripheral development"
and "AI component development." Table 6.11 shows the main activities, and Table 6.12 shows the
assurance perspectives.

Table 6.11 Main activities in system development
Project

Overview

Requirement definition

Based on the purpose and target of the AI component, determine the
target of operation accuracy and the range guaranteed by P1 to P3. It
also defines requirements based on System Quality. (e.g., data
management to meet security requirements)

Basic design

Design various components according to the requirements definition.
The target data may be determined by the basic design, and repeated
prototyping will be performed here depending on the environment
dependence and ease of explanation required for the system.

System test

Evaluate the implemented AI component peripheral system and AI
component on the operation or desk, evaluate the performance and
accuracy intended in the basic design, and evaluate the operational
requirements such as data collection. If it is judged that the response to
the environmental dependency is insufficient due to the accuracy
evaluation and the collected data, the requirement definition and the
basic design are repeated.

Acceptance test

Confirm re-evaluation and operation management methods for making
a decision on introduction to the site environment. For example,
activities such as the behavior of the system under non-target
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environmental conditions and the confirmation of its response, data
management, and confirmation procedures are implemented. If the
model update is assumed in the operation environment, the procedure
such as update preconditions and evaluation conditions is evaluated by
this activity.

Table 6.12 Assurance perspectives in system development
Main activities

Notes on warranty

Assurance perspective

System

Realization and evaluation of environmental dependency

-

Definition of usage environment and use cases

SQ-*

Definition of system configuration conditions

SQ-8

Risk management

CE-5,7, SQ-2

Setting quality goals

CE-1, SQ-*, PA-4

Fail-safe design of the system

DI-4, SQ-3,4

In-operation evaluation mechanism design (canary release)

PA-1,3

Rollback design for incidents during operation

SQ-3,4,6, PA-3

Operation monitoring design

DI-4, MR-9, SQ-6, PA-2

Component design based on requirements

SQ-7,8

Evaluation of system required quality

CE-1, SQ-*, PA-1,2,3

Evaluation of logging data sufficiency for accountability and

DI-1,2,4,5, SQ-4,5

development
Requirement
definition

Basic design

System test

environment dependency

Acceptance test

Fail-safe testing of systems that require behavior verification

SQ-2,3,4

Assessment of operation monitoring

SQ-6,7

Conformity assessment of operational requirements

CE-1, MR-2, SQ-*, PA-2,3,8

(management procedures, etc.) in the operating environment
Environmental dependency evaluation in the operating
environment
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In the peripheral development of AI components, we will develop and evaluate P1-P3 and data
infrastructure required for AI components. Table 6.13 shows the main activities, and Table 6.14 shows
the assurance perspectives.

Table 6.13 Major activities in AI component peripheral development
Project

Overview

P1-P3

P1 to P3 will be developed based on the basic design. Collect data required

development

for AI component development and evaluation in cooperation with
infrastructure construction.

Infrastructure

Build an infrastructure environment to collect and manage data used to

construction

evaluate the implementation of AI components and to manage data
continuously.

Data definition

Define learning data used for AI models and evaluation data used for

and evaluation

effect/risk evaluation. Then, the extent to which the data item/data set / feature
amount corresponds to the environment dependency is evaluated based on the
actual data.

Effect and risk

Based on the actual operation of the AI component, the required effects and

assessment

risks (for example, prediction accuracy, execution performance) are evaluated
based on the collected data.

Table 6.14 Assurance perspectives in AI component peripheral development
Main activities

Notes on warranty

Assurance perspective

P1-P3 development

P1: Rule implementation for input assurance

DI-1,2,4,5, SQ-7

P2: On-the-fly monitoring, implementation of

SQ-2,3

redundancy
P3: Rule implementation for output assurance

MR-8, SQ-2,3

Infrastructure

The mechanism for data collection and model

CE-8, DI-1,2,3, MR-1,2

construction

evaluation during development and operation
Monitoring during operation and response to the
rollback
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Data privacy and security

CE-5, DI-5, SQ-2,3,4

Creating a mechanism for expandability during

DI-4, SQ-7, PA-8

operation
Is there a mechanism for human teachings such as

DI-2,3

annotations and labels?
Data

definition,

model,

SW

configuration

PA-3

management
Data definition and

Validation of features

DI-2

Data privacy and security checks

CE-5, DI-5, SQ-2,3,4

Validation of evaluation data (test data)

DI-2,3, MR-1,3,6

Effect and risk

Selecting an appropriate method for verifying the

MR-4,6,9, SQ-6

assessment

behavior of AI components

evaluation

(Metamorphic testing, statistical evaluation)
Behavior confirmation for erroneous decision and

DI-3,4, SQ-2

unexpected, and correspondence between the
operation method and those behaviors
Evaluation of system safety

SQ-2,3,4

Evaluation of prediction accuracy and execution

MR-1,2,5, SQ-6

performance

AI component development involves activities such as algorithm implementation and model
development to realize the operation of AI components. Table 6.15 shows the main activities, and
Table 6.16 shows the assurance perspectives.

Table 6.15 Main activities in AI component implementation
Project

Overview

Learning data

Design the learning data required to create the model used by the AI

design

component. It is necessary to prepare data by performing cleansing, padding,
etc., so that the data becomes suitable for learning. Design how this data
preparation process works.
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AI component

Implement algorithms etc., for AI components to operate in real systems. In

implementation

the implementation, processing such as input data processing to the algorithm
and selection of hyperparameters is performed so that the index required by
the AI component is output.

AI model

Develop models for AI components. The data collected in the AI component

development

peripheral development is converted into a data set based on the learning data
design, and a model is developed so that the AI component can operate.

Model evaluation

Evaluate whether it can cope with environmental dependency and ease of
explanation in a state where the AI component and the AI model can operate
jointly.

Table 6.3 Assurance perspectives in implementing AI components
Main activities

Notes on warranty

Assurance
perspective

Learning data design

Validation of training target data

DI-*, MR-8

Check the correctness of annotations and labels

DI-2

Validation of evaluation data (test data)

DI-3, MR-8

Are cleansing, padding, and data generation methods

DI-1,2

appropriate?
AI component
implementation
AI model
development

Validation of hyperparameter selection

MR-4

Validation of input data processing (algorithm-specific)

DI-2

The validity of the training method

MR-4

Configuration management of training data and

MR-4, PA-3

hyperparameters
Model evaluation

Have you observed and confirmed changes in the

MR-4

internal state from learning to prediction? (DNN
coverage, etc.)
Confirmation of actual value against expected

MR-1,2,3

prediction accuracy
Evaluation of whether it can respond to environmental
dependence and ease of explanation
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6.6.3. Operation process
In the operation process, in addition to the conventional system operation, activities such as system
release/monitoring/troubleshooting/maintenance/infrastructure updating/expansion, etc., which take
into account environment-dependent data fluctuation and inductive operation of AI components, will
be implemented. Table 6.17 outlines the activities, and Table 6.18 shows the assurance perspective.

Table 6.17 Main activities in the operation process
Project

Overview

Release

After installing and confirming the operation of the developed system at the
operation site, evaluation based on the operation site data is performed. These
evaluation conditions will be clarified as operation destination evaluation conditions
based on environmental dependencies and operation requirements.

Operational effect

At the time of release, evaluate whether or not the effects expected at the time of

evaluation

development can be obtained for the operating environment and provide an
explanation of the operation start-up decision.

Monitoring

It monitors the input and output behavior of the system and AI components and
detects unexpected behavior due to factors such as environmental dependencies.
When an incident occurs, collect information necessary for a response.

Accuracy, performance,

AI components can be less accurate due to environmental dependencies. Monitor

and capacity monitoring

the decrease in accuracy by comparing it with P2 or by changing the behavior over
time. At this time, since a large amount of data may be required for ensuring
accountability, the performance and data capacity of the infrastructure are also
monitored.

Troubleshooting /

Investigate and judge stochastic behavior based on collected data. In the case of

Maintenance

conventional

correspondence,

the

method

of

reproducing

in

the

development/verification environment is in general, but it cannot be reproduced by
the data collection infrastructure or model for environmental dependency. It is
necessary to clarify how much reproducibility is necessary for troubleshooting and
maintenance.
Infrastructure update /

Respond to data collection requirements that can change in the operational

extension

environment. For example, in response to long-term storage of data that is not
assumed at the time of development, the target data definition is updated, and the
data capacity is expanded.
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Model/training

data

In a situation where the model is updated during operation, the model and training

configuration

data used by the AI component are stored in association with each other to provide

management

an easy explanation.

Incident response

Emergency rollback is determined in response to trouble, and the model is
sometimes updated. At this time, an explanation is provided as to whether the
accuracy is really improved by the rollback.

Model update

Update the model used for operation based on the impact assessment of the model
used by the AI component on System へ Quality. If there is a risk in the adequacy
of the model evaluation, for example, the AI component may be operated
redundantly to evaluate the performance of the new model.

Table 6.18 Main Assurance perspectives in Operation Process
Main activities

Notes on warranty

Assurance
perspective

Release

Minimize damage if a problem occurs after release

PA-3

Evaluation of effects at

Is it possible to achieve the effects expected during

CE-1,3, SQ-1, PA-

operation sites

development in a release interval operation environment that

3,7,8

takes into account the adjustment and evaluation time for
environmental dependencies?
Monitoring

Monitoring inputs and outputs and check for any errors

CE-4, DI-4,5
MR-1,8, SQ-6,7

Accuracy, performance, and

Store data and logs properly, taking into account space, privacy,

CE-4,5, DI-2, SQ-

capacity monitoring

security, etc.

3,4

Troubleshooting / Maintenance

Reproducible in development environment and verification

MR-2

environment
Infrastructure update / extension

Are

resources

(GPU,

HDD

(data

area),

network

SQ-7

(communication environment) expandable as needed?
Model/training data

Configuration management using combinations of models,

configuration management

actual configurations, and data

Incident response

The decision of the necessity of investigation and correction
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based on the stochastic behavior
Explanation of different results and frequencies from inference

CE-2,4, PA-7

by customer knowledge
Model update

Does it meet target performance even when adding data? Can

CE-3, DI-*, MR-7,

data forgetting (model rollback) risk be coped with? Are the

PA-6,7

features appropriate? Are the change of training algorithm and
parameters appropriate?

6.7. Examples of Quality Assurance Reviews
This section shows examples of quality assurance based on published cases. As a specific publication
that can be used at the time of formulating this guideline, the paper "Development of AI technology
that can be installed in machine controllers" by OMRON Corporation was considered as the subject.
https://www.omron.co.jp/technology/r_d/omrontechnics/2018/OMT_WEB_20180510.pdf

For quality assurance, goals and approaches need to be determined according to the business and
contract form. Since there is no such information on this subject, the business and contract forms were
advanced based on the following assumptions.
1) Add AI components to the packaging machine (equipment)
2) The customer is responsible for manufacturing and operating 77hb equipment
3) In the development of AI products, there is a premise that contracts are made in stages with the
IXI model, and the process is advanced

6.7.1. Quality assurance in PoC
Based on the technical information in the paper, it was considered that there were quality assurance
considerations shown in Table 6.19.

Table 6.19 Example of quality assurance in PoC
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Notes on

Assurance

activities

warranty

perspectiv

Description

Case study: Automatic detection system for "film meandering"
of packaging machines

e
Purpose

The

/ KPI /

CE-1

●Clarification of business issues that are

●The purpose is to prevent the "sealing position shift" that

specificity

wanted to solve with AI

causes the "film meandering" phenomenon during packaging.

Target

of purpose

●Possibility of solving business issues with

definitio

(business

AI

detecting the "film meandering" caused by various factors

n

issue)

●Effects of solving business issues that are

before the occurrence of "seal position deviation" and taking

wanted to solve with AI

measures against the device.

・Clarification of PoC completion criteria

●Since multiple data analysis is required at high speed, AI is

We want to prevent the occurrence of defective products by

required because it cannot be done manually.
●As an effect, it is expected to suppress the occurrence of
defective products.
・As a risk, there is no problem stopping the equipment
instantaneously when taking measures. Since it is more
problematic to have at least one defective product, watch for
signs of "film meandering" closely.
・Completion criteria for PoC were data collection, algorithm
verification, and confirmation of effects.
Expected

CE-6

●Understanding of AI's explainability

●We explained the stochastic behavior to the customer, got

effects,

●Understanding of AI's explainability and

their understanding, and obtained their consent.

clarity of

accuracy

・At the completion of PoC, we will explain the training data,

demonstrati

●Understanding of model selection

algorithm, test results, and analysis.

●Understanding of the need for data that

●We explained to the customer the data necessary for

on contents
Data

Correspond

CE-4

design

ence

meets the business issues of customers

problem-solving (AI training, testing) and obtained their

between

●Understanding of the quality and quantity

consent.

purpose and

of data required for AI training

It explained the necessity of acquiring multiple data having

data
Ensuring

a causal relationship with "film meandering."
DI-1,2

●Ensuring the amount of data required for

●In the PoC plan, details on handling data were described.

data quality

AI training

[Quality and quantity] 400 workpieces in normal operation

and

●Secure data for cross-validation and

and 100 workpieces in the abnormal condition in actual

quantity

generalization performance

operation data were considered sufficient.

●The degree of consistency between the

[Cross verification] Cross verification is performed.
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warranty

perspectiv

Description

Case study: Automatic detection system for "film meandering"
of packaging machines

e
data used for training and the business

[Bulk increase] Do not "bulk up."

issues

[Comprehensiveness] Comprehensiveness is still insufficient.

●Ensuring data quality

The abnormal work is artificial and partial, so if there is

●Evaluation of data characteristics

naturally occurring data, we want to use it.

●The complexity of data definition

[Bias] There is a bias because the work is artificial and

(assumed model) for business issues

partial when abnormal. I want to add it if I can get data in

(phenomena)

different situations.

●The validity of data acquisition route and
management

[Unnecessary data] Confirmed that unnecessary things are
not mixed.

●Check that labels and correct answer
values are attached without mistake

[Data acquisition and management] Receive data of the
designated date and time of the customer each time and
manage it on the development server.
[Labels] Check that labels are correctly attached.

Prototypi

System

ng

feasibility

CE-3

●Understanding of agile software

●The agile development process was clarified and explained

development

to customers.

・Description of system architecture

・Since high-speed response is required, we explain ed that
data collection and analysis were performed within the
existing PLC, and a warning was displayed when an error
occurred, obtained an agreement with the customers.

Confirm

Probability

ation
and

CE-1

●Clarification of business issues that are

●The results of the PoC were compiled in a report and

of expected

wanted to solve with AI

explained to the customer.

effect

●Possibility of solving business issues with

Here, we reported the probability of detecting "film

analysis

AI

meandering" in the acquired data.

of

●Confirm and analyze the effects of solving

→ The demonstration experiment and explanation were

effects

business issues that you want to solve with

repeated until the customer's consent was obtained.

AI
Evaluation

MR1,2,3,6

●The validity of training results

●The results of the PoC were compiled in a report and

of

●The target of generalization performance

explained to the customer.

environmen

●Method of measuring generalization

tal

performance

generalization performance, and the test data have been

dependency

●The validity of the training process

described.
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Case study: Automatic detection system for "film meandering"
of packaging machines

e
●The validity of verification data

→ The demonstration experiment and explanation were
repeated until the customer's consent was obtained.

Risk

Acceptance

CE-2,3,4

●Understanding of AI output by stochastic

●We explained the stochastic behavior to the customer, got

extractio

and risk

SQ-5

behavior

their understanding, and obtained their consent. (already

n/

assessment

●The risk tolerance of results output by

mentioned)

confirma

for

stochastic behavior

●We explained to the customer the data necessary for

tion /

stochastic

●Clarification of responsibility for the output

problem-solving (AI training, testing) and obtained their

analysis

behavior

of AI products

consent. (already mentioned)

●Understanding of agile software

●The agile development process was clarified and explained

development

to customers. (already mentioned)

●Need for data that matches the business

●The PoC plan shows the location and scope of

issues of customers

responsibility, and an agreement was obtained.

●Understanding of the quality and quantity

・We identified risks using the risk management table,

of data required for AI training

shared the scope of damage, countermeasures, etc., with

●Explainability of AI products

customers, and obtained agreement.
The risk management table is updated sequentially.
●The results of the PoC were compiled in a report and
explained to the customer. (already mentioned)
・In the PoC report, we reviewed the risks with customers.

Risk

SQ-1,2,3,4

●Customer value for AI products

●The results of the PoC were compiled in a report and

assessment

●The validity of risk prediction for AI

explained to the customer. (already mentioned)

for other

products

system

●Ensuring safety for AI products

the integrity were explained.

quality

●Securing a control mechanism to prevent

・We identified risks using the risk management table,

abnormal output

shared the scope of damage, countermeasures, etc., with

●Ensuring the integrity of AI products

customers, and obtained agreement.

In particular, the effect and safety and the maintenance of

(ability to detect, diagnose and repair
failures and abnormalities)

The risk management table is updated sequentially.
・In the PoC report, we reviewed the risks with customers

●Ensuring the safety of data fed back to
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Case study: Automatic detection system for "film meandering"
of packaging machines

e
training
●The validity of safe operation of AI
products

Architect

Identify

ure

SQ-8

●Formulation of hardware assuming

●Described and explained the hardware specifications at the

configuratio

operation

time of PoC implementation in the PoC plan.

concept

ns based on

●Selection of OSS considering updates

design

requirement

also taken into account.

s

●OSS and updates were considered in the PoC plan,

The hardware specifications at the time of operation are

explained to customers, and agreed.
Alignment

CE-5,7,8

●Agreement in contracts concerning

●Regarding rights, data handling, and liability issues, a

of rights,

copyrights, intellectual property rights of AI

confidentiality agreement was concluded in advance and

inventions,

products

agreed with the customer in the basic contract.

and the like

●Understand copyright and intellectual
property rights of AI products
●Clarification of high security of customer
data used for AI, information disclosure
range, and handling restrictions
●Agreement on rights of data included in AI
products
●Clarification of customers and
stakeholders
●Clarification of responsibility for the output
of AI products
●Degree of cooperation and involvement of
customers in the development of AI products
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6.7.2. Quality assurance in the development
Depending on the requirements and architecture of the equipment to be developed, we considered
the quality assurance considerations shown in Table 6.20.
Table 6.4 Examples of quality assurance in the development
Main

Notes on

Assuran

activit

warranty

ce

ies

Description

Case study: Automatic detection system for "film
meandering" of packaging machines

perspec
tive

Requi

Definition of

reme

usage

nt

environment

defini

and use

tion

cases

SQ-*

SQ

●We explained to the customer what data was needed to
solve the problem.
Data such as the main torque, speed, position, and the like
of the film transport axis is required to detect "film
meandering."
●Data acquisition and management methods were defined.
Data is acquired from the PLC via a network, and the data
is managed on a development company server.
●The requirements specification was transcribed again for
the following points:
Introduction effect, risk, safety, maintainability,
explanation of the algorithm, handling during operation, and
the like.
・A list of terms and their explanations were specified in the
specifications, and an agreement was obtained.

Definition of
system

SQ-8

●Formulation of hardware assuming operation

●We clarified PLC calculation speed, data acquisition

●Selection of OSS considering updates

frequency, communication environment, hardware

configuration

configuration, etc., and described in the required

conditions

specifications.
●The handling of OSS is also described.
・The assurance range of P1 to P3 was defined and
described in the required specifications.
P1: Perform data cleansing to prevent outliers from
entering the AI component, P2.
P2: Perform "film meandering" detection on input data by
means different from AI components.
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Description

Case study: Automatic detection system for "film
meandering" of packaging machines

perspec
tive
P3: Determine the final output from the AI component and
the output result of P2. The off output is removed.
Risk
management

CE-5,7
SQ-2

●Arrangements in contracts regarding

●Regarding rights, data handling, and liability issues, a

copyrights, intellectual property rights, etc. of AI

confidentiality agreement was concluded in advance and

products

agreed with the customer in the basic contract. (already

●Understanding of copyrights and intellectual

mentioned)

property rights of AI products

・Updated the risk management table at this time.

●Clarification of high security of customer data
used for AI, information disclosure range, and
handling restrictions
●Agreement on rights of data included in AI
products
●Clarification of customers and stakeholders
●Clarification of responsibility for the output of
AI products
●The validity of risk prediction for AI products
Set quality
targets

CE-1
SQ-*

●Clarification of business issues to be wanted

●Clarified and described anew in the requirements

to solve with AI

specification.

●Possibility of solving business issues with AI
PA-4

●Effects of solving business issues that are

Signs of "film meandering" should not be overlooked by
real-time detection (strict).

wanted to solve with AI
SQ
●Possibility of performance improvement by
PoC and phased release
Basic

Fail-safe

DI-4SQ-

● Ensuring safety for AI products

●It warns of signs of "film meandering" but will not affect

desig

design of the

3,4

● Securing a control mechanism to prevent

the control.

n

system

abnormal output

・It shall not affect the normal operation of the PLC.

● Maintain the integrity of AI products (ability

● In the case of an abnormal output that cannot be judged

to detect, diagnose and repair failures and

as "film meandering," what is abnormal is presented, and

abnormalities)

the operator's judgment will be asked.

● Ensuring the safety of data fed back to

● Even if there is no AI product, normal operation will not
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Case study: Automatic detection system for "film
meandering" of packaging machines

perspec
tive
training

be affected.
● Training data should be scrutinized before training.

In-operation

PA-1,3

● Agile software development execution ability

●The phased release schedule was described in the basic

evaluation

● The relevance of configuration management

design document, explained, and an agreement was

mechanism

of AI products

obtained.

design

● The relevance of the release plan

(canary

● Rollback speed

The learning model is updated in accordance with the
regular data acquisition, so release it at that timing.

release)

・The configuration management method is described so
that rollback can be performed quickly.

Rollback

SQ-

● Ensuring safety for AI products

●Since it is easy to change the algorithm inside the PLC, it

design for

3,4,6

● Securing a control mechanism to prevent

has been confirmed that the design is such that it can be

abnormal output

rolled back.

incidents

PA-3

during

● Ensuring the integrity of AI products (ability to

operation

detect, diagnose and repair failures and
abnormalities)
● Ensuring the safety of data fed back to
training
● The relevance of safe operation of AI
products
● The relevance of system operation after
operation
● The relevance of configuration management
of AI products
● The relevance of the release plan
● Rollback speed
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Case study: Automatic detection system for "film
meandering" of packaging machines

perspec
tive
Operation
monitoring

DI-4
MR-9

design
SQ-6
PA-2

●Feasibility of mechanism for outliers

●It is designed to visualize data acquisition status and

● The validity of the measurement method

monitoring variable status in PLC during operation.

● The validity of system operation after

●Consent has been obtained from the client about timely

operation

data acquisition and analysis after an operation.

● Customer cooperation in AI product
development

Component

SQ-7,8

●Assumption of the amount of data collected

・We designed P1 to P3 and AI components and described

design based

during operation

them in the basic design document.

on

●Formulation of hardware assuming operation

●As for the data volume during operation, the data

requirements

●Selection of OSS considering updates

accumulated in the customer data server is collected in a
timely manner.
●The calculation speed of PLC, data acquisition frequency,
communication environment, hardware configuration, etc.,
were clarified and described in the required specifications.
(already mentioned)
●The handling of OSS is also described. (already
mentioned)

Syste

Evaluation of

m

system

test

required
quality

CE-1
SQ-*
PA-1,2,3

●Clarification of business issues to be wanted

●The test contents to confirm that the required

to solve with AI

specifications are satisfied are described in the test

●Possibility of solving business issues with AI

specifications.

●Effects of solving business issues that are

●Tests were conducted based on the test specifications to

wanted to solve with AI

confirm that the required specifications were satisfied.

SQ
●Agile software development execution ability
●Customer cooperation in AI product
development
●The validity of configuration management of AI
products
●The validity of the release plan
●Rollback speed
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Case study: Automatic detection system for "film
meandering" of packaging machines

perspec
tive
Evaluation of

DI-

●Ensuring the amount of data required for AI

●In order to explain that the test results meet the required

logging data

1,2,4,5

training

specifications, the acquired data and the output results of

●Secure data for cross-validation and

the system were described in the test report and explained

for

generalization performance

to the customer.

accountabilit

●The degree of consistency between the data

●Under what conditions and under what conditions, what

y and

used for training and the business issues

kind of results would be obtained?

environment

●Ensuring data quality

●Scrutinized the output data (labeled, normal, abnormal)

dependency

●Evaluation of data characteristics

and explained it to the customer.

sufficiency

SQ-4,5

●The complexity of data definition (assumed
model) for business issues (phenomena)
●The validity of data acquisition route and
management
●Check that labels and correct answer values
are correct
●Feasibility of mechanism for outliers
●Consistency check of data obtained from
multiple subsystems
●The validity of safe operation of AI products
●Explainability of AI products
Fail-safe

SQ-

●Ensuring safety for AI products

●Perform a fail-safe test of the basic design.

testing of

2,3,4

●Securing a control mechanism to prevent

・This time, make sure that the AI product does not affect

systems that

abnormal output

the system.

require

●Ensuring the integrity of AI products (ability to

behavior

detect, diagnose and repair failures and

verification

abnormalities)
●Ensuring the safety of data fed back to training
●The validity of safe operation of AI products

Evaluation of

SQ-6,7

●The validity of system operation after

●As an operation monitoring method, data at the time of

the adequacy

operation

operation is timely mapped and compared to confirm the

of operation

●Assumption of the amount of data collected

effectiveness of AI products.

monitoring

during operation

The customer's consent was obtained in this regard.
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Case study: Automatic detection system for "film
meandering" of packaging machines

perspec
tive

Acce

Evaluation of

ptanc

compliance

e test

with

●Clarification of business issues to be wanted

●The test contents to confirm that the required

to solve with AI

specifications are satisfied in the operating environment are

●Possibility of solving business issues with AI

also described in the test specifications.

●Effects of solving business issues that are

The point is whether the problem can be solved, whether

wanted to solve with AI

the generalization performance is satisfied, etc.

(management

●The target of generalization performance

●Tests were performed based on the test specifications,

procedures,

●Method of measuring generalization

and it was confirmed that the required specifications were

etc.) in the

performance

also satisfied in the operating environment.

operational

SQ

・Confirm whether the specified shipping criteria are

environment

●Customer cooperation in AI product

satisfied.

development

・Configuration management, release plans, etc., are

●The validity of configuration management of AI

described in requirements specifications or maintenance

products

contracts, and customer consent has been obtained.

operational
requirements

CE-1
MR-2
SQ-*
PA-2,3,8

●The validity of the release plan
●Rollback speed
●The validity of the updated plan for AI products
Environmenta
l dependency

CE-4
DI-2

evaluation in
the operating
environment

MR-5
SQ-7,8

●Understanding of the need for data that meets

●As an operation monitoring method, data at the time of

the business issues of customers

operation is timely mapped and compared to confirm the

●Understanding of the quality and quantity of

effectiveness of AI products.

data required for AI training

●To explain that the test results meet the required

●The degree of consistency between the data

specifications, we explained the acquired data and the

used for training and the business issues

output results of the system to the customer. In particular,

●Ensuring data quality

the robustness was evaluated here.

●Evaluation of data characteristics
●The complexity of data definition (assumed
model) for business issues (phenomena)
●The validity of data acquisition route and
management
●Check that labels and correct answer values
are correct
●The validity of AI noise immunity (robustness)
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Case study: Automatic detection system for "film
meandering" of packaging machines

perspec
tive
●Assumption of the amount of data collected
during operation
●Formulation of hardware assuming operation
●Selection of OSS considering an update

P1-

P1: Rule

DI-

●Ensuring the amount of data required for AI

●The behavior and mechanism of P1 are described in each

P3

implementati

1,2,4,5

training

component detailed design document

devel

on for input

●Secure data for cross-validation and

・The algorithm that removes outliers for each data is

opme

assurance

generalization performance

described.

●The degree of consistency between the data

・As a result, it was explained that input to P2 and AI

used for training and the business issues

components is guaranteed.

SQ-7

nt

●Ensuring data quality
●Evaluation of data characteristics
●The complexity of data definition (assumed
model) for business issues (phenomena)
●The validity of data acquisition route and
management
●Check that labels and correct answer values
are correct
●Feasibility of mechanism for outliers
●Consistency check of data obtained from
multiple subsystems
●Assumption of the amount of data collected
during operation
P2: On-the-

SQ-2,3

●The validity of risk prediction for AI products

●The behavior and mechanism of P2 are described in the

fly

●Ensuring safety for AI products

detailed design document for each component.

monitoring,

●Securing a control mechanism to prevent

・Data processing other than the processing of AI

implementati

abnormal output

components is described.

on of

●Ensuring the integrity of AI products (ability to

・Described that it operates independently of the AI

redundancy

detect, diagnose and repair failures and

component.

abnormalities)
●Ensuring the safety of data fed back to training
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Case study: Automatic detection system for "film
meandering" of packaging machines

perspec
tive
P3: Rule

●Feasibility of real data characteristics

●The behavior and mechanism of P3 are described in each

●Characteristic analysis of assumed real data

component detailed design document.

on for output

model and real data

・Described the process of determining the final output

assurance

●The validity of risk prediction for AI products

from the output result of the AI component and P2.

implementati

MR-8
SQ-2,3

●Ensuring safety for AI products
●Securing a control mechanism to prevent
abnormal output
●Ensuring the integrity of AI products (ability to
detect, diagnose and repair failures and
abnormalities)
●Ensuring the safety of data fed back to training
Infra

The

struc

mechanism

ture

for data

CE-8
DI-1,2,3
MR-1,2

●Degree of cooperation and involvement of

●A method for acquiring and managing data during

customers in the development of AI products

development is defined in the requirements specification

●Ensuring the amount of data required for AI

and basic design document for development and is defined

training

in a maintenance contract for the operation, and a
mechanism is to collect data timely and evaluate the model.

const

collection

ructi

and model

●Secure data for cross-validation and

on

evaluation

generalization performance

during

●The degree of consistency between the data

development

used for training and the business issues

and operation

●Ensuring data quality
●Evaluation of data characteristics
●The complexity of data definition (assumed
model) for business issues (phenomena)
●The validity of data acquisition route and
management
●Check that labels and correct answer values
are correct
●Independence of data used for cross-validation
and generalization performance
●The validity of training results
●The target of generalization performance
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Case study: Automatic detection system for "film
meandering" of packaging machines

perspec
tive
●Method of measuring generalization
performance

Monitoring
during

DI-4,5
MR-9

operation and
response to
the rollback

SQ-6,7
PA=2,3

●Feasibility of mechanism for outliers

・It is designed so that the status of data acquisition and

●Consistency check of data obtained from

monitoring variables can be visualized in the PLC during

multiple subsystems

operation.

●The validity of the measurement method

・Backups of systems, modules, etc., are kept so that they

●The validity of system operation after

can be rolled back when a problem occurs.

operation
●Assumption of the amount of data collected
during operation
●Customer cooperation in AI product
development
●The validity of configuration management of AI
products
●The validity of the release plan
●Rollback speed
Data privacy
and security

CE-5
DI-5

●Arrangements in contracts regarding

●It has been spelled out in advance through a

copyrights, intellectual property rights, etc. of AI

confidentiality agreement, memorandum, and required

products

specifications.
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Case study: Automatic detection system for "film
meandering" of packaging machines

perspec
tive
SQ-

●Understanding of copyrights and intellectual

・Explained the features to be used for customers and

2,3,4

property rights of AI products

agreed.

●Clarification of high security of customer data

・The data to be used is managed with a password on a

used for AI, information disclosure range, and

server that only the parties can enter.

handling restrictions

・Since there is no personal data, anonymization is not

●Agreement on rights of data included in AI

performed.

products
●Consistency check of data obtained from
multiple subsystems
●The validity of risk prediction for AI products
●Ensuring safety for AI products
●Securing a control mechanism to prevent
abnormal output
●Ensuring the integrity of AI products (ability to
detect, diagnose and repair failures and
abnormalities)
●Ensuring the safety of data fed back to training
●The validity of safe operation of AI products
Creating a
mechanism

DI-4
SQ-7

for
expandability

PA-8

●Feasibility of mechanism for outliers

・If an abnormal value is entered in the input data, a

●Assumption of the amount of data collected

warning is displayed.

during operation

・Data to be collected is obtained from the customer's data

●The validity of the updated plan for AI products

server so that data can be obtained for up to 24 hours.

during

・Explained that the re・analysis and re・model

operation

development were necessary for the addition of data and
the addition of good features, and the customer understood.

Mechanism

DI-2,3

●The degree of consistency between the data

・Define labeling rules and write them in the detailed

of human

used for training and the business issues

design document.

teachings

●Ensuring data quality

such as

●Evaluation of data characteristics

annotation

●The complexity of data definition (assumed

and labels

model) for business issues (phenomena)
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Main

Notes on

Assuran

activit

warranty

ce

ies

Description

Case study: Automatic detection system for "film
meandering" of packaging machines

perspec
tive
●The validity of data acquisition route and
management
●Check that labels and correct answer values
are correct
●Independence of data used for cross・
validation and generalization performance
Data

PA-3

●The validity of configuration management of AI

・Label and manage data acquisition date, date and time,

definition,

products

line number, status (anomaly, etc.)

model, SW

●The validity of the release plan

・Managed in the "parameter history" file.

configuration

●Rollback speed

・Manage with rev on the server.

management

・Specified when creating the development specifications,
updated each time.
・Specified when creating the development specifications,
updated each time.
・Associate models and data for management.
・Managed as a verification result report.

Data

Validation of

defini

features

DI-2

●The degree of consistency between the data

●The features to be used were described in the learning

used for training and the business issues

program design document, and their validity was explained

tion

●Ensuring data quality

to the customer.

evalu

●Evaluation of data characteristics

ation

●The complexity of data definition (assumed

[Causal relationship] An explanation will be given of the
fact that the feature amount leads to solving the problem.

model) for business issues (phenomena)

[Properties] Independent, multicollinearity confirmed.

●The validity of data acquisition route and

[Cost] It has been confirmed that it is within the

management

calculation speed to achieve the required specification

●Check that labels and correct answer values

accuracy.

are correct

[Meta・level requirements] We have explained to
customers the features to be used and confirmed that they
do not infringe on ownership, copyright, intellectual
property, confidentiality, privacy, etc.
[Online] Online learning is not performed.
[Addition of feature amount] If "film meandering" cannot
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Main

Notes on

Assuran

activit

warranty

ce

ies

Description

Case study: Automatic detection system for "film
meandering" of packaging machines

perspec
tive
be detected during operation, the feature amount is
analyzed and added.

Data privacy

CE-5DI-

●Arrangements in contracts regarding

●It has been spelled out in advance through a

and security

5

copyrights, intellectual property rights, etc. of AI

confidentiality agreement, memorandum, and required

products

specifications. (already mentioned)

●Understanding of copyrights and intellectual

●Data security was confirmed again hereafter confirming

property rights of AI products

the customer.

●Clarification of high security of customer data

・In addition to the function to remove anomalies in input

used for AI, information disclosure range, and

data and output data, a mechanism to output an anomaly

handling restrictions

message to those that could not be removed is adopted.

●Agreement on rights of data included in AI

・Updated items in the risk management table for data.

checks

SQ2,3,4

products
●Consistency check of data obtained from
multiple subsystems
●The validity of risk prediction for AI products
●Ensuring safety for AI products
●Securing a control mechanism to prevent
abnormal output
●Ensuring the integrity of AI products (ability to
detect, diagnose and repair failures and
abnormalities)
●Ensuring the safety of data fed back to training
●The validity of safe operation of AI products
Validation of
evaluation

DI-2,3
MR-

●The degree of consistency between the data

●Continuous operation and verification of 1000 workpieces.

used for training and the business issues

The amount is sufficient, but the work at the time of
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Main

Notes on

Assuran

activit

warranty

ce

ies

Description

Case study: Automatic detection system for "film
meandering" of packaging machines

perspec
tive
data (test

1,3,6

data)

●Ensuring data quality

abnormalities is artificial, so that it may be insufficient.

●Evaluation of data characteristics

・Reconfirmed and redefined the PoC data definition.

●The complexity of data definition (assumed

・The validity of the evaluation data was verified while

model) for business issues (phenomena)

conducting tests.

●The validity of data acquisition route and
management
●Check that labels and correct answer values
are correct
●The validity of training results
●The validity of the training process
●The validity of verification data
Effec

Selecting an

MR-

●The validity of AI structure

●Explain the validity and necessary/sufficient to the

t and

appropriate

4,6,9

●The validity of verification data

customer based on the results of the feature analysis in

risk

method for

●The validity of the measurement method

advance and obtain consent.

asses

verifying the

●The validity of system operation after

・The criteria were also clearly indicated by a graph display,

smen

behavior of AI

operation

and the customer's consent was obtained.

t

components

SQ-6

・Data was divided into N and cross・validated.
・Compared to the case of one variable and one feature.

(Metamorphi

●Explain to the customer the algorithm selection grounds

c testing,

and the hyperparameter setting grounds.

statistical

All hyperparameters have been tuned by training.

evaluation)
Correlation

●Independence of data used for cross・

・Exclude outliers in P1 and use them as inputs for AI

validation and generalization performance

components.

behavior

●Feasibility of mechanism for outliers

・Check the behavior of removing abnormal output values.

confirmation

●The validity of risk prediction for AI products

between

DI-3,4
SQ-2

and operation

These points should be described in the risk management
table.

method for
misjudgment
and
unexpected
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Main

Notes on

Assuran

activit

warranty

ce

ies

Description

Case study: Automatic detection system for "film
meandering" of packaging machines

perspec
tive
Evaluation of

SQ-

●The validity of risk prediction for AI products

・This time, make sure that the AI product does not affect

system safety

2,3,4

●Ensuring safety for AI products

the system.

●Securing a control mechanism to prevent

・Evaluate the behavior of abnormal value input and

abnormal output

abnormal value output.

●Ensuring the integrity of AI products (ability to

・In the case of an abnormal output that cannot be judged

detect, diagnose and repair failures and

as "film meandering," what is an anomaly is presented, and

abnormalities)

the judgment of the operator is sought.

●Ensuring the safety of data fed back to training

・If an anomaly value is entered in the input data; a warning
is displayed.

Evaluation of

MR-

●The validity of training results

・Prepare data and evaluation results for the training

prediction

1,2,5

●The target of generalization performance

results, and explain the validity to the customer

●Method of measuring generalization

・Generalization performance and robustness will be

execution

performance

explained, and operation guarantee after the operation will

performance

●The validity of AI noise immunity (robustness)

be mentioned.

●The validity of system operation after

・For predictive quality, visualize data and monitor

operation

performance degradation.

DI

・Analyze the validity of the data used for training.

accuracy and

Learn

Validation of

ing

training

data

target data

SQ-6

DI-*
MR-8

●Characteristic analysis of assumed real data

desig
n

●Feasibility of real data characteristics

If you do a cleansing, state why you do so and explain it to
your client and get their consent.

model and real data
Check the

DI-2

●The degree of consistency between the data

correctness

used for training and the business issues

of

●Ensuring data quality

annotations

●Evaluation of data characteristics

and labels

●The complexity of data definition (assumed
model) for business issues (phenomena)
●The validity of data acquisition route and
management
●Check that labels and correct answer values
are correct
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Main

Notes on

Assuran

activit

warranty

ce

ies

Description

Case study: Automatic detection system for "film
meandering" of packaging machines

perspec
tive
Validation of
evaluation

DI-3
MR-8

●Independence of data used for cross・

●The independence of data during cross・validation and

validation and generalization performance

generalization performance evaluation was confirmed.

data (test

●Feasibility of real data characteristics

data)

●Characteristic analysis of assumed real data
model and real data

Are

DI-1,2

●Ensuring the amount of data required for AI

●The method of cleansing, inflating, and data generation

cleansing,

learning

was described in the detailed design document, and the

padding, and

●Secure data for cross・validation and

reason was explained to the customer.

data

generalization performance

generation

●The degree of consistency between the data

methods

used for training and the business issues

appropriate?

●Ensuring data quality
●Evaluation of data characteristics
●The complexity of data definition (assumed
model) for business issues (phenomena)
●The validity of data acquisition route and
management
●Check that labels and correct answer values
are correct

AI

Validation of

comp

hyperparamet

training data, and its validity was described in the detailed

onent

er selection

design document, explained to the customer, and agreed.

imple
ment
ation

Validation of

MR-4

DI-2

●The validity of AI structure

・Hyperparameter adjustment was performed using the

●The degree of consistency between the data

・Clarify the processing of input data (moving average, outlier

input data

used for training and the business issues

removal, etc.), describe it in the detailed design document

processing

●Ensuring data quality

and confirm the validity through verification results.

(algorithm-

●Evaluation of data characteristics

specific)

●The complexity of data definition (assumed
model) for business issues (phenomena)
●The validity of data acquisition route and
management
●Check that labels and correct answer values
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Main

Notes on

Assuran

activit

warranty

ce

ies

Description

Case study: Automatic detection system for "film
meandering" of packaging machines

perspec
tive
are correct

AI

The validity

mode

of the

l

training

devel

method

opme
nt

Configuration

MR-4

●The validity of AI structure

・Regarding the training method, the results were verified
from time to time, and an appropriate one was selected.
The reasons for the selected training method were
explained to the customer.

●The validity of AI structure

・The training data is managed by labeling it with the

●The validity of configuration management of AI

acquisition date, date and time, line number, and status

of training

products

(anomaly, etc.).

data and

●The validity of the release plan

・Associate and manage models, data, hyperparameters,

hyperparamet

●Rollback speed

etc.

management

MR-4
PA-3

ers

・These are described in the required specifications, basic
design, and detailed design.

Mode

Have you

MR-4

●The validity of AI structure

・The design shall enable visualization of data acquisition

l

observed and

status and the internal variable status during development.

evalu

confirmed

・Data logs shall be collected periodically to analyze the

ation

changes in

detection rate, and the model shall be updated if necessary.

the internal
state from
training to
prediction?
(DNN
coverage,
etc.)
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Main

Notes on

Assuran

activit

warranty

ce

ies

Description

Case study: Automatic detection system for "film
meandering" of packaging machines

perspec
tive
Confirmation

MR-

●The validity of training results

●We set goals and confirmation methods in advance and

of actual

1,2,3

● The target of generalization performance

confirmed the effects.

value against

● Method of measuring generalization

The generalization performance was clarified, the accuracy

expected

performance

was improved while considering it, and the detection rate

prediction

● The validity of the training process

was targeted at 90% or more.

●Explainability of AI products

●For the AI product, we explained to the customer the

accuracy
Evaluation of
whether
can

SQ-5

it

explanation of the model used and the result from the

respond

explanation of the data used and obtained the consent.

to

・It is important to develop a model with awareness for the

environmenta

final customer explanation.

l dependence
and ease of
explanation

6.7.3. Quality assurance in operations
Depending on the operational requirements, Table 6.21 shows examples of quality assurance studies
in operation.

Table 6.21 Examples of quality assurance considerations in operation
Main activities

Notes on

Assurance

warranty

perspectiv

Description

Case study: Automatic detection system for "film
meandering" in a packaging machine

e
Release

Minimize damage
if a problem

PA-3

●Release as planned

●The release date of the version upgrade was

●Rollback speed

presented to the customer.

occurs after

●Backups of systems, modules, etc., are kept so

release

that they can be rolled back when a problem occurs.
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Main activities

Notes on

Assurance

warranty

perspectiv

Description

Case study: Automatic detection system for "film
meandering" in a packaging machine

e
Operational

Release interval

effect

considering

evaluation

adjustment and

CE-1,3

● Satisfaction with solving business

●Establish operating rules (monitoring method,

issues using AI

verification method, improvement policy, etc.) after

● Understanding of continuous

delivery and obtain consent from customers.

evaluation time

improvement in maintaining AI

-This time, a customer review period after delivery

for environmental

performance

will be set up, and functions will be improved if

dependency

● Understanding of verification methods

necessary within that period.

SQ-1 PA3,7,8

for post-operation improvement

Is it possible to

● Customer value for AI products

obtain the

● Release as planned

expected effects

● Rollback speed

on the production

● Is the site satisfied enough?

environment at

● Is it updated according to the plan?

the time of
release?
Monitoring

Monitor inputs

CE-4 DI-

●Customers' understanding of changes in

●Establish operating rules (monitoring method,

and outputs and

4,5

data trends during operation

verification method, improvement policy, etc.) after

●Monitoring outliers

delivery and obtain consent from customers.

check for any

MR-1,8

anomalies

●Monitoring data integrity
SQ-6,7
●The relevance of system operation after
operation

→This time, do as follows.
・If an abnormal value is entered in the input data, a
warning is displayed.

●Difference between characteristics of
data during development and data during

・Have a system to manage various data during
operation using the same mechanism as during

operation
●The relevance of system operation after
operation
●Monitoring and control of data volume
during operation
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Main activities

Notes on

Assurance

warranty

perspectiv

Description

Case study: Automatic detection system for "film
meandering" in a packaging machine

e
Accuracy/per

Store data and

formance

logs properly,

capacity

taking into

monitoring

●Customers' understanding of changes in

・For predictive quality, visualize data and monitor

data trends during operation

performance degradation.

● Arrangements in contracts regarding

・Collect data logs regularly, analyze the detection

copyrights, intellectual property rights, etc.

rate, update the model if necessary, and explain to

privacy, security,

of AI products improved after operation

the customer that the explanation will be given, and

etc.

● The necessity of operational data

obtain consent.

account space,

CE-4,5
DI-2
SQ-3,4

● Evaluation of data characteristics
● Ensuring the safety of data fed back to
training
● Ensuring the safety of data used for
inference
● The relevance of safe operation of AI
products
Troubleshooti

Reproducible in

MR-2

●Define cross-validation method during

・Make a clear contract at the time of requirement

ng and

development

operation

definition and risk management, and enter into a

maintenance

environment and

maintenance contract that defines the subsequent

verification

support system (responsibility, response procedures,

environment

etc.).
・Use the same PLC in the development
environment and the real environment, and verify
with the data in the real environment.
・ All PLC firmware ver. It should be the same.
・ All algorithm development languages should be
the same.
→ Obtain consent to ensure quality at the time of
rollback.

Infrastructur

Are resources

e update /

(GPU, HDD (data

expansion

area), network

SQ-7

●Monitoring and control of data volume

・Clarify and obtain consent for policies on

during operation

infrastructure renewal and expansion.
→No updates or extensions will be made this time.

(communication

A separate contract was made when updating the

environment))

system and HW.

expandable as
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Main activities

Notes on

Assurance

warranty

perspectiv

Description

Case study: Automatic detection system for "film
meandering" in a packaging machine

e
needed?

Model/trainin

Configuration

g data

management

configuration
management

SQ-7,8

●Monitoring and control of data volume

・HW maintenance is based on the PLC

during operation

maintenance contract.

using

● Maintenance of hardware based on the

・Label and manage with combinations of models,

combinations of

plan

configurations, and data.

models, actual

● OSS update

configurations,

● Release as planned

and data

● Rollback speed

PA-3,7

● Is the site satisfied enough?
Incident

The decision of

response

the necessity of

CE-8
PA-7

investigation/corr

●Continued customer cooperation and

・We have obtained consent from customers

involvement during operation

regarding data collection during operation.

●Is the site fully convinced?

ection based on
the stochastic
behavior
Explanation of

●The risk tolerance of results output by

・Maintain an environment where data can be

stochastic behavior

collected and analyzed when an incident occurs.

and frequencies

●Customers' understanding of changes in

→ Include a data log extraction mechanism for that.

from inference

data trends during operation

・The maintenance contract shall clearly state that

based on

●Is the site satisfied enough?

data should be analyzed and explained immediately

different results

CE-2,4
PA-7

customer

when an incident occurs, and consent must be

knowledge

obtained.
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Main activities

Notes on

Assurance

warranty

perspectiv

Description

Case study: Automatic detection system for "film
meandering" in a packaging machine

e
Model update

Data adding

●Understanding of continuous

-Model change (rollback) is easy

improvement in maintaining AI

-Explained that the re-analysis and re-model

performance

development were necessary for the addition of data

●Understanding of verification methods

and the addition of good features, and the customer

Training algorithm

for post-operation improvement

understood.

change

DI

Data forgetting

CE-3
DI-* MR-7

(model rollback)
Feature adding

PA-6,7

●Permissibility of performance
degradation in re-training
●Reflecting development knowledge●Is
the site satisfied enough?
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7. Autonomous driving
7.1. Assumptions for Consideration
In the development of autonomous vehicles, AI is expected to be a core technology responsible for
environment recognition, path planning, and the decision of manipulation. Expectations for AI grew
rapidly in 2015 as the image recognition performance of the Deep Neural Network (DNN) exceeded
human capabilities. On the other hand, DNN is concerned about black box characteristics such as
difficulty in analyzing the cause of erroneous recognition, robustness such as the possibility of
intentionally inducing misrecognition with minute noise that cannot be identified by humans, and
unlearned data. It has been pointed out that the possibility of unpredictable behavior cannot be denied.

In Japan and overseas, with industry, government, and academia, studies on quality assurance for
autonomous vehicles have already begun. However, most of the discussions have focused on the safety
of the whole system. We recognize that the current situation is that concrete discussions have not yet
started on how to ensure the safety of AI itself and how to guarantee the quality of AI itself.

In the QA4AI Autonomous Driving WG, we started to investigate the ideas, approaches,
methodologies, and technical theories for quality assurance of AI, based on the assumption that
assuring the safety and quality of AI itself is an important approach to maximize the safety of
autonomous driving (AD) systems. The studies proceeded as follows.
・ What kind of thinking, technologies, and methods are there for AI quality assurance?
・ Formulate approaches and methodologies for quality assurance of AI-based on these
・ The subject of the study is autonomous emergency braking (pedestrians) in automatic driving.

In the future, the aim is to develop an AI quality assurance theory that can be applied to more
complex and advanced AD (Note 1) without limiting this study to autonomous emergency braking
(AEB) based on the results of this study. At this time, the study of this QA4AI AD WG does not cover
all functions of the automatic driving system and does not cover all ODD (Operational Design
Domain).

(Note 1) AD defines six levels (level 0 to level 5) of autonomous driving, which are announced by the
American Society of Automotive Engineers called SAE J3016. (see Table 7.1)
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Table 7.1 Autonomous Driving (AD) Levels
Detection and
response of
Level

Title

Definition

objects/events of
dynamic driving
tasks

The driver performs some or all of the dynamic driving tasks.

0

No driving

The driver performs all dynamic driving tasks.

Driver

Driving

The driving automation system continuously executes the vehicle motion

Driver

assistance

control subtask of either the longitudinal or the lateral direction of the

automation

1

dynamic driving task in a specific limited area.

2

Partial

The driving automation system continuously executes the sub-tasks of the

driving

vehicle driving control in both the longitudinal and lateral directions of the

automation

dynamic driving tasks in specific limited areas.

Driver

The autonomous driving system performs all dynamic driving tasks (when activated)

3

Conditional

The driving automation system continuously performs all dynamic driving

driving

tasks in limited areas.

System

automation

4

Advanced

The driving automation system continuously executes all dynamic driving

driving

tasks and responds to difficulties in limited operation in limited areas.

System

automation

5

Complete

The driving automation system performs all dynamic driving tasks and

driving

responds to difficulties in sustaining operation continuously and indefinitely

automation

(i.e., not within limited areas).

System

Source: Partially excerpted from “Taxonomy and definitions for terms related to driving automation
systems for On-Road Motor Vehicles” JASO TP18004:2018 (Society of Automotive Engineers of
Japan, Inc.)
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7.2. Assumed System (System to be assumed)
The functions of the automatic driving system can be roughly divided into three types: “recognition,”
“decision,” and “operation.” In particular, image recognition AI based on deep learning is starting to
be applied to cognitive functions that understand the surrounding environment of the vehicle. The
cognitive function converts data obtained from sensors such as cameras into semantic information
(vehicles, people, and the like) using image recognition AI. Then, the information is passed to a
subsequent determination function as information necessary for determining the vehicle behavior. That
is, the result of recognition affects decision and operation. In addition, deep learning is an AI model
with a remarkable black-box property, which is an issue of quality assurance and is often used as a key
technology of cognitive functions. For this reason, cognitive functions were included in the scope of
this WG.
There are various applied technologies for image recognition AI used for cognitive functions, such
as lane recognition (i.e., Lane Detection) and object recognition (i.e., Object Detection). The
autonomous emergency braking (AEB) function is expected to be activated when an object to be
avoided colliding with appears in the traveling direction of the vehicle. Therefore, in this AEB function,
object recognition is a key technique for recognizing that an object in front of the eye is an object to
avoid a collision.
The functions and the examination object of the AD system assumed by this WG are shown below.
・ Cognitive functions of the AD system (see Figure 7.1)
・ The object of the study is the object recognition function (identifies cars, pedestrians, objects,
etc.) (refers to Object Detection in Figure 7.2)
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Figure 7.1 General example of autonomous driving system architecture

Figure 7.2 General example of a recognition processing flow in autonomous
driving
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7.3. Unique issues and countermeasures
This section outlines the results of this WG study, and Section 7.4 describes the details of each
characteristic of the quality assurance activity balance chart.
First, we thought it was important to analyze how the Deep Neural Network (DNN) is used in the
system and worked on it as a first-step activity. Then, the “issues” and “possible measures” for quality
assurance of DNN were arranged at the proposal level. This section outlines our study results.

[Features of AD system]
・ Drivers and society expect AD to reduce accidents
・ It may be used in various situations that cannot be assumed during development
・ High mission criticality and high autonomy (Note)
・ It is an embedded product
(Note) “High autonomy” means that the judgment of the model does not involve human judgment.
The model refers to a machine learning model of AI.

[Assumed issues of AI quality assurance]
・ Issue I: DNN may behave unpredictably for unlearned data. However, it is impossible to
prepare a data set that covers all use-cases during operation, and it is difficult to ensure the
completeness of learning and evaluation.
・ Issue II: Even if it has been learned correctly, it is impossible in principle to achieve 100%
recognition with DNN, and there is a concern that erroneous recognition or unrecognition cannot
be avoided. But this must not compromise the safety and security features of the car
・ Issue III: There is a concern that DNN will not be able to respond to changes in the world
after launch. For example, the fashion of pedestrians, the shape of vehicles, traffic conditions,
and the like may significantly change before and after introduction to the market. We have to
respond to these changes

[Possible measures]
・ Countermeasure I: [At considering the requirements] Identify as many use-cases as possible
and embody the functions required for DNN. For example, traffic scenes are analyzed by
experiments and simulations to extract use-cases as much as possible. Next, the target use7-5
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cases of DNN are narrowed down, and the specifications of learning data and evaluation
data are constructed. Furthermore, the necessity of developing a fail-safe function will be
examined in case a use-case that cannot be handled by DNN occurs. (see section 7.4 (1)
Data Integrity)

・ Countermeasure II: [During model development] Theoretically and experimentally,
thoroughly identify weaknesses and limitations of the DNN model, and take action on those
weaknesses. For example, the use-cases that are erroneously recognized / unrecognized will
be thoroughly identified through experiments and simulations, and the weaknesses will be
clarified theoretically by exploring the principles of DNN. Next, we analyze the factors of
erroneous recognition/unrecognition and improve the performance of the model by
reviewing data construction and learning methods. If the model does not meet the expected
performance, review the system requirements and develop a fail-safe function (see section
7.4 (2) Model Robustness and (3) System Quality)

・ Countermeasure III: [During system operation (after-sales)] Build a system of DNN learning
and quality assurance that can respond to changes in the world after-sales and
maintain/improve the model performance. For example, perform an uncertainty analysis that
incorporates as many unexpected events as possible during operation. A mechanism to
monitor the DNN performance in the market utilizing such as OTA (Over-the-Air) and a
mechanism to accumulate image data from the market will be prepared. In addition, a relearning and quality assurance system using these data will be constructed.

Figure 7.3 Relationship between issues and countermeasures
Next, the idea of risk reduction by uncertainty analysis is shown using Figure 7.4.
Risk extraction, clarification of modeling targets, and risk mitigation are performed in the order of
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(1) to (3), shown in the figure below.
(1) Identify use-cases during operation as many as possible (Set of risks).
- Assumed risks are in the red frame of the figure.
- The projections of the red frame indicate rare use-cases that are difficult to be assumed.
(2) For the set of risks (in the red frame), the modeling target is determined (in the blue frame).
- Consider covering the set to a maximum extent, but complete coverage is difficult.
(3) Consider measures to reduce risks that are not covered by modeling.
- Eliminate risks by upgrading models
- If modeling is difficult, the risk is reduced by alternative measures (such as fail-safe design)
- Still, take various measures to cope with the possibility of remaining risks (see section 7.4 (5)
Customer Expectation)
* Related information: “Classification uncertainty response level assignment” in the Appendix

Figure 7.4 Approach to Risk Reduction by Uncertainty Analysis

7.4. Characteristics of the Balance Chart of Quality Assurance Activities
(1) Data Integrity
The first activity in data integrity is to define use-cases of the product and to determine the
specification of the data. This is described below.

Since the performance of DNN is strongly influenced by the quality of the training data, we
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thought that it was essential to construct the data with high quality in order to assure the quality of
DNN. Specifically, we thought that it was important to ensure the quality of the labels (correct
values defined by Bounding-box, Segmentation, etc.) given to the images, in addition to the quality
of the raw image data itself. The following is an excerpt from what data integrity aims to achieve.

・ Does the data reflect the use-cases of the product (e.g., recognition of pedestrians at night)?
・ Are there enough labels for the targeted recognition objects such as pedestrians and cars?
・ Are there enough factors such as weather, time, area, pedestrian characteristics, and distance
to the vehicles?
・ Is there any bias in the factor distribution of the collected data?
・ Is the accuracy of the label, such as bounding box and segmentation, sufficient?

The image data required for DNN construction for object recognition, such as pedestrians, is
collected in an actual environment using an experimental vehicle equipped with sensors such as
cameras. In order to do so, it is necessary to define the use-cases where the PCS is actually used,
such as weather, time, location, and driving conditions, and determine the specifications of the
collected data based on those use-cases. As typified by the PCS case, there are infinite use-cases in
operation, such as countries where the AD system is used, traffic environment, weather, time, and
the like. Therefore, it is important to extract and narrow down the target use-cases. (see Figure 7.5).
In order to do so, we assumed that at least the following two steps were necessary.

Step 1: Assuming use-cases during operation as many as possible and narrowing down the
requirements on DNN. In the case of pedestrian recognition, an activity plan is described below.
➢

[Define product requirements] For example, define the requirement for pedestrian
recognition to be that a pedestrian 1 to 10 meters away at urban areas or intersections should
be recognized when driving at 0 to 50 km/h. To define the regions where it is used as Japan,
North America, China, or Europe is another example.

➢

[Design collection driving conditions] In the above-mentioned example of the above
requirements, the driving plan is set so that image data can be collected in as many urban
areas and intersections as possible in each region using the distance to the pedestrian and
the driving speed of the vehicle as parameters. Make a plan. At that time, the driving
conditions are devised so that various weather conditions, brightness conditions, and traffic
conditions are included.
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➢

[Plan to collect edge cases] For example, dangerous situations such as immediately before
a collision are difficult to collect in normal driving tests. In addition, pedestrians wearing
special clothes and special weather such as heavy rain, heavy snow, and fog are also
considered edge cases. For these, it is one idea to virtually reproduce the dangerous situation
on a test course or simulation and collect data.

➢

[Give label (correct value)] Give a correct value to each image for the huge amount of
collected data. Using pedestrian detection as an example, generally, a correct value is given
by a bounding box or a segmentation.

Step 2: Measure and refine data quality
➢

[Check the quality and quantity of raw data] Check for so-called omissions. For example,
was data collected under the right conditions for a use-case for pedestrian recognition at
night? Are collection factors such as weather, time, area, pedestrian characteristics, and
distance to the vehicle sufficiently comprehensive? Is there a fatal bias in data distribution,
such as when adults have collected enough but few children? It is considered necessary to
check such things.

➢

[Confirm the accuracy of the label] Make sure that there are no erroneous labels, but also
make sure that the way labels are applied to the same type of image does not vary. For
example, for a bounding box for a pedestrian wearing an umbrella in rainy weather, it is
confirmed that the way of giving the left end coordinates and the right end coordinates is
consistent.

➢

[Refine data/labels] Take action on items that are found to be insufficient / problem with the
above checks. Specifically, it performs operations such as data re-collection and re-labeling.
What do you say is sufficient/insufficient? Standards are needed. Refining data and labels
also play an important role as a countermeasure when the model performance after learning
is not sufficient.

* Related information: Classification of use-cases according to “Classification of uncertainty” in
the Appendix

When the inductive development of the model is repeated to improve the model performance, the
above step 2 is the process of returning to the step of refining the input data of the model and relearning. On the other hand, the process of returning to the above step 1 and reviewing the use-case
targeted for the model requires plenty of person-hours, which greatly affects the development
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progress. However, when the use-cases during operation expand infinitely compared to the case
where the use-cases during operation are finite when a response to the case that was omitted from
the identification of the initial use-case was added, it is likely to return to step 1. Given this,
determining the model target by the uncertainty analysis described in section 7.3 is a particularly
important step.

Figure 7.5 Two-step approach to real-world modeling data

(2) Model Robustness
The indicator values for evaluating the performance of the model include accuracy, recall, precision,
and the like. These are represented by a formula for computation combining each classification result
of the confusion matrix. The features of the automatic driving system are shown below.
In an AD system, model recognition accuracy is an important factor related to safety. General
measures for improving recognition accuracy, such as whether generalization performance is secured,
whether learning has proceeded appropriately, and whether appropriate hyperparameters have been
studied, must be taken as a matter of course. In addition, it is necessary to consider what kind of risk
automatic driving has depended on the type of recognition error. For example, the risk that object
recognition poses to autonomous emergency braking (AEB) differs between false recognition (False
Positive) and unrecognized (False Negative) (see Figure 7.6).
・ False recognition in AEB among false operations (False Positive) is an unnecessary operation;
that is, automatic braking is applied due to erroneous recognition even when the brake is not
applied. For example, the signboard on which a person is drawn is recognized as a pedestrian,
and AEB is applied. If such an unnecessary operation occurs in a situation where the driver or
the following vehicle cannot assume sudden braking, an unexpected rear-end collision may
occur from behind.
・ False recognition in automatic braking among false operations (False Negative) means that
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AEB does not operate in a use-case where the model has not been learned even when the brake
is applied. For example, a person who has come to a costume cannot be recognized as a human.
In this case, there is naturally a risk of causing a collision accident, but the risk varies depending
on the range of use-cases in which the operation of the AEB is assumed and the degree of
attention of the driver.
・ Erroneous recognition and unrecognition generally have a trade-off relationship, and balance is
important in determining performance. At this time, as in the above two items, it is considered
that consideration of the specific scenarios caused by each of the target systems will be material
for considering the balance.

Figure 7.6 Differences between autonomous emergency braking (AEB) malfunctions
(unrecognition and erroneous recognition)

In order to reduce these risks at the model development, it is important to take measures to improve
the robustness against erroneous recognition of the model. In object recognition, not only the object
to be recognized itself but also the appearance of the entire image, such as the background of the object
and the sunshine conditions, affects the recognition accuracy. In consideration of mathematical
diversity, semantic diversity, and social and cultural diversity existing in the real space, robustness will
be improved by learning and testing models based on sufficiently diverse data.
In order to reflect the diversity of the real world in a model, not only scenes that appear on average
but also scenes that are so-called edge cases (rare cases), such as those that occur rarely or are
confusing, must be collected as data. No. A misleading scene is a scene where a pedestrian is mistaken
for a pedestrian, or a non-pedestrian is mistaken for a pedestrian (see Figure 7.9). Note that the
robustness of an AI model constructed from data, such as DNN, strongly depends on the data
sufficiency in the above (1) Data Integrity, and will return to the data creation process as needed to
develop (see the below (4) Process Agility).
Further, since there is a premise that an AI model is constructed based on known data, improving
the robustness of the model alone is not enough to ensure the safety of the whole AD system for
unexpected use-cases. It is also important to take countermeasures in various fields. For example,
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system-related measures such as providing a fail-safe function (see (3) System Quality) and consensus
with society regarding the understanding of AI risks and explanations in the event of an accident (see
(5) Customer Expectation), and the like.

(3)System Quality
In the above (1) Data Integrity and (2) Model Robustness, it is important to improve the robustness
of the model, such as improving the completeness of use-case identification during operation and
preventing malfunctions. As a countermeasure to compensate for these uncertainties, ensure system
quality by fail-safe design.
Fail-safe design means, for example, in AD systems, as a fail-safe function that supplements the
uncertainty of use-case coverage and the uncertainty of malfunction of image recognition models, in
addition to image recognition cameras, millimeter-wave radar It has a sensing function for the driving
environment such as radar and a laser radar (see Figure 7.1). In addition, the safety design of the AD
system is implemented by the function to judge and control the distance and speed of the target object
and the information of the image recognition result by these sensors instantaneously (see Figure 7.2).
In addition, since the performance of image recognition deteriorates in heavy snow or heavy rain,
it is necessary to determine whether the image recognition function is operable or in an environment
and to stop the image recognition function if it is determined that operation is not possible. It is an
example of the safety design of the system.

Figure 7.7 Development and operation processes and quality targets of AIincorporated systems
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(4) Process Agility
In Process Agility, when operating a model on a cloud service, the service update process that
minimizes the impact on users is important. In this case, when a defect of the model or deterioration
of the performance is detected, such an influence can be suppressed by quickly replacing the model
with the improved version.
On the other hand, in the case of embedded products for which AD is applicable, it is difficult to
quickly replace models after the market launch (Note 2). As a result, such products require a high
degree of perfection before they can be launched to market. Therefore, in the case of embedded
products, a different perspective on Process Agility will be required. That is, the agility of the iterative
development process (Process Agility) due to insufficient performance of the model or system is
required here.
Repeated development during the development period requires agility of the following two repeated
development processes. Therefore, development scheduling is performed in consideration of these.
➢

Repeated development 1: If the evaluation results of the developed model do not achieve
the expected performance, re-tune the model or re-create the training data (data expansion,
another preprocessing, and the like)

➢

Repeated development 2: During the development, It turns out that there is an omission
in identifying use-cases during operation, and the process turns back to the use-case
identification. And then, the uncertainty analysis is performed again, and it is determined
whether to perform modeling or fail-safe design. In this case, the negative impact of
development is significant because it affects the architecture of the entire system.

(Note 2) A mechanism for automatically replacing models while operating after a market introduction
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by FOTA (Firmware On-The-Air: firmware update by wireless communication) is also being prepared.

Figure 7.8 Two routines in the repeated development process due to
underperformance of the model or system

(5) Customer Expectation
One of the goals of developing autonomous cars is to realize a safer society with fewer accidents.
Creating a better society using this technology is a great mission. For that purpose, it is necessary to
discuss not only technical theory but also social acceptability in terms of whether its safety is
acceptable to society. In general, autonomous driving is expected to be a promising technology that
will reduce accidents in total, but on the other hand, there is no denying the possibility of new risks
and accidents that did not exist before. In order to prove that AD is truly safe, it is essential to
accumulate long-term operational results.

The same is true for Deep Neural Network. DNN is a technology with overwhelming performance
beyond human image recognition ability, and therefore can be expected to reduce accidents caused
by human errors (overlooking, looking away, carelessness, and the like). However, there are issues
that must be solved with the current AI technology, such as robustness and black box properties.

We believe that engineers must continue to talk with society about installing DNNs in autonomous
cars while seriously working on research and development to improve the quality and safety of
DNNs. We believe that it is necessary to determine the quality of AI accepted by society and the
safety of AI accepted by society in agreement with society. Our major motivation is that we want to
contribute to the creation of a safe and better society through the development of AI technology.
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We thought it was important to address:
・ Continuously seek/build on the safety of AI accepted by society
・ Accumulate track record of autonomous cars equipped with AI for a long time and share it with
society
・ Make the limits and weaknesses of AI transparent to society
・ Promote standardization of AI quality through open activities in collaboration with domestic
and international, and industry, government, and academia
In AD, the level of AD (see Table 7.1) is defined so that users can determine their own
expectations for AD technology. However, since not all users can correctly grasp the contents of the
AD level, the users may excessively expect AD. In order to use AD safely, it is necessary to fulfill
accountability to users as follows.

・ Explain the limitations and restrictions of the autonomous driving function before the user
purchases the autonomous driving product.
➢

It is important that users understand that AD Level 2 is not a “complete” AD but an AD
“support system.”

➢

Prepare insurance and explain to the user the contents of the guarantee conditions, such
as driver responsibility or system responsibility, so that the user can understand AD
correctly.

・ When developing autonomous driving, leave the following confirmation of the development
process, and make it possible to explain that the development to minimize the uncertainty
factor was performed in the repeated development of models with many uncertainty factors.
(See Figure 7.17 for a specific example of confirmation)
➢

Complete set of model input data and model tuning results

➢

Evaluation results of models and systems

➢

Record of development process implementation (showing that everything has been done
without omission)

・ Raise awareness through activities to obtain consensus throughout society

Finally, the relationship between the problem of the automatic driving level 4 and the expectations
of the user will be considered. Level 4 is defined as advanced driving automation, which is a higher
and safer system requirement because the system side, not the driver, has all the responsibilities.
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The discussion so far is the expectation of conservative users who place the highest priority on
ensuring the safety of the automatic driving system and is a natural concept when considering
quality assurance. On the other hand, the expectation of innovative (or radical) users is that they
want to pursue convenience such as Autonomous Driving Level 4 even if the uncertainty risk of the
AI model remains. These innovative user expectations may be the driving force behind the further
development of AI. The following summarizes the differences in expectations between conservative
users and innovative users.
・ Conservative users expect society to demand high security for AI
Innovative users expect society to evolve more conveniently
・ Conservative users expect no negative effects of AI risk, rather than the positive effects of AI
Innovative users expect that some negative effects may remain if the positive effects of AI
are greater. That is, if this expectation is replaced with the effect of level 4 of autonomous
driving, the rate of traffic accident reduction may not change as compared to level 2, but it is
expected that the comfort of level 4 will be considerably greater than level 2.
Also, at level 4, it can be said that service cars such as rental cars and car-sharing are more likely to
be realized than owner cars that are assumed to be owned. The reason is that in the case of an owner
car, in order to guarantee the system to all users, it is inevitable to consider the guarantee from the
viewpoint of the expectations of conservative users. However, in the case of a service car, operation
under limited-use conditions is possible, and by combining conditions such as insurance, it is easy to
realize the expected level of innovative users.

7.5. Appendix
This appendix presents deliverables in line with the work of this AD WG.
For the background of the study, we first identified the use-cases in situations where the
autonomous emergency brakings (AEBs) were specified and then examined the papers on quality
assurance related to autonomous driving (AD). Next, according to the classification policies of the
two papers of Krzysztof’s “Classification of uncertainty” [1] and Lydia’s “Structure of the
verification goal” [2], we classified the use-cases that were first identified and considered the
relationship between the two types of classification policies. Finally, we have compiled a list of
development processes, classifications of uncertainty analysis, and the items to be validated for each
Czarnecki, Krzysztof & Salay, Rick. (2018). Towards a Framework to Manage Perceptual
Uncertainty for Safe Automated Driving: WAISE 2018
2
Gauerhof, Lydia & Munk, Peter & Burton, Simon. (2018). Structuring Validation Targets of a
Machine Learning Function Applied to Automated Driving: SAFECOMP 2018
1
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classification in each process.

(1) Identification of use-cases
First, the conditions for the use-case of AEB were identified below.
➢

In autonomous driving,

➢

At night

➢

Child pedestrian

➢

Recognize,

➢

Avoid collisions

➢

Stop

Based on these conditions, we have washed out the use-case. (Figure 7.9)
We considered where, what, and how to protect this use-case.
➢

Determine assumptions for the development process

➢

Consider the viewpoint of quality assurance in this context

* Quality assurance, in this case, is not limited to the activities of the quality assurance
department. Consider quality assurance activities in a broad sense, including building quality in
the development process.
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Figure 7.9 Use-case identification results
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(2) Survey of papers on quality assurance

Figure 7.10 Uncertainty classification (Krzystof et al.) - Overview and process
transition
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Figure 7.11 Overview of “Structuring of Verification Objectives” (Lydia et
al.)
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Figure 7.12 Correspondence between “Classification of uncertainty (F1-F7)” and
“Verification viewpoint (L1-L3)”
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(3) Quality assurance technology for recognition models
In the above (1), we identified use-cases that can be considered by our group. In the above (2), we
conducted a survey of papers on the quality assurance of recognition models and obtained
knowledge on “Classification of uncertainties” and “Structuring of verification objectives.” In this
section, by integrating these, we defined the viewpoint of concrete quality assurance and the
development process.
It will be described in the following item order.
A: “Classification of uncertainty” in recognition model
B:

Classification of use-cases according to “Classification of uncertainty.”

C:

“Structuring of verification goals” of the recognition model

D: Confirmation of “Structuring of verification objectives” and correspondence of
“Classification of uncertainties.”
E:

Classification uncertainty response level assignment

F:

The positioning of uncertainty analysis and verification of verification results in the
development process

A: “Classification of uncertainty” in recognition model
・ F1, F2: Ideas → situation and scenario during development
➢

F1: Conceptual Uncertainty

➢

F2: Development Situation and Scenario Coverage

・ F3, F4: Development situation and scenario → sensor data
➢

F3: Scene Uncertainty

➢

F4: Sensor Properties

・ F5: Sensor data → Concept
➢

F5: Data Labeling

・ F6: Model
➢

F6: Model Uncertainty

・ F7: Situation and scenario, sensor data during development → Situation and scenario, sensor
data during operation
➢

F7: Operational Domain Uncertainty
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B: Classification of use-cases according to “Classification of uncertainty.”
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Figure 7.13 Classification of use-cases according to “Classification of
uncertainty.”
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C: “Structuring of verification objectives” of the recognition model
・ L1: Reduction of risks due to insufficient specifications
➢

The environment is well understood

➢

Tasks are fully understood

➢

Low dependence on environmental changes

・ L2: Reduction of risks due to semantic disagreement
➢

The pedestrian class is well described

➢

Location accuracy is fully described

➢

The difference between the real environment and the description environment is small
enough

・ L3: Reduction of risks due to inconsistency in inference
➢

The training dataset is sufficient for the intended function

➢

Over-training is adequately excluded

➢

Under-training has been sufficiently removed

➢

The key effects on machine learning are well understood

➢

The machine learning function is sufficiently robust

➢

Learned features are sufficient for the function

➢

Parameter changes do not violate safety requirements

➢

The difference between the training and operational platforms does not violate safety
requirements

➢

Platform changes during operation meet safety requirements
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D: Confirmation of “Structuring of verification objectives” and correspondence with
“Classification of uncertainties.”
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Figure 7.14 Confirmation of “Structuring of verification objective” and
Correspondence with “Classification of uncertainty.”

E: Classification uncertainty response level assignment
Classify when the classified uncertainties should be addressed according to level (see Figure
7.15).
The levels are divided into those that are difficult to deal with, those that need to be dealt with,
and those that do not need to be dealt with, and priorities are determined by taking into account the
importance. Figure 7.16 shows the level classification for the use-cases identified this time.
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Figure 7.15 Uncertainty response level assignment
Source: Software Engineering for Self-Adaptive Systems II
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Figure 7.16 Classification uncertainty response level assignment
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F: Positioning of uncertainty analysis and verification of verification results in the
development process

Figure 7.17 Uncertainty Analysis and Confirmation in AI System Development
process 1

Through this uncertainty analysis, the following activities are aimed to perform. Reduction of
backtracking work due to the uncertainty of the AI model, ensuring safety that can withstand
mission-critical demands, and Highly complete development of AI models due to embedded system
features that make it difficult to replace models after release.
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Figure 7.18 Uncertainty Analysis and Confirmation in the AI System Development
Process 2

G: Discussion of activity results
There was not enough evidence to show that the classified uncertainties supported the quality
evaluation by structuring the verification objectives. However, it is highly likely that these
“classification of uncertainties” and “structuring of verification objectives” are effective as a
framework for organizing and relating the information of the development process, which is
estimated to be enormous. Therefore, if tooling is advanced and a large amount of information can
be arranged in a consistent manner, an effect in quality evaluation of learning data can be expected.
On the other hand, various tools are already in the research stage for testing / verifying the
behavior of the neural network corresponding to F6. By associating these with F6 as evidence of
reduced risks due to inconsistency in inference, those tools can be expected to contribute to the
quality evaluation.
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8. AI-OCR
8.1. Background and objective
This chapter describes the Working Group’s study results on the concept for quality assurance in
AI-OCR and the currently viable implementation method, using the QA4AI Guidelines (2019.05
version) as the upper-level document.
First, the AI-OCR is defined as a system that uses machine learning in optical character recognition
(a technology that recognizes characters from images and converts them into character codes for each
character).
OCR technology has been in practical use for half a century (for example, reading zip codes). With
this technology, characters and symbols included in an image can be converted into character codes.
In this technique, a computer reads an image including characters and symbols and classifies the image
into an identifiable character code by comparing the image with a template including a necessary
identification pattern (template matching method). However, in the prior art, when characters in an
image vary greatly, such as handwritten characters, font differences, and character misalignments, the
accuracy of character recognition (the ratio of characters classified into correct character codes) is
reduced. Its use was not necessarily wide. It was limited to a range where a character image
corresponding to a specific format as input and a character string of a specific font could be read even
in print type.
Against this background, machine learning technology has also been applied to OCR with the
development of machine learning technology. This has dramatically improved the accuracy of
character recognition for AI-OCR. As a result, the current situation is that more companies and
organizations are introducing AI-OCR technology into their business processes. On the other hand,
when introducing AI-OCR, the concept of how to assure quality has not been organized.
Therefore, this chapter summarizes the issues of quality assurance in AI-OCR and specific issues in
developing and introducing the AI-OCR system and proposes an effective approach to quality
assurance.
As for the concept of AI-OCR for quality assurance in this chapter, only rough guidelines and
precautions are described. It is not necessary to conform to all, but it is assumed that it will be used to
determine the scope of implementation based on the target business and the standards of the own
organization (see the scope in Chapter 1). In addition, OCR technology can be broadly divided into
form-type OCR and document-type OCR, but this guideline mainly gives opinions on form-type OCR.
However, we strive to include information applicable to document-type OCR. The form-type OCR
extracts arbitrary items (for example, a billing party, a total amount, and a due date in an invoice)
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described in the form. The document type OCR transcribes all characters described in an image.
As a rough flow of this chapter, Section 2 defines the outline of the assumed AI-OCR system.
Section 3 describes issues specific to the assumed system of Section 2 and techniques that are
considered effective. This chapter focuses on discussions on issues unique to the development and
implementation

of AI-OCR.

Do

not

expand

discussions

on

general

issues

in AI

development/introduction and system development/introduction. In Section 4, what kind of quality
should be assured to solve the problems shown in Section 3 will be described with examples. Section
5 proposes a quality assurance level for the development and introduction of AI-OCR systems.

8.2. Assumed system configuration
In this chapter, the system configuration is considered from the viewpoint of quality assurance as
AI-OCR. The scope of this chapter is shown in the figure below (Figure 8.1). The process from the
input of the image file to the output of the OCR result is considered.

Figure 8.1 Assumed system and scope of the study

Therefore, it is assumed that the AI-OCR system consists of the following four modules.

Table 8.1 Modules that construct the AI-OCR system
#

Module

Overview

1

Pre-processing module

This module removes noise and corrects the inclination of
the input image file.
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2

3

Character position detection

A module that identifies the coordinates of the characters to

module

be subjected to OCR in the image data

OCR module

A module that converts the image of the coordinate
information recognized by the character position detection
module into a character code

4

Item extraction module

A module that extracts the result of OCR as a specific item

Note that the input interface and the output interface are treated as optional items in this chapter.
However, the specifications of these interfaces are viewpoints that should be adjusted according to the
specifications of each system and the operations to be introduced and are important test points for
quality assurance of a whole system. Regarding input, considering the format of the input image (often
indicated by the extension of the file name) and the method of linking the files (online type/batch type)
is an issue in determining each interface specification. Similarly, regarding output, considering the
output format and cooperation with peripheral systems is an issue for determining the interface
specifications.
Details of each module presented in the figure above (Figure 8.1) are described in the following
section.

8.2.1. Pre-processing module
The pre-processing module shapes the input image file so that it can be easily handled by OCR.
Responsible for image processing, such as removing shadows and noise and correcting image tilt. This
relates to improving the quality of input data.
This module often uses image recognition technology. The shadow is recognized from the
vectorized image, and the inclination is detected and corrected. For example, there is a method of
correcting the tilt by acquiring the axis of the image by Fourier transform, specifying the tilt, and
correcting the tilt.

8.2.2. Character position detection module
The character position detection module specifies a place where a character or a character string
exists from the input image. In this module, two approaches can be taken. One is a method of acquiring
the coordinates of a part recognized as a character in an image using image recognition technology
(machine learning approach), and the other is a method of defining coordinates in advance using a rule
base (rule-based approach).
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Either method can play the role of character position detection. However, it is necessary to select
an effective method for introducing AI-OCR. It is necessary to consider the merits and risks of each
method. For example, when the image to be recognized is limited to a fixed layout, defining the
coordinates based on a rule base has advantages in cost and introduction speed. Conversely, it carries
the following risks: Each time a layout change occurs, the coordinate definition must be redone and
verified. If the distortion cannot be corrected as expected due to the noise that the pre-processing
module could not remove and the distortion remains in the image, the actual character position cannot
be detected because it deviates from the coordinate definition.
On the other hand, when the detection module is constructed by the machine learning approach,
there is an advantage that it is possible to cope without repeatedly specifying and changing the
coordinate definition by learning the layout of the form. Even if the form layout to be recognized is
diverse, it can be dealt with by learning the layout of various forms. Conversely, the time to adoption
tends to be longer compared to the rule base (the learning process takes some time, especially when
tackling non-general business requirements, learning occurs before implementation).
Here, the selection of an optimal approach is an important guide for improving the quality (System
Quality) of the entire system. Any approach should be considered after understanding the requirements
of the actual application. Items to be investigated in advance include the presence/absence of regular
changes in the type, number, and layout of the recognition target images, the frequency of such changes,
and the like.

8.2.3. OCR Module
OCR module analyzes the coordinates of the image data passed from the character position
detection module for each pixel; it is classified into the corresponding character code, a module for
text data. The OCR module basically treats the machine learning approach as being taken in this
chapter.

8.2.4. Item extraction module
The item extraction module extracts necessary items from information converted into text data by
OCR. For example, when it is desired to extract only the total amount from the receipt, this refers to a
process of outputting only the total amount according to the output format from the OCR result.
This module, like the character position detection module, can take a rule-based approach and a
machine learning approach.
In the case of the rule-based approach, the corresponding item can be extracted by defining a tag
(e.g., “total amount” = [1341,784,987,431], etc.) of the corresponding item at the designated
coordinates.
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On the other hand, in the machine learning approach, the relevant items are extracted by learning
the characteristics of the extracted items (e.g., words and coordinates that serve as tags of the extracted
items).
Therefore, in the development of the item extraction module as well as the character position
detection module, it is important in development to determine the characteristics of the image used in
the business actually to introduce AI-OCR and determine the approach.

8.3. Issues specific to AI-OCR and considerations
This section summarizes the specific issues of AI-OCR and proposed measures to improve quality.
The object of the particular problem described in this section is for the pre-processing module, the
character position detection module, the OCR module, and the field extraction module. In addition, it
is not necessary to apply all the consideration points to be raised here, and it is intended for extracting
which consideration points should be examined according to the target business. In particular, in this
section, five quality characteristics defined by QA4AI guidelines (Data Integrity, Model Robustness,
Process Agility, System Quality, Customer Expectation) is described as the upper document, the
specific problems of AI-OCR and the technology to be effective for the problem.

8.3.1. Data Integrity in AI-OCR
In AI-OCR systems, the quality of “Data integrity” is an important factor that leads to the
quality of models and systems. When considering “Data Integrity” in AI-OCR, there are four
points to consider for the image to be recognized: layout characteristics, character
characteristics, noise characteristics, and image characteristics (see Table 8.2).
Table 8.2 Points to consider in the recognition target image
Classification of

Points to consider

characteristics
Layout characteristics

The characteristics of the layout in the target image are as follows


Typical layouts/Atypical layouts



The number of characters per image



With or without table structure



Vertical and horizontal writing structure



Whether there is a page break



Sentence layout such as 1up / 2up
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Character characteristics

Characteristics of the character itself for OCR


Print-type / handwriting



Character decoration ( bold / italic / underline )



Full-width / half-width



Character type (such as hiragana/katakana / alphabetic)



Symbol / Environment-dependent character



Fonts (such as Mincho / Gothic)



Logo



Characters that makeup one kanji with multiple kanji, such as
Hayashi

Noise characteristics

Image characteristics

Characteristics of noise contained in the image


Character bleeding/checkmark [N.Am], tick [Br]



Reflection of light



a seal impression covering characters



Double strike-through



Inclusion of background



Casting shadow



Image tilt



Background noise such as copying prohibition

Characteristics of properties that define an image


Resolution (DPI)



Image size



Monochrome / color



Brightness/saturation of the image

First, with regard to the layout characteristics, it is necessary to consider what layout the
characters are described in the image to be recognized. Points to consider are broadly divided
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into a typical form (always a fixed layout) and an atypical form (a layout that includes various
shapes and arrangements). In addition, the amount of information (the number of characters)
included in one image, a form including a table structure, the degree of vertical writing and
horizontal writing, the presence or absence of a page break, the description in 2up, and the
like are raised as points to be considered.
These points are features that we want to learn when approaching from machine learning. For
example, it is difficult to recognize vertically written characters in a model that has learned only
horizontally written forms without training. If there is a form image to be read corresponding to such
considerations in advance, it is necessary to include the form image in the training data properly.
Next, regarding the character characteristics, it is necessary to consider the character to be OCR
itself. Character characteristics are roughly divided into print-type and handwriting. Especially in the
case of handwriting, such as 1 and 7, judgments are often divided even if a human is seen. So, it is
necessary to consider that it is difficult for AI to recognize correctly unless the specific handwriting is
learned. On the other hand, the case of print-type also needs to be considered from various viewpoints.
For example, for both printed and handwritten characters, character modification such as bold/italic,
font types such as Mincho / Gothic, and character types such as full-width / half-width,
hiragana/katakana/alphabet / It is necessary to consider kanji/symbol / environment-dependent
characters and kanji correspondence from the viewpoint of JIS 3rd level and 4th level. However, it is
not realistic to build a model that covers all of these patterns, and it is necessary to define necessary
learning data in accordance with the target items in actual work. As a practical method, if you want to
OCR the amount of money, you only need to narrow down the learning data to numbers. If you want
to learn a complicated mathematical formula, you need to learn even symbols, including environmentdependent characters. Therefore, for each business to be introduced and each system to be built, it is
necessary to consider in advance how much OCR can cover them to be used for business or which line
errors can be accepted.
The noise characteristics are considered for noise, such as the bleeding of characters contained in
the image to be read. There are various causes of noise, and it may be difficult to determine the cause.
However, bleeding of characters, an inclination of an image, and cutoff of characters are also treated
as noise. Besides such unintended noise, a seal impression covering characters or background
characters such as copying prohibition can also be noise. Furthermore, in the case of a form
photographed by a camera, the background is assumed to be included in the image, and it is necessary
to remove the background part selectively. Depending on the degree, because OCR processing
classifies characters from pixel-by-pixel shading, characters on the character cast and background may
become a bottleneck in improving the accuracy of character recognition. So, it is effective to know in
advance how much such data exists in the population actually used in business. Hence, it is advisable
to determine the quality of the target model after discussing how accurate results are required for
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images containing these noises.
As for image characteristics, the characteristics that can be defined numerically are listed as points
to consider. The main issue is the resolution (dots per inch), and dpi constraints need to be considered
before the project. In a study phase, models are often built at 300 dpi or higher, but when actually
applied to business, it is sometimes necessary to reduce the dpi due to the capacity limitation during
file transfer. Therefore, from the viewpoint of Data Integrity, it is necessary to use the same resolution
as that of the file exchanged in actual work and to perform learning.
In addition, other than the dpi, image size, monochrome/color, and brightness/saturation may be
considered.
As described above, from the quality characteristics of Data Integrity, it is necessary to consider the
four characteristics of layout characteristics, character characteristics, noise characteristics, and image
characteristics. However, it is not practical to develop and conduct quality assurance activities with
testing, including all these considerations. Therefore, by analyzing and comprehending how many of
these considerations are included in the work that wants to introduce AI-OCR, it is possible to
determine what kind of training data should be used to build the model, how difficult it is to build the
model. Based on the results, defining the scope of model development, defining how far the model
can be used in business, and implementing development and test cases will be effective quality
assurance activities.

8.3.2. Model Robustness in AI-OCR
Model Robustness in AI-OCR mainly deals with the idea of measuring the accuracy derived by a
model.
A robust model is defined as robust if the model does not become obsolete during the phase
transition from PoC to beta development and from beta development to product development. For
example,

we evaluate the following; the examination of hyperparameters with ensuring

generalization performance, the examination of the appropriate accuracy metrics, and the robustness
against the unexpected noise with respect to the actual data.

AI-OCR is relatively easy to quantitatively evaluate the accuracy because of the characteristics that
output results are easy to understand; however, not only interpreting the accuracy as numerical
information but also evaluating with multifaceted indicators will help to determine whether it can be
used in actual work.
The accuracy metrics can be expressed by a combination of characters of the output result of AIOCR and characters actually output. This combination table is represented by the following confusion
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matrix.
Table 8.3 Confusion matrix
Actual characters (underside)

Character A

Character B

＼ Predicted characters (right side) Positive (predicted) Negative (predicted)
Character A
Positive (actual)

Character B
Negative (actual)

True Positive

False Negative

(TP)

(FN)

False Positive

True Negative

(FP)

(TN)

As typical accuracy metrics, accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure are used.
These metrics have the following characteristics.
Table 8.4 Accuracy metrics in AI-OCR system
Perspectives

Metrics

Character

Accuracy

Calculation formula
(𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 ) ÷ (𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃

evaluation

+ 𝐹𝑁)

Features
Effective for simple OCR
module accuracy evaluation
(easy to calculate)

Precision

TP/(TP+FP)

Small misclassification, but
many decision omissions (ratio
where value cannot be
obtained)

Recall

TP/(TP+FN)

Many misclassifications, but
few decision omissions

F-measure

(2 * Precision * Recall)/( Precision

Used for overall accuracy

+ Recall)

evaluation from pre-processing
module to item extraction
module
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Business

Levenshtei A string metric for measuring the

Used to estimate how much

efficiency

n distance

difference between two words

person-hours it takes to correct

referred to as Edit distance. The

the OCR results if they are

minimum number of single-

incorrect,

evaluation

character edits (insertions, deletions,
or substitutions) required to change
the read word into the correct answer
string.
Item-by-

(Number of items answered

The ratio of AI-OCR that can

item

correctly by exact match) / (Number

be read without errors in

precision

of items to be read)

business

The above-mentioned indicators are evaluations for the entire character and represent evaluations
of the model itself.
However, when introducing AI-OCR into business, it is important to evaluate not only the indicator
on a character-by-character basis but also the accuracy of the item unit (the number of items that are
correctly answered by exact match / the number of items to be read). Evaluating with this indicator
can be used as a guide for estimating the business reduction effect and ROI. However, the accuracy of
each item changes greatly depending on the item to be read. For example, when it is desired to read
an address as an item, the number of characters to be read is about 10 to 20 characters, but when
reading a person’s name as an item, about 2 to 7 characters are to be read. The accuracy of the item
unit is likely to be lower for an address having a large absolute number of characters. Therefore, it is
important to evaluate the accuracy based on the characteristics of each item.
In addition, from the viewpoint of the business reduction effect, the Levenshtein distance may be
adopted. The Levenshtein distance is a method of comparing the output result of AI-OCR with the
actual correct data to measure how far they are from the viewpoint of the number of insertions,
replacements, and deletions of one character. This can be a highly effective evaluation indicator in the
case of a business flow where the result is corrected by a person and input to the system.
As described so far, even if it is accurate in a word, it is important to understand the characteristics
of the indicator of the measurement method and to measure the problem to be solved from various
aspects.
On the other hand, the data (test data) from which accuracy is derived is also important. In
considering test data, the ratio of training data, test data, and cross-validation data are important. In
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addition, it is necessary to confirm that the test data is not evaluated with biased data or data having
almost the same layout in consideration of various forms used for business purposes. Besides that, it
is also necessary to confirm the ratio of noise included in the test data and the presence of a form
having a high frequency of occurrence in business and a form having a high degree of difficulty. By
measuring test data whose contents have been thoroughly examined using multifaceted indicators, it
is possible to estimate the quality of the model and the feasibility of applying it to business.
In consideration of Model Robustness, it can be an evaluation viewpoint also whether or not the
accuracy becomes stable when learning continuously. Therefore, by also checking the degree of
improvement in accuracy when adding the training data, availability during operation becomes clearer.
In Model Robustness, it is also important for quality assurance activities to analyze the causes of AIOCR errors and understand the tendency of errors. By grasping whether the reading error is caused by
the character position detection module, the OCR module, or the item extraction module, the
characteristics of the model and the risk after introduction becomes clearer.

8.3.3. Process Agility in AI-OCR
We consider Process Agility in the AI-OCR system from two aspects. The first is the mobility of
the model development, and the second is the mobility of the operation stage.
The main issue of mobility during model development is mainly focused on the data.
Although AI-OCR is incorporated into various business processes, secure data containing personal
information may be included due to the characteristics of paper forms targeting AI-OCR. Therefore,
when outsourcing the construction of AI-OCR models, it may be necessary to mask personal
information. When creating training/test data from image data, transcription of characters is
indispensable. Therefore, if the rules for handling the collected data are not determined in advance,
there is a risk that development will be delayed and mobility will be reduced.
If the ROI estimation after the introduction, the target accuracy, and the data presupposed by the
accuracy (whether or not to target handwriting, etc.) after the introduction are insufficient, the
termination conditions for model development cannot be defined. Model development may not be
completed.
As for mobility during operation, it is necessary to construct a mechanism that constantly monitors
the accuracy of the system. The key to improving mobility is to quickly detect a decrease in the
accuracy of the model and build a system that allows the model to be modified while reducing the
business impact as much as possible.
This section proposes the following development process when incorporating AI-OCR into a
business.
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First, during the implementation review/assessment phase, we will select the tasks for which AIOCR is considered to be effective and proceed with the organization of the tasks after the introduction
of AI-OCR, as well as the judgment and coordination of the availability of data procurement. At this
stage, it is recommended to check the data used in the actual operation directly. After that, based on
the data used in actual operation, an approach is defined as to which of the coordinate designation type
and the form recognition type is effective.
In the model development/requirement definition phase, it is recommended to perform system
requirement definition and model development in parallel. The purpose of this is to organize the trial
and error between the requirements to be realized and the model that is actually assembled and to
organize the big picture when constructing the system. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the
feasibility by constantly checking the situation at the time of model development and fine-tuning the
requirements based on the results of trial and error. In particular, considering the characteristics of
applying image recognition technology to AI-OCR, it is also considered whether or not the model that
will be built during development can operate in an environment that can be prepared by the company.
At the stage when these operations are completed, it is determined whether actually to proceed to
system development. At this time, it is determined while checking not only the accuracy of the model
but also the requirement definition, including whether it can actually be incorporated into the system.
In this development phase, system development is performed in parallel while improving model
performance by setting model parameters, adding rule-based correction, and adding learning data to
issues that occurred in the model development/requirement definition phase. When these are
completed, the system will be tested/released and will be shifted to the operation phase.
In the operation phase, by monitoring not only the operation of the system but also the accuracy, we
will continue to identify forms that cannot be read by AI-OCR and improve the accuracy during
operation. In the operation phase, when the model is updated, it is important not only to measure the
recognition rate but also to confirm the accuracy of the form recognized before the update.

Figure 8.2 AI-OCR system development process
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8.3.4. System Quality in AI-OCR
Naturally, general system development methods are also necessary for the development and
introduction of AI-OCR, but this section raises issues specific to AI-OCR.
AI-OCR aims at recognizing various languages and characters, but in some cases, correction using
a dictionary may be necessary. In particular, for fixed words such as business terms, company names,
and addresses, correction using a dictionary is effective in improving the quality of the entire system.
These dictionaries are rarely constant at all times. For example, in the case of an address, the address
is changed due to the consolidation of municipalities. Therefore, it is necessary for the system to also
build a mechanism for periodically updating such a dictionary.
As a characteristic of AI-OCR related to these dictionaries, it is necessary to respond to social
changes such as changes in laws and regulations. For example, it is also important to register a new
era dictionary and change the format due to a change in the tax rate.
Also, it is difficult to process all forms with 100% accuracy when incorporating AI-OCR. Therefore,
depending on the task, it is necessary for a person to confirm the processing result of AI-OCR.
Therefore, an important point of view is the mechanism for alerting a form misidentified by AI-OCR
and the ease of use of the system itself incorporating AI-OCR.
From the viewpoint of incorporating AI-OCR into business processes, it is important to determine
the infrastructure configuration based on business hours and the number of required forms to be
processed. It is also necessary to consider whether the target business requires online processing or
whether it can be processed by night batch processing when designing the system infrastructure.

8.3.5. Customer Expectation in AI-OCR
The purpose of developing and introducing the AI-OCR was defined as contributing to
work substitution, work speed, and work quality and was examined as shown in the table below.
Table 8.5 Customer expectations for AI-OCR system
Items of expectations

Depth of expectations

Level of work substitution

Completely replacing the user’s work
Helping users with their work
Use as reference information
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(for preservation purposes)
Level of work speed

Faster than the user
Equivalent to user

Level of work quality

AI makes mistakes that humans cannot do
(Work quality is homogenized)
Work quality varies from person to person

First, regarding work substitution, the extent to which the degree of work substitution is required in
development and introduction is thought to contribute to the final quality. The level of work
substitution can be divided into complete replacement (replace all work with AI-OCR), work support
(support for normal work with AI-OCR), and use as reference information (electronic data conversion
with AI-OCR for storage, etc.). The quality of the model finally obtained changes depending on the
degree of this purpose. When starting development, it is recommended to consider the quality achieved
by this work substitution level.
In addition, regarding the work speed (i.e., processing speed), when developing and introducing AIOCR, it is also necessary to consider whether a human-like work speed is required or whether it is
faster than humans. It is also an issue to be able to prepare the infrastructure to achieve the processing
speed that meets the expectations.
In developing and introducing AI-OCR, it is also important to consider the level of improvement in
work quality. The work with human power varies from person to person. On the other hand, AI-OCR
can cause mistakes that cannot be made by humans (for example, erroneous recognition of “=” and
“ニ”; i.e., Error mistaken between symbol and katakana characters). It is also necessary to consider
how much these detections and corrections affect the business. In addition, there is a method such as
the utilization of certainty as a technique that enables humans to detect these mistakes in advance, but
it is necessary to study including the introduction of such a technique.

8.4. Example of AI-OCR application of quality assurance technology
Quality evaluation with metamorphic testing
As a method to evaluate the quality of the developed AI-OCR from the viewpoint of Model
Robustness, we propose a test design that applies the metamorphic testing (hereinafter referred to as
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MT) described in 3.3.2. First, two reasons why MT is effective for the quality evaluation of AI-OCR
are described.
(1) High robustness is required for AI-OCR
The forms entered into the AI-OCR have various characteristics due to the business contents of the
customer and the person who fills in the form. There are various forms such as forms with a darker
background color than usual, forms written in hazy or broken characters, forms filled in multiple lines
in items. However, it can be said to be a high-quality AI-OCR that is rich in robustness with high
precision and recognition for forms with any characteristics.
(2) Efficient identification of weaknesses and defects in AI models
Since the AI model is created inductively from training data, it is difficult to verify (Verification)
that defines the input-output relation after grasping the internal logic. Therefore, by applying MT and
repeating the comparison of the output results between various test cases, the validity confirmation
(Validation) is performed. Specifying what kind of change in the input data is vulnerable leads to
efficient identification of weak points and defects of the model. When a defect or a weak point of the
model becomes clear, measures such as tuning of learning parameters, specification of data to be
relearned, and review of internal logic are examined.
For the above two reasons, MT, which confirms the robustness of the model, is effective for
evaluating the quality of AI-OCR. By creating and testing various test cases using metamorphic
relationships, quality evaluation can be performed in terms of Model Robustness.
However, since the metamorphic relationship can be innumerable patterns, test cases can be created
without limit. In order to obtain the maximum verification effect with a realistic number of test cases,
it is necessary to devise a way to add changes to the form using metamorphic relations (Reference [1]).
Therefore, it is desirable to narrow down test cases and examine priorities by using the obtained
viewpoints for transformation based on metamorphic relationships according to the following
derivation examples.

< Viewpoint derivation example >
(v1) Identify recognition patterns that conventional OCRs without AI were not good at
(v2) Analyze the characteristics and occurrence frequency of forms generated in customer operations
(v3) Clarify patterns in which misrecognition greatly affects customer operations

For example, suppose that the above-mentioned (v1) is investigated, and the problem of the
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conventional OCR that “the recognition accuracy of the case where the ruled line of the item column
overlaps the character is low” is found. In order to confirm whether AI-OCR can overcome this
problem, we use a form (F1) in which the ruled lines do not overlap with the characters and a
metamorphic conversion called “Noise-based” (conversion of input that does not affect the output
result). Then, change the form (F1) (References [2] and [3]) to create a form (F2) in which ruled lines
and characters are intentionally overlapped. Then, by comparing the recognition results of the form
(F1) and the form (F2), we evaluate whether AI-OCR can overcome the conventional problems.
In addition, the above-mentioned (v3) is investigated, and suppose that there is a recognition of an
amount item as a pattern in which misrecognition greatly affects customer operations. In this pattern,
it is necessary to recognize handwritten numeric characters having similar character shapes, such as
“1” and “7,” with high accuracy. Therefore, first, prepare a report with “1” written in handwritten
characters in the amount item, and use the metamorphic transformation called “Heuristic” (change to
input close to the original data) (references [2] [3]), Create multiple forms with the font changed to
“7” close to “1”. Then, the recognition results between the created forms are compared, and whether
or not the handwritten characters “1” and “7” can be clearly identified is evaluated with priority and
priority.
It is also effective to utilize such a high-priority test perspective to create a test case using the
metamorphic relationship.
As mentioned above, studying the effective metamorphic relationship is an important point in test
design using MT.

[1] J. Nakagawa, “Efforts to Advance Quality Assurance / Testing of Software with Deep
Learning (in Japanese),” JaSST’19 Hokkaido, 2019
[2] C. Murphy, et al., Properties of Machine Learning Applications for Use in Metamorphic Testing,
SEKE2008, 2008
[3] C. Murphy, Applications of Metamorphic Testing, 2011, http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~
cdmurphy/Pubs/MetamorphicTesting-Columbia-17Nov2011.ppt

8.5. Recommended Quality Assessment Levels
This section defines the quality level in the following four stages. This quality level describes the
evaluation level for the constructed model, not the quality evaluation level for the system development
of the entire AI-OCR. Therefore, from the viewpoint of Data Integrity and Model Robustness, we
assumed that it would be used to balance the user’s expectations in Customer Expectation with the
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actual situation of the model being developed. For example, when a result such as 95% accuracy is
derived at the development stage, it is supposed to be used to evaluate how reliable the result is (highquality level). In developing AI-OCR, we formulated four quality levels based on what data was
developed and verified (from the viewpoint of training/evaluation data) and how it was evaluated
(evaluation indicators).
First, the model’s initial level of level 1 with the lowest quality represents a state where the accuracy
of the model can hardly be guaranteed. At this level, the degree of tasting when actually selecting an
algorithm is possible, but the accuracy derived from it is unreliable. The training/evaluation data at
this time are not considered to have the bias of the data used in the real environment; The quality is
evaluated using sampled data with a single accuracy indicator.
The model optimization level of quality level 2 was set to a state in which it was possible to evaluate
whether the model was over-trained by dividing the sampled data into training/test/verification
datasets as in level 1. Also, the evaluation indicator is not a single one, but the accuracy is evaluated
using multiple indicators. Therefore, this can evaluate the constructed model itself but does not
guarantee that it can be used in actual operation.
The business conformance level of quality level 3 is different from the above in that the
training/evaluation data utilize the biased data in actual operation, which are not used for training. In
addition, multiple indicators are used as the accuracy evaluation metrics, and the quality is evaluated
after examining whether the multiple indicators are appropriate. Therefore, when the constructed
model is introduced into the business, it can be evaluated that it operates with the same accuracy.
At the work efficiency improvement level of quality level 4, the quality is evaluated on
training/evaluation data using a considerable amount of data set used in business. In addition, accuracy
indicators are not only utilizing multiple indicators but also evaluates the accuracy and the degree of
work efficiency together. For this reason, the quality can be evaluated, including the degree of work
efficiency improvement.

We assume that these levels of quality assessment will increase throughout development. For
example, the following usage method is assumed. It is carried out to level 1 in the introduction and
assessment phase and is carried out to level 3 in the model development/requirement definition phase.
Then, the evaluation and main development are completed, and the usage method is to raise it to level
4 while operating.
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Figure 8.3 Quality level in AI-OCR systems
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